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In your hand you hold the second of three  

programme books that will be published  

before the beginning of Capital of Culture Year. 

A companion volume, the Linz Book, is all 

about Linz, with photos by Paul Kranzler  

and texts on different aspects of the city, 

ranging from downright declarations of love 

to information on regional peculiarities, from 

speculations to recommendations on a mass of 

topics related to industry, culture, and nature. 

It is in the nature of things that the last word 

on the programme of Linz09 has not yet been 

spoken as this volume goes to press. Several 

more projects will still be added, many  

have some development ahead of them.  

We would like to invite you to browse in this 

programme. And while you are about it, why 

not make a note of your favourite project in 

your calendar? Make a resolution to spend 

your holidays and weekends in Linz next  

year. Chances are you might rediscover our 

city – and Europe.

www.linz09.at gives you access to all our  

publications and to our newsletter. Take  

out a subscription. That way you’ll be sure  

to keep up to date.

Have fun!

INstRuctIONs 
FOR USE 
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We take delight in presenting to 

you the second of three programme 

books featuring Linz �009  

European Capital of Culture. 

Whoever says Linz says change. 

Change needs images. To establish 

beyond doubt what has changed. 

Or how time passes. Or what else 

might be possible. 

Every city is the sum of its images. 

This is especially true of a Capital 

of Culture, which must embrace 

change to justify the claims inhe-

rent in its extravagant honorific. 

And it is well aware it has to work 

with images to publicise itself to 

the world. 

Linz? Linz is the nucleus, the 

centre, the yolk in the middle of 

the cultural egg. 

The cover of the first programme 

book featured the picture of a navel 

(��% of the edition displayed a 

female navel, the rest a male). As 

a warning against mere provincial 

navel gazing. And as a reminder of 

what it means to be the navel of the 

cultural world for a year. 

Irony and a light touch are called 

for. Or so we think. Particularly in 

places normally ruled by pathos. 

Where culture becomes a one-

size-fits-all panacea – or even a 

substitute for religion.

Between navel and egg a lot has 

happened. The programme of 

Linz09 has become even more  

varied, more mature, more  

concrete. It is getting into its stride 

in addressing the great themes 

every capital of culture needs to 

address: its own themes and those 

of Europe as a whole.

This city has quite a past to look 

back on. An inconspicuous, 

likeable commercial town on the 

danube. Then Hitler’s adoptive 

city. Then an industrial city with 

all the fallout and risks involved. 

And now: a city that is about to 

reinvent itself, on the lookout for 

new horizons. 

The city has got what it takes.  

A great deal has changed for the 

better already. The city and its 

environs are among Europe’s  

most dynamic economic regions. 

Yet this does not stop us leading  

a rich and varied cultural life  

and enjoying an abundance of 

green space.

Whoever says Linz says culture, 

industry and nature. 

Which of these urban resources can 

the Capital of Culture build on? 

A great many. On different levels. 

Linz09 sees itself as part of this 

process, as a project in the service 

of sustainable urban development 

and as a challenge and a driving 

force for changes that are oriented 

towards the city’s future. 

In other words: The programme, 

which has already become an  

object of attention, wrangling 

and delight in the run-up to �009, 

will not exhaust itself in a festi-

val. Maintaining momentum is 

the watchword of the day, even 

beyond the fascinating roll call 

of events. For all who are invol-

ved. Artists, cultural institutions, 

businesses, politicians, the general 

public: they are all invited to test 

their mettle. 

This is why the phrase ‘peaceful 

state of exceptions’ is doing the 

rounds here in connection with the 

Capital of Culture Year. It’s a great 

opportunity whichever way one 

looks at it, as a manoeuvring space, 

as a shop window facing inward as 

much as outward. 

Opportunities are there to be  

made use of. Take your pick  

from our programme, choose  

what catches your fancy. From 

playgrounds you are familiar with 

and those where new experiences 

seem possible. Treat yourself to 

cultural weekends, limbering up 

schedules, pop charts, stag nights, 

girls’ nights out, assorted enter-

tainment, family tours, activity 

holidays of the cultural kind.

And: Start booking! Now. Take 

your calendar in hand. Ladies and 

gentlemen, dear Linzers: forget 

those destinations under exotic 

skies, book yourselves into Linz 

and put a tick against whatever 

takes your fancy. dear visitors  

from wherever: as you plan  

your travelling schedule for �009,  

make sure you include a stopover 

in Linz or better still: make it your 

destination. This book and  

www.linz09.at will help you  

do just that.

Now everything has been said that 

needs to be said in an introduction. 

The rest is Linz. And culture. The 

yolk at the heart of the cultural egg. 

Sunny side up.
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Bertolt Brecht created a moving and quick-witted lite-

rary character called Herr Keuner. Herr K. is involved 

in a short dialogue that is reflected in the motto of our 

programme. This is how it goes: ‘A man who had not 

seen Herr Keuner in a long time greeted him with the 

words, “You haven’t changed a bit.” “Oh”, said Herr 

Keuner and paled.’

Perhaps we feel guilty in retrospect because we  

too have, maybe without noticing it, caused many  

a person to pale with that identical sentence. It was  

well meant, of course. We wanted to say that some-

body had been keeping well and how fortunate it 

was that everything had remained as before. As Herr 

Keuner is not only quick-witted but wise, he takes  

a different view of the matter: no change means  

standstill, immobility.

Herr Keuner unmasks in this a paradox of change.  

We are well aware of the dynamics of transformation, 

of being transformed into something different, and  

of the fact that we cannot escape it. It is nevertheless 

sometimes difficult for us to acquiesce in transforma-

tion, actively to initiate it or react to it in a construc-

tive manner. Yet, even if we refuse to acquiesce in 

transformation, something is transformed inside us. 

As we grow older and start to feel the results of age,  

a painful loss in bodily agility is often compensated 

for by an enriching growth in bodily awareness.  

With a knowing wink, cultural theorists refer to our 

efforts to make the process of aging stop in its tracks 

as the ‘California syndrome’, which triggers a large 

number of counter measures, from nip and tuck to  

life-prolonging interventions.

Change happens not only at the level of the  

individual but at a collective level as well. Cities, 

villages, landscapes, mentalities, even nations change. 

As an individual one is caught up in these larger 

dimensions. When places change their faces, unusual 

perspectives become possible and new perceptions 

are offered. What is interesting about collective 

changes is the fact that there is no one who is  

capable of controlling them completely. Ambivalent, 

unstable and sometimes awkward moments are part 

of the process of transformation. Anyone can initiate 

something and set a transformation process in motion. 

Subsequently it is up to each member of that society 

what use they make of the impulse and how they 

keep it alive.

‘Everything changes, nothing dies.’ This is how  

the poet Ovid puts it in his famous Metamorphoses, 

an exuberant, fanciful poetical account of the early 

stages of the world. He links the world of simultane-

ous formation and dissolution with the human primal 

drives of Eros and Thanatos. Formation and transfor-

mation are subject to Eros and are therefore irresistible 

forces. It is, one might be led to assume, lovers above 

all who embrace transformation. Perhaps this is the 

best definition of love there is: to allow oneself to be 

transformed and to transform the other.

Yet transformation and change are not the same. 

Transformation is a freer form of becoming different.  

It comes in different shapes and sizes; it may be smal-

ler or bigger; sometimes it takes place at an ambling 

pace, it is more associative, more playful. A Capital of 

Culture is a playing field on which those who initiate 

transformation, the city’s population and its guests,  

try out different games designed to effect change.

It’s a comforting thought that we do not know all  

the things that have changed already. Presumably  

in some places there will have been more changes 

than we have been aware of, in others fewer. It is  

reasonable to assume that much more will change 

than we can imagine today. Real change far surpasses 

our power of imagination.

Herr Keuner paled because his counterpart failed to 

discern anything new in him. A failure that is not so 

easy to put aside. However, if changes do leave traces 

in a city or in individuals, one has to work equally 

hard to get to grips with that successful outcome.

Gesa Ziemer is Professor for Philosophy and  

Cultural Theory at the Zurich University of the Arts 

and a freelance theory curator, e.g. for the Steirischer 

Herbst festival, Graz.
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You do not have to be a newborn child to be welcomed in Linz with 
open arms. We’ll roll out the red carpet for you, as Franz Joseph did in 
1���, when he gallantly came to Linz to meet his 1�-year old fiancée, 
the Bavarian duchess Sisi. And don’t bother about presents or promises, 
just bring yourself. Anyway, for more than a generation leaving was 
more important than coming. Farewell and good Bye instead of 
Welcome. Yet that belongs to a bygone age. Now, the city has become  
attractive to both residents and visitors. Linz, host city to Europe in 
�009, a town full of promises and surprises, is ready to welcome the 
unexpected and to strike up new friendships.
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advenT 
0� 
IT ISN’T JuST CHRISTMAS WE’RE  
WAITINg FOR THIS TIME

Expectation is on the up and up. The adventure of the Capital of Culture 
casts its shadow over 2008. Advent and adventure become identical. 

In �00� what has traditionally been a time for waiting and reflection  
will be given the additional dimension of joyful anticipation of the 
coming of Capital of Culture Year. Linz09 defines advent as a countdown 
anticipating Capital of Culture Year by counting up to �1 instead of �� 
and ending on New Year’s Eve, the last day of �00�. 
The thrills of anticipation, of pre-premieres, of teasers: Advent0� will 
speak about the coming festive year. Each day will see a new highlight  
of the Capital of Culture programme come alive on the advent calendar  
at Café Centrum. The calendar? Ah, yes: The 09 Calendar will have  
�1 windows, and the Advent wreath will blaze with five rather than the 
traditional four candles. On the first Sunday the first THE HERMIT IN 
THE TOWER will move in at the former tower watchman’s quarters.  
The tower trumpeters in the steeple of Stadtpfarrkirche will also begin  
the duties of their Capital of Culture mission in Advent and will  
announce their good news everyday. Public rehearsals make it possible  
to get acquainted in advance with works that will be performed at the  
beginning of �009 – for instance Franz Hummel’s opera FOuCHÉ.  
ENSEMBLE09 will also be delighted to welcome listeners at its rehearsals. 
The Theater des Kindes will open one window a day with a series of per-
formances. ‘Sweeter the bells never sound’ people used to say of Advent 
in the old carol. Yet the seasonally adjusted constant stream of Christmas 
evergreens that follows us wherever we go in the time before Christmas 
provides for ideal conditions for the start of the ACOuSTIC CITY cam-
paign: Beschallungsfrei (Say No to compulsory acoustic irradiation!). 

THE EvEnT BEforE THE EvEnT

Since time immemorial the first Sunday in Advent has marked the  
beginning of the Ecclesiastical Year and of preparations for Christmas. 
Latin ‘adventus’, from which our Advent is derived, was used to translate 
the Greek word for ‘arrival’; subsequently it came to refer to the arrival, 
presence or the visit of a dignitary of some sort. In Advent, we celebrate 
an impending birth: Linz09 will also look forward with a great sense of 
joy to the birth of Capital of Culture Year and will bid it welcome. 

When //

30 november – 31 december 08

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 project 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

2008
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When //

31 december 08 – 2 January 09

Where // 

hauptplatz and danube embankment  

(31 december 08), Linz city centre  

(1 January 09), outlying districts  

of Linz (2 January 09)

idea / concePT // 

Linz 09/iris Mayr

a Linz09 project

Linz will celebrate the beginning of Capital of Culture Year over  

three days. The countdown will begin on New Year’s Eve.  

A three day opening gala for its visitors from at home and abroad will  

be the signal for Linz to blast off on its European mission. Cultural venues, 

restaurants, pubs and bars will be wide open for visitors during the whole 

electrifying countdown. At midnight Capital of Culture Year will be 

ushered in with fireworks above the danube and with all kinds of musical 

surprises. The danube and its embankments between the new Ars Elec-

tronica Center, the Nibelungen bridge, the Lentos Kunstmuseum and the 

Brucknerhaus will host a dazzling and colourful spectacle.

New Year’s day will see a combination of tradition and things to come. 

Folkloristic presentations, inaugurations, the openings of important  

exhibitions and previews of the programme of Linz09 will set the agenda 

in the centre of a city that will probably react to all this with its usual 

insouciance and a mixture of self-affirmation and international flair.  

And on �nd January Linz09 will concentrate on the neighbourhoods, the 

suburbs and the outlying districts, making sure that the banner of Capital 

of Culture Year is hoisted everywhere. 

3-2-1 ALL of LInZ IS A GLITTErInG STAGE

31 December 08

10 pm  Countdown

12 pm Tom ryser, orlando Gough and choirs: fireworks and music 

 over the Danube; followed by partying under the open sky,  

 in bars, restaurants and clubs 

1 January 09

11 am new Year’s Concert Palais Kaufmännischer verein

2 pm Inauguration: the new Ars Electronica Center

4 pm new Year’s Concert Brucknerhaus

7 pm opening of BEST of AUSTrIA at the Lentos Kunstmuseum, etc.

2 January 09

Capital of Culture in the neighbourhoods

The detailed programme of the ceremonial opening with all events  

and what else is on offer will be available from September 08.
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coMing and going

In the Capital of Culture Year Linz will attract attention by new and  

unusual signs. To be more specific, the appearance of the place-name 

signs at Linz’s entry points will be changed. Additional place-name signs 

in one of the many languages used in spoken and written form in Linz 

will be added to the existing ones. 

during the entire Capital of Culture Year the most important access routes 

leading into Linz will be given new names. These additional street names 

in – from the point of view of the majority of citizens – foreign languages 

are meant to signal on the one hand respect for the ethnic complexity  

of present-day Linz’s population and on the other a hospitable welcome 

for visitors to the Capital of Culture. The scripts in use will be evidence 

of the wide range of ethnic origins of Linz’s residents; they will include 

Chinese, Sinhalese, greek, Armenian and Laotic. The pro-active confron-

tation of a polyglot situation demands the kind of democratic attitude  

that is so needed and so necessary in all areas of a life lived together  

rather than merely side by side. Before the new signs go up on 1�th  

december �00� a socio-political debate with the population of Linz  

will be conducted. COMINg ANd gOINg is therefore not only a sign of 

respect for all people living in Linz but also a test case to establish how 

cosmopolitan the majority of Linzers really are in their roles as hostesses 

and hosts of Europe. 

The salient point in the project CoMInG AnD GoInG is the ‘calling 

in question’ of both actual and mental demarcation lines. Borders are 

constructs that have evolved in the course of history. They have been 

subject time and again to far-reaching alterations in the wake of different 

developments, such as war and power struggles. These alterations can 

be traced to this day in the etymology of place names and in the history 

of scripts. The term ‘language barrier’ is relevant as well in this context. 

The project CoMInG AnD GoInG is also meant as an impulse to rethink 

borders and barriers and to admit new developments. 

When //

18 december 08 – end of 09

Where // 

17 access routes

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

social impact 

www.social-impact.at 

creW // 

daniela deutsch (head of Project)

a Linz09 project
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PixeL hoTeL 
When //

all year 08 and 09

Where // 

Marienstraße 10a,  

Wimhölzlplatz and other locations

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

verein Pixelhotel (sabine Funk,  

Michael grugl, Jürgen haller, christian 

h. Leeb, richard steger, christoph 

Weidinger)

www.pixelhotel.at

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

The hotel business and culture enter into an entente cordial: All of Linz 

is a hotel. At all times and in all of its parts, with the special allure of 

what is taken for granted.

Where is it possible for guests of the Capital of Culture to bed down  

for the night and gain an authentic impression of what Linz is really like? 

At the PIXEL HOTEL, an art and architecture project that offers accom-

modation of a very special kind. In an analogy to pixels on a screen the 

rooms of this hotel form the smallest units of the cityscape. Rooms that are 

unused at present and that are dispersed all over Linz are being adapted 

for this purpose. Industrial hangars, business premises, council housing. 

The hotel pixels crop up anywhere. The café next door is turned into  

a breakfast buffet, the organic restaurant into a dining room, the suburban 

pub into a hotel bar. In this way facets of Linz become visible that would 

normally remain hidden from visitors. With their room key the hotel 

guests are handed a city map. As they make their way to their destination, 

they form their first impressions of Linz, which will give them a good  

idea of the city’s character, its many-sidedness and what it’s like to  

live here on an everyday basis. In Marienstraße the Pixel Hotel will have 

the atmosphere of a studio, shop premises in a working-class housing 

estate will unexpectedly be transformed into a garden in bloom. Ten such 

scintillating ambiences are planned, which will add a fun factor to feeling 

at home in Linz. 

on our homepage www.pixelhotel.at you will find detailed information 

on the two pixels that have already been realized; an extensive image 

gallery that will enable you to form an idea of what the new hotel  

experience has in store for you: room prices, video streams and direct 

access to booking – or give us a call: +43 650/7437953!
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TheaTerLUsT 1:
SCHNEESTuRM
TheaTre Mania 1: snoWsTorM

A storm in mid-winter, with all the facets that the performing arts have 

to offer. At the invitation of Linz09, a number of international artists paid 

the city a visit and got to know and like Linz. This meeting inspired ideas 

in celebration of the theatre as well as of Linz. unusual performances  

are in store for Linz. There will be play acting, dancing, philosophizing, 

dreaming, being provocative, criticizing – and all that even though the 

year has hardly begun. There will be a mixture of genres as well as a 

mixture of cooperative arrangements. There will be times when popular, 

densely structured, brilliant performances by touring companies are all 

the rage, there will be others, when performances will be on show that 

could only have seen the light of day in this city. In the middle of the 

snowstorm … lust: lust for theatre, for the stage, intensity and high spirits. 

Some of the productions by touring companies will be briefly introduced 

below. For information on works commissioned by Linz09 see the pages 

listed below:

ECDYSIS – The Snake Sheds its Skin by Arjun Raina  ...........................  62

MARIA STUART by Aida Karic and Biljana Srbljanovic  .....................  78

EMPIRE  (Art & Politics) by Superamas  .................................................... 81

TERRITORIES by Betty Shamieh ...............................................................  93

When //

15 January – 15 February 09

a Linz09 festival

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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gUy cassiers / 
TRIPTYCH OF POWER 

The different parts of  

TRIPTYCH OF POWER feature 

different approaches to the theme 

of power. ‘Mefisto for ever’ focuses 

on the role played by the famous 

german actor gustaf gründgens, 

the archetypal dr Faustus in the 

Third Reich and, more generally, 

about the part culture plays in  

a given social environment.  

‘Wolfskers’ deals with the trilogy of 

the Russian film maker Aleksandr 

Sokurov, which addresses the 

personal aspects of power and the 

myths surrounding Lenin, Hitler 

and Hirohito. ‘Atropa’ takes the 

Trojan War as its point of departure 

for a description of the flipsides of 

power, suffering, pain, agony. 

Guy Cassiers, the sensitive  

explorer of the area where theatre, 

art and music overlap, has been 

the director of Toneelhuis Antwerp 

since 2006. Tom Lanoye, the  

creator of the plays’ text base,  

has become well known in  

German speaking countries  

particularly through his adapta-

tion of ‘Schlachten’.

FaUsTin LinyeKULa / 
THE FESTIvAL OF LIES

In Patagonia, as Sepúlveda  

writes, the peasant assemble  

once a year to tell lies for a whole 

night. The most incredible story  

is awarded the prize. And now  

Faustin Linyekula invites audi-

ences to listen to stories – and 

lies. THE FESTIvAL OF LIES 

addresses issues of memory and 

of the consequences attending 

collective amnesia in the political, 

social and economic contexts of 

a turbulent, ever changing world. 

Three dancers and an actress lure 

the audience to follow them into  

a dream world, which contains  

a great deal of truth.

faustin Linyekula, dancer  

and choreographer, lives and 

works in Kisangani and Kinshasa 

(both in the Democratic republic 

of Congo), and regularly visits 

Kenya, South Africa, reunion 

and Europe. In 2001 he founded 

Studios Kabako, a centre for 

dance and visual theatre, which 

addresses itself to issues of  

memories and remembrance. 

raiMUnd hoghe / 
��, AvENuE  
gEORgE MANdEL

The title ��, AvENuE gEORgE 

MANdEL refers to the house in 

which Maria Callas spent the last 

years of her life. The play deals 

with issues of life, art, appearance 

and reality, loneliness and the  

longing for beauty. It does so by  

focusing on one single person 

who is alone in a room with her 

memories – until a second person 

appears and opens a new door.  

Raimund Hoghe demonstrates how 

intimate the relationship between 

music and dance is by showing 

how a unique singer such as Maria 

Callas relates to the dancers who 

are visible on the stage.

raimund Hoghe, definitely not  

run of the mill as a choreographer,  

has been creating works for 

dancers and actors since 1989. 

recurring issues in these works 

are reality, time, the ways in which 

history is remembered, human 

beings, images, emotions and the 

power of music, its beauty, and 

the confrontation with a body that 

does not conform to traditional 

ideas of beauty.  
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sMadar yaaron /  
WISH uPON A STAR

In WISH uPON A STAR Smadar 
Yaaron plays an Israeli Jewess, the 
daughter of Holocaust survivors, 
who marries the Magen david.  
A Messias is born from this holy 
alliance who brings the Jews’ �000-
year search for peace to an end. 
Smadar Yaaron is seen dancing 
with the hexagonal Star of david, 
the source of redemption as much 
as of suffering, of the Holocaust 
and the unresolved Israeli-Pales-
tinian present. WISH uPON A 
STAR: a grotesque wedding cere-
mony between a star and a woman,  
a fatal alliance between religion 
and state doctrine, a macabre take 
on religion and ideology.

Smadar Yaaron, actress,  
dancer, drama teacher, focuses 
in her works on the Jewish-Israeli 
past and present, on the state  
of Israel and its history, and on  

the Holocaust. 

cUqUi Jerez /  
THE REAL FICTION  

This project sets out to do research 
on the truesmear of bontinics and 
oregomatics. The most interesting  
tool that we have purdoed is 
doubtlessly the kulifi. Kulifi means 
digestomach, and digestomach 
makes the borderline between 
Alobi and Bodenda very wartifu. 
Kulifi should never be merxed on 
the stage. The performers dessict 
for hours on end without ever  
nonisching the didactus; if the  
nonisched the didactus, the  
audience could botine the world 
from Alobi to Bodenda. Kulifis 
and joeruls are fascinating because 
they zipon everything and call 
even the Lums into question.  
For this tateso is the most impor-
tant approach, as it is the nus of 
the image, the borderline between 
Alobi and Bodenda. The meta-
morphosis (transformation) of the 
zipon in space is bellied by the 
audience’s imagination and is then 
reflected back to the actual sisero; 
and all this under the aegis of the 
frotipey of surprise.
 
Cuqui Jerez is a dancer choreo-
grapher and film maker. She has 
performed ‘The real fiction’ at a 
number of European festivals such 
as Theater Impulse and SpielArt 
München and was everywhere 

hailed as a major discovery.

vicToria /   
THE ANTHOLOgY  
OF OPTIMISM

Jacob Wren and Pieter de Buysser 
have set out looking for optimism. 
Alternating between the modes 
of manic search, research and 
meticulously amassing knowledge, 
a self-declared optimist and an 
equally inveterate pessimist are 
looking for general truths, which 
still await discovery even in  
the �1st century. The search is 
structured into four stages. The 
search for a scientifically valid 
definition comes first; this leads 
to more and more material being 
gathered by the two actors; the  
material tends to drift towards 
some kind of theatrical statement; 
the final performance presents  
the results. 

The stage company victoria  
from Ghent, founded in 1992, is 
a hotbed for experimental theatre 
and has been able over the years 
to attract a number of theatre 
wizards, such as Alain Platel or 
Jérôme Bel.
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JÉrÔMe beL /   
THE SHOW  
MuST gO ON

In his much acclaimed  
production THE SHOW MuST 
gO ON Jérôme Bel plays with our 
memory. using memorable pop 
songs of the last few decades  
he evokes associations of the 
kind that are almost inevitable in 
connection with the musical Hair 
or the tear jerker Titanic.  
�0 performers are presented with 
19 pop songs plus one dJ. Jérôme 
Bel is known for his minimalist 
mise-en-scènes, the protracted 
moments in which next to nothing 
happens on the stage, with the 
focus being on the quotidian  
rather than the stupendous.

Jérôme Bel, who was born in 
southern france, is an experimen- 
tal choreographer with a special 
predilection for negating the 
barrier between performer and 
audience. for THE SHoW MUST 
Go on he was awarded a Bessie, 
a new York dance and perfor-
mance distinction, in the category 

Choreography/Creation in 2005.

candoco

CANdOCO have been committed 
to purely artistic standards from 
their beginnings in 1991 and see 
themselves as an ‘ordinary’ dance 
company. They are England’s  
most important integrative troupe, 
who collaborate with internatio-
nally renowned choreographers  
to offer a professional platform  
for the joint work of handicapped 
and non-handicapped dancers.  
In addition to their worldwide 
tours with a total in the meantime 
of more than �0 programmes  
CANdOCO has developed into 
one of the most important centres 
of integrative dance training.  
They also operate England’s  
first academy of dance for handi-
capped students. 
 
Linz09 will present their latest 
programme with choreographies 
by Nigel Charnock and Hofesh 
Schechter in cooperation with 
SICHT:WECHSEL.  

In addition to these performances 
by world class touring companies 
there will be others, equally excit-
ing and equally unusual ones that 
will lure the Linzers and our guests 
from abroad to the boards that 
mean the world to us. 
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Linz09 will not commission a dedicated court orchestra; instead  

it will develop a dedicated musical ensemble. ENSEMBLE09 will be  

an important addition to Upper Austria’s already rich musical and 

cultural landscape.

ENSEMBLE09 will make audiences want to listen to it – and to the Capi-

tal of Culture. They will be able to do so all year round and in all manner 

of different places. They will be lured, seduced, stimulated and taught 

to realize that something beautiful, new and charming is taking place. 

ENSEMBLE09 will serve as a mediator, point of contact and communica-

tion forum between composers, performing artists and audiences from all 

walks of life. In addition to its core membership it will include musicians 

from the Bruckner Orchestra, the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität and 

the Landesmusikschulwerk of upper Austria on an ad-hoc basis depend-

ing on the project in question. ENSEMBLE09 will specialize above all in 

the idioms of contemporary music in concerts where an important part 

will be played by the dialogue with the audience. In addition to more 

traditional venues there will be concerts in schools, apprentices’ hostels 

and other educational facilities all over the province. 

ENSEMBLE09 has been planned as a permanent institution, for which 

Capital of Culture Year has provided the inspirational cue. We are 

witnesses to the birth of a new musical ensemble which will make itself 

heard a great deal in future.

MUSICAL ConTrIBUTIonS

EnSEMBLE09 is an integral part of CIrCUS, where it will be in charge of 

realizing the sound of music as diverse as that of Karel Svoboda, Isabel 

Ettenauer, renald Deppe, Xiaoyong Chen, Edison Denissow, Sofia Gubai-

dulina, Gija Kantscheli, György Kurtág, Toru Takemitsu, Isang Yun, Bal-

duin Sulzer, Katharina Klement, Judith Unterpertinger, Johanna Doderer, 

Bernd Preinfalk, etc. franz Hummel’s opera foUCHÉ and InSTAnT 

AnTon, a condensed version of Bruckner’s symphonies by Thomas Kerbl 

will also be placed in the capable hands of EnSEMBLE09. 

When //

all year 09

idea // 

Linz09/Peter androsch,  

Thomas schaupp

concePT // 

Thomas Kerbl, Thomas schaupp

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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idea // 

Linz09/Peter androsch

coMPosiTion // 

Thomas Kerbl

a work commissioned by Linz09

Sound bites from Anton Bruckner’s ten symphonies: the pianist and 

conductor Thomas Kerbl has created three to five minute quintessences 

for a variety of orchestration and for solo piano.

Cuts, cross-fades, fade-ins and fade-outs were Anton Bruckner’s  

stock-in-trade, at a time before these terms had even been invented. These 

techniques are to be found in each of his ten symphonies. Thomas Kerbl 

makes use of them in his ultra short versions to do justice to the sympho-

nies’ structural and compositional ideas and to their musical essence.  

His approach to Bruckner does not lose sight, despite its minimalism,  

of the wide open spaces of upper Austria’s landscapes near St Florian, 

of the claustrophobic throng as the dancers whirl round the dance floor 

to the sound of the fiddle, the monumental impact of an ecstatic upturn 

to transcendence, and the breathlessness of loneliness-induced despair. 

The concentrate of Bruckner’s symphonic work created by Kerbl throws 

Bruckner’s genius all the more into relief: visionary and radical, mystical 

and inexplicable, refusing to have any truck with the banal and thereby 

pointing far ahead into the future. ‘It is always a major event when a 

composer who was as much at one with the essence of music as Bruckner 

is played on the piano. With Bruckner the piano is simply not there!  

You get the impression you’re hearing other instruments and soon forget 

the piano …’ (Rudolf Steiner)

‘Bruckner is a giant. His music stands out in time like an erratic boulder. 

fallen from heaven like a huge Egg of Columbus. We do not know where 

his music came from, nor do we know where it went. We do know,  

however, that something – or rather somebody – has become manifest in 

it: Anton Bruckner. A human being as a person, as sound. The sources 

from which Bruckner’s musical ideas were drawn remain an enigma.  

It is also strange that he had neither successors nor students. Bruckner 

admirers, however, number in the untold thousands. All over the world, 

they come together in groups, clubs and circles and share a sense of  

amazement at this universe of sound, which seems to be detached from 

the world as we know it.’ (Peter Androsch)
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TUrMMUsiK 
ToWer MUsic

A tradition that was interrupted 150 years ago is being revived: from on 

high, from the steeple of the city’s parish church, the signals of natural 

trumpets will go forth to the four points of the compass.

Arrivals of members of the ruling dynasty, the opening and closing of the 

city gates, the beginnings of the market, fire alarms: These were some of 

the events signalled by the tower trumpeters in a bygone age. In TOWER 

MuSIC trumpet signals will sound again from the steeple of the city’s 

parish church on every weekday of the year. This ‘tower service’ will be 

performed by students of the Musikschule Linz, where a natural trumpet 

course was started in �00�/0� to acquaint advanced students with the 

special characteristics of this difficult instrument. On the Sundays of 

Capital of Culture Year the programme will be enlarged: students of the 

Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität will join their professors to perform 

one of the Clarin trumpet duets by Romanus Weichlein, a Linz baroque 

composer. A short signature tune, appropriately named ‘good Night’,  

will signal the end of the tower trumpeters’ performance.

The composer romanus Weichlein (c1652-1706) was well known  

throughout Europe in his days. Born into a Linz family of musicians, he is 

believed to have been a pupil of Heinrich Ignaz franz Biber. Particularly 

popular was his collection of five-part sonatas for strings and two clarin 

trumpets entitled ‘Encaenia Musices’. This lavishly produced volume also 

contains 24 pieces entitled ‘Pro tabula’ for two clarin trumpets.

When //

30 november 08 – 31 december 09

daily at 6 pm 

Where // 

stadtpfarrkirche

Pfarrplatz, 4020 Linz

idea / concePT // 

ars antiqua austria, gunar Letzbor

in cooperation with diözese Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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sonnTag- 
MORgEN
sUnday Morning

When //

sunday mornings 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/susanne Posegga

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Slept long enough or not gone to bed yet? In Capital of Culture Year  

Sunday will be given over to carefree idleness.

Even on Sunday morning the city has plenty to surprise us with.  

depending on how they feel, early risers or night owls can start the  

day in company or with a swing – or they can simply take it easy. 

At five in the morning why not go up to the rooftops in the spirit of 

HöHENRAuSCH to see the sun rise? Or take a picnic on the dONAu-

STRANd? Or a religious service with European themes?

Why go for another spin in the country, if you haven’t climbed the  

mountains of Linz yet? Why not explore the NEIgHBOuRHOOd OF  

THE MONTH, which you only know from hearsay as yet? The truly  

curious will want to go up the SACREd MOuNTAIN in the company  

of artists and experts and on their return they may want to walk across 

HöRSTAdT and on to Winterhafen via the donaulände. Tai Chi in  

the park and the digital sounds of ElectroFrühstück will provide the  

necessary urban flavour. Those who thirst for knowledge may want  

to visit the KEPLER SALON and engage in scientific small talk with an 

expert. For those hungry for culture we lay on early morning concerts, 

matinées and film brunches. 

A MornInG ProGrAMME for THE  
52 SUnDAYS of CAPITAL of CULTUrE YEAr

Linz09 will put together a special morning programme for Sundays that 

tries to cater in equal measure for Linzers and for our international guests. 

There will be a wide variety of options to choose from: breakfasts and 

brunches, debating circles, hikes and guided tours, music, film screenings, 

theatre performances, religious services, sports and gymnastics.

A regularly updated programme will contain a run down of what is on 

offer in the way of options specially organized for Linz09 and a selection 

of recommended events at Linz’s cultural institutions in the ordinary way.

SonnTAGMorGEn is an invitation to opt for the unusual. To broaden 

one’s workaday horizon. To relax and experience something different.  

To tarry and discover jewels both big and small. To enjoy this special time 

of day on a special day.
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KULTUr- 
LOTSINNEN
cULTUre PiLoTs

A TOTALLY dIFFERENT LINZ

Twelve women with a migrant background will take up their posts  

in Linz Mitte near Wiener Straße to invite locals as well as tourists on 

guided tours of Linz’s neighbourhoods.

The CuLTuRE PILOTS involved in this project are no city guides in 

the ordinary sense. Instead they will be offering insights into their own 

life-worlds as migrants. Anyone who takes up their offer will be given the 

opportunity to experience the city through the eyes of these women. un-

expected insights will mingle with pieces of information related to Linz, 

to the programme of the Capital of Culture and to other cultural events, 

including some that are specific to individual neighbourhoods. What is at 

issue in this project is not a one way integration of new people, things or 

concepts into an existing world. It is a two way process. Our society and 

the world we live in are themselves undergoing a constant transformation 

fuelled by the participation of human beings who come from another 

cultural background. Culture is not an immutable given – it is always 

recreating itself from scratch in countless different ways. 

The neighbourhood Linz Mitte comprises an area that is bordered in 

the south by the Western railway line and extends from Andreas-Hofer-

Platz and the Makartviertel to Bulgariplatz. Compared with other Linz 

neighbourhoods this one has a particularly high percentage of migrants. 

Groups from the Middle East, from India and from both north and Sub-

Saharan Africa have settled here and live side by side with native Linzers 

and other migrants from more traditional ‘sender countries’, such as 

Turkey or the Balkan states. 

When //

May – June 09

Where // 

neighbourhood near  

Wiener straße (Linz Mitte)

Meeting places for guided tours: 

bulgariplatz and hauptplatz

idea / concePT // 

berufsförderungsinstitut oö

creW // 

Monika Pramreiter and birgit Kaps 

(concept and realization),  

eva gütlinger (assistance),  

erika rockenschaub (coordination)

in cooperation with  

arbeitsmarktservice oö/Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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rebeL- 
LINNEN!
acTivisTas!

When //

March – october 09

Where // 

Meeting point is the hauptplatz

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

trafo.K/renate höllwart,  

charlotte Martinz-Turek,  

elke smodics, nora sternfeld

conTribUTors // 

vida bakondy, eva egermann, elke 

gaugele, gabriella hauch, dagmar 

höss, Marty huber, alexander Jöchl, 

gottfried Lichtenberger, rosel  

Postuvanschitz, Tid – carlos Toledo 

and eva dertschei 

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

HERSTORIES ANd HISTORIES ON THE BuS  

A coach will be the vehicle for a search at historical and currently  

topical locations for Linz-wide traces of protest, poor working condi-

tions and social struggle. 

When precisely were certain political demands first voiced in the streets 

of Linz, and against what kind of background? Who were the women that 

voiced them? How were they formulated? And what traces have they left 

in the urban space?

REBELLINNEN! is a cooperative venture of scientists, artists and a 

number of Linz-based volunteer groups, for whom these questions serve 

as points of departure. The route of the coach journey will be result of 

that cooperation. The coach’s final destination will remain open until the 

actual day of the journey. 

The coach is a carrier of information and a space for action, it invites 

people to get on board and to be transported along a route staked out by 

social struggle and feminist demands from around 1900 to the present 

day. The city is mapped in new cartographical terms: sites of protest and 

labour – their past, present and future – are rediscovered and reanimated. 

Trafo.K is active in research and mediation projects at the interface of 

education and the production of knowledge. Its work includes media and 

youth projects, artistic interventions, scientific studies, coaching, work-

shops and consulting for museums, exhibitions and projects in the public 

space. In terms of content priority is given to contemporary art, science 

mediation and contemporary history. 
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Linz has everything that a European city needs. First of all there is  
history reaching so far back that only the archaeologists can tell us  
about its beginnings. It is in its history that we find the meaning of the 
name, Linz: the Romans called the place Lentia, taking this name from 
the even older Celtic word, Lentos, which might have something to  
do with the winding of the danube. Kings held court here, princesses 
got married, battles were fought and generals were buried. It has a  
medieval centre, baroque churches, 19th-century parks and �0th-century  
motorways, museums and theatres. It has produced quite a crop of  
great sons and daughters, poets, thinkers, musicians and scientists. It 
is home not only to the local working and middle-class population but 
also to a number of immigrant communities. In short, Linz is a capital 
that is both unique and eccentric, combining the spacious feeling of 
a metropolis with its own homespun provincial charm.
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KULTUrhaUPT-
sTadTTeiL 
dES MONATS
caPiTaL oF cULTUre neigh- 
boUrhood oF The MonTh

The whole bandwidth of cultural life in Linz becomes apparent in the 

witty, creative and innovative ideas that residents have come up with to 

demonstrate the vitality of their part of town. For one month at a time, 

each neighbourhood has all the limelight to itself. 

As in most cities of a comparable size, cultural life tends to gravitate  

to the centre, where most theatres, music and exhibition venues are  

to be found. In �009 this, as so much else, will be different: The whole 

city becomes one huge venue. Theatrical performances, SONNTAgMOR-

gEN, the FESTIvAL dER REgIONEN at the southern city limits as well 

as other projects, relatively small in scale, will transform out-of-the-way 

streets and lanes into meeting places. BELLEvuE, the yellow house in 

the landscape park, will turn the area gained by the burying of the motor-

way at Bindermichl/Spallerhof into a hub for cultural events and guest 

appearances. What is the essence of a specific outlying district of the city? 

What makes it special, what is lacking? Residents have provided answers 

to questions such as these as part of KuLTuRHAuPTSTAdTTEIL dES 

MONATS and have come up with a number of ideas and have given 

proof of their creative potential in the most charming way. 

There will be good reasons why both Linzers and our visitors will want 

to explore the city in its entirety. Take your bike or a tram, a bus and 

discover the joys of discovery! And allow for a long and exciting journey: 

twelve months, twelve parts of the city, one Capital of Culture! 

LET THInGS rEMAIn AS THEY HAvE  
nEvEr BEEn BEforE

The tradition of ‘community building’ is still in its infancy in Linz.  

The so-called round Tables, which have already taken place, produced 

as a result networks of local actors; residents, associations, institutions 

and groups of all shapes and sizes identified the common interests in  

a neighbourhood. This produced the momentum to develop visions and 

to satisfy needs not recognized by either state or city. 

for those who want to find out more about the topic: Professor Ingo Mörth 

and his team (Institute of Cultural Science and Cultural research, Jo-

hannes Kepler University, Linz) have updated his study on living cultural 

ensembles in Linz. Download from www.linz09.at

When //

all year 09

Where // 

one city neighbourhood per month

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/Tamara schwarzmayr from  

an idea by ingo Mörth

creW // 

claudia dworschak, Marie-Therese 

strasser (organisation, coordination 

and realization)

development of specific ideas for  

individual city neighbourhoods and 

their realization: alliances consisting  

of associations, institutions, groups 

and individuals across the city.

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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besT oF 
AuSTRIA

When //
2 January – 10 May 09
Mon – sun 10 am – 6 pm,  
Thu 10 am – 9 pm

Where // 
Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
ernst-Koref-Promenade 1, 4020 Linz
www.lentos.at

idea / concePT // 
Linz09, Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

insTiTUTions inviTed  
To ParTiciPaTe // 
albertina, ba Kunstsammlung, baWag 
Foundation, burgenländische Landes-
galerie, essl Museum, evn sammlung 
erste bank – group, gemäldegalerie der 
akademie der bildenden Künste Wien, 
generali Foundation, Kunsthaus bre-
genz, Landesmuseum Joanneum/neue 
galerie, Liechtenstein Museum, Leopold 
Museum, MaK - österreichisches 
Museum für angewandte Kunst/gegen-
wartskunst, MUMoK Museum moderner 
Kunst, MUsa – Museum auf abruf, Mu-
seum der Moderne salzburg, Museum 
moderner Kunst Kärnten, niederösterrei-
chisches Landesmuseum, oberösterrei-
chische Landesmuseen, österreichische 
galerie belvedere, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum Wien, salzburg Museum –  
neue residenz, sammlung verbund, 
sTrabag bauholding, Tba 21 –  
Thyssen-bornemisza art contemporary, 
Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum, 
T-Mobile austria gmbh, vorarlberger 
Landesmuseum, Wien Museum

in cooperation with Lentos Kunstmu-
seum Linz with support from oMv ag

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

AN ART COLLECTION

How does Europe’s Cultural Capital of the Year get an art collection 

which is worthy of it? That’s simple! It starts collecting. 

A capital needs an art collection that is worthy of it and truly represen- 

tative of the nation. Yet such collections take centuries to build. So the 

Lentos Kunstmuseum and Linz09 have asked everybody to be generous 

and help the Capital of Culture perform its role with dignity. And that’s 

the outcome: Austria’s most excellent works of art will find themselves 

united in the country’s ‘capital for a year’. More than �0 Austrian  

museums, renowned collections, galleries and private art collections 

from vienna to Lake Constance will each contribute three works. Ranging 

across all styles and drawn from different centuries. The roughly one 

hundred samples will provide a panoramic overview of the manifold 

artistic treasures the country has produced throughout its history. What 

criteria govern the selection? What are the criteria that enable us to gauge 

the quality of art? For more than four months the Lentos will demonstrate 

what an ideal art collection might look like. The result will be a playful 

temporary test set-up consisting of decisions each one of which is itself 

the result of individual decisions. As is the case with most collections, 

this one has in its make-up an element of chance, a debt to personal  

predilections and the compromises necessary – given the financial  

and spatial possibilities. What the works on display have in common 

is the highest possible quality that marks them as jewels in the national 

heritage in the broadest sense of the term. 

TEnSIon BETWEEn CULTUrAL GooD  
AnD ‘GooD CULTUrE’ 

BEST of AUSTrIA sets out to tell a story of the appreciation of art and to 

provoke a debate on the standards and criteria involved in ‘best-of’ selec-

tion processes. Is it the most valuable, the best known, the most publicized 

paintings and artworks that are shown in Linz as representing Austria’s 

‘best’? Is it the favourites of those who head the country’s museums and art 

collections and who want to direct the limelight to neglected treasures? If 

all this sparks controversies about the selection, the quality, the represen-

tativity of ‘national heritage’ and the meaning of that term – all the better. 
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Linz 
STATuS 
quO
Three international writers on architecture turn their gaze on Linz: The 

result is a well-informed discussion of the possibilities of urban planning 

today and tomorrow.

A precondition that is imperative for a city to be granted the status of  

a Capital of Culture are programmes with a high degree of sustainability 

that confront urban development and the architectural heritage. In order 

to assess the status quo of Linz and environs, Linz09 has invited three 

internationally renowned architectural critics, Shumon Basar/London, 

Angelika Schnell/Innsbruck – Berlin and Roemer van Toorn/Amsterdam 

to produce an objective appraisal. They have been asked to voice praise 

and criticism, to set their sights also on the future and to ask questions 

and come up with answers on which to base far-reaching decisions: How 

and where is Linz capable of improvement? Where is the city’s greatest 

potential in the coming decades? 

Three symposia will accompany this fact-and-potential finding mission. 

The essays of the critics will form part of the book Linz Texas and will 

also appear in part in local and national papers and in specialist journals.  

UrBAn DEvELoPMEnT

‘The critic is not someone who unmasks but someone who gathers  

together. The critic is not someone who pulls away the carpet from under 

the feet of the  believer but someone who provides the participants 

with arenas where to assemble.’ (Bruno Latour, 2007) 

LInZ STATUS QUo is a unique undertaking in Austria. In the  

netherlands, in Amsterdam, rotterdam, Groningen and Eindhoven, it has  

been an established practice since the nineteen eighties openly to discuss  

questions of urban planning and to formulate different scenarios.  

Politicians, civil servants, economists and citizens are taking an active 

part in this debate. 

When //

9 February 08 / Linz status quo i: 

experts from Linz provide  

information on Linz 

7 March 08 / Linz status quo ii:  

architekturkritik heute. The critics 

introduce themselves 

13 June 08 / Linz status quo iii:  

die debatte – die sicht der Kritiker- 

innen auf Linz. Panel discussion with 

Linz experts

Where // 

aFo architekturforum oberösterreich

Prunerstraße 12, 4020 Linz

www.afo.at

idea / concePT // 

bart Lootsma, Katharina Weinberger

ParTiciPanTs // 

shumon basar, angelika schnell, 

roemer van Toorn (architectural 

critics and theoreticians), angelika Fitz 

(curator)

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Linz 
TEXAS

When //

12 June – 08 september 08

opening 11 June 08

Where // 

architekturzentrum Wien

www.azw.at

When //

25 september – 02 november 08

opening 24 september 08

Where // 

stadtmuseum graz

www.stadtmuseumgraz.at

idea / concePT // 

angelika Fitz, az W/dietmar  

steiner, Linz09/Martin heller,  

gudrun Wallenböck

ParTiciPanTs // 

angelika Fitz (curator), arquitectos/ 

heidi Pretterhofer (exhibition 

architecture), mvd austria/Michael 

rieper, georg skerbisch and christine 

schmauszer (graphic art), christina 

nägele (curatorial assistance)

in cooperation with  

architekturzentrum Wien

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

A CITY RELATES

In the run-up to the Capital of Culture Year the exhibition LINZ  

TEXAS undertakes a playful comparison between Linz and cities  

across the world.

Linz is not small and it’s not big either; it’s what you might call medium 

sized by European standards. In fact Linzers share this with the majority of 

Europe’s citizens – most of them live in medium-sized cities. A glance at 

Linz’s more recent past reveals that Linz has successfully played the card 

of its place in the middle, between industry and culture, economic centre 

and rural life, the tradition-laden tourist magnets vienna and Salzburg, 

etc. Linz has also displayed a knack for re-inventing itself. It is sufficient 

to recall its structural and image metamorphosis from an industrial centre, 

which was inextricably associated with the Nazi era, to a metropolis of 

culture that hosts Forum design and Ars Electronica. Yet what does  

Linz have in common with Haifa, Wolfsburg or galati? Which of its pro-

perties can you also find in Moscow, Manchester or davos? It is precisely 

such questions that LINZ TEXAS raises – and attempts to answer in the 

form of an exhibition which will open with pomp and circumstance at 

the Architekturzentrum in vienna. It will then go on tour, stopping off 

at Stadtmuseum graz and other venues. The exhibition aims at creating 

an adventurous ronde of comparisons, the point of the exercise being to 

direct attention to Linz’s many dimensions – and to its relations.

The exhibition is accompanied by a publication with contributions written 

by Shumon Basar, Angelika Fitz, Klemens gruber, Martin Heller, Bart 

Lootsma, Angelika Schnell, dietmar Steiner and Roemer van Toorn.

ELECTIvE rELATIonSHIPS

PArIS, TEXAS: runners-up; MAnCHESTEr: The fabric of the Industrial 

revolution; HAIfA: City of labour; PorT CAMArGUE: Garden city; 

SALZGITTEr: The nazi’s model city; WoLfSBUrG: Living industry; GA-

LATI: Waterway; KASSEL: City branding; LonDon: The Great Exhibition 

and new Labour; SEATTLE: Do-it-youself music; MoSCoW: Excellence 

for all; vIEnnA: Three cheers for old houses! DAvoS: Country air; 

HYDErABAD: Landscapes of technology; roUrKELA: Building for the 

world; MADrID: Building for traffic; PASCHInG: Shopping and football; 

GrAZ: Capital of Culture.
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beLLevUe 
THE YELLOW HOuSE 

At the Bindermichl BELLEVUE will conjure up human interaction in  

a part of the city that used to be notorious for its traffic jams. 

One of the last great infrastructure construction projects to be tackled  

in Linz was burying the urban motorway at the Bindermichl. The flow  

of traffic is now channelled into tunnels, and residents are surrounded by 

green on all sides. Amid all that greenery a house will be built and called 

BELLEvuE or The Beautiful view. It will be conspicuous, for it is to 

stand by itself and be painted yellow. To draw attention to the change that 

the Bindermichl has undergone, this house will serve as a place where 

endorsement or criticism of urban planning can be voiced and where 

there will be room both for the spectacular and the banal. Curators and 

residents will develop projects together. Artistic and scientific experts 

will engage in research on the cultural situation in different parts of Linz. 

There will be a daily schedule of events, from urban research to music, 

film and other visual performances. BELLEvuE will also offer space to 

the different city neighbourhoods and become a centre of a kind for the 

outskirts of Linz. It is both a temporary museum and a theatrical venue –  

a social construct to celebrate the joys of seeing and being seen. 

... The construction of a situation is the edification of a transient  

micro-ambience and of the play of events for a unique moment in the  

lives of several persons. (10th article of ‘The Amsterdam Declaration’, 

Constant nieuwenhuis, 1958)

The yellow house at the Bindermichl continues the series of  

interventions in the public space by Peter fattinger, veronika orso  

and Michael rieper. Six years ago the three architects planned their first 

temporary intervention in an urban situation and others have followed 

since then. In cooperation with students of vienna’s Technical University 

a walk-on facade in front of a city palace was created that was explored 

by 6,000 passers-by in three weeks. By contrast, the project ‘add-on 20  

höhenmeter’ was a stand-alone urban installation positioned in the 

middle of a square with contradictory possible uses. It was designed as 

a place where issues concerning sensitivities and living space could be 

discussed in public. www.add-on.at

When //

11 June – 13 september 09

Where // 

Landschaftspark bindermichl- 

spallerhof, south gate a7, Linz

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

Peter Fattinger, veronika orso,  

Michael rieper, Linz09

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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TWixT- 
vILLE

When //

May – september 09 

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

Time’s Up

a Linz09 project in cooperation  

with the european culture 2000  

Programme and höhere  

Technische bundeslehranstalt –  

Linzer Technikum. 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

There are signs of growth, of a development that follows blueprints  

and rules that have not been found yet. That will no doubt appear  

in due course. 

TWIXTvILLE is still at the development stage. And what’s more, in  

secretive circumstances. However, one thing is for sure – TWIXTvILLE 

will be a space for action, a clearing house for ideas and surprises,  

open territory; an in-between place that will gradually materialise on the 

imaginary landscape of Linz09. For us it is still early days. TWIXTvILLE 

needs time to think. And, at this stage, to formulate rules, get perspectives 

right, focus, slow down the pace. 

At some stage TWIXTvILLE will throw open its gates, for young and  

old. Before that, city maps and identities must be designed. Playing fields 

need to be constructed. Even myths must be devised, including the story 

line of a film. 

All these traces lead to TWIXTvILLE. Lead to places high up – or deep 

down, where something has begun to germinate and will continue  

to do so until it bursts forth, through the Linzer asphalt. So let there be  

no doubt: TWIXTvILLE is taking shape, it’s growing, and will come to 

action stations in time for the beginning of Capital of Culture Year.

TIME’S UP

founded in Linz’s port area in 1996, the group is based on a connective 

rather than on a collective structure. It aims at expanding the usually 

separate domains of art, science and entertainment and at linking them 

up via networks. It is the interdisciplinary areas where these domains 

overlap and the tensions created by their overlapping that are particularly 

attractive for the work and the research of Time’s Up. 

Time’s Up studies the patterns of behaviour that become observable when 

a public individual is confronted with modelled overall situations that 

do not only admit and encourage interaction and reinforcement between 

subject and object but presuppose them as indispensable. 

further information on the activities and research results of Time’s Up  

at www.timesup.org
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UniversUM 
LINZ
THROugH THE EYES OF ANIMALS

For once the ORF TV programme UNIVERSUM will not be devoted  

to exotic locations and animals but to the fauna of Linz.

A steel city, a symbol of heavy industry for half a century, has reverted  

in large parts to being a green refuge – without thereby driving out in-

dustry. In �00� Linz was awarded the title of ‘Austria’s most eco-friendly 

municipality’. So it is now high time to take a look at Linz from the 

perspective of an animal. A film needs at least one star – in this case it 

will be a member of the crow family, a jackdaw, which displays in all its 

actions intelligence, versatility and exceptional wit. The premises of the 

university are home to �0 breeding pairs nesting in age-old, protected 

trees. In a cavity in one of these trees a jackdaw chick emerges from 

inside an egg at the beginning of the documentary. In its company we 

get to appreciate a bird’s eye view of Linz – in the literal sense of the 

phrase. Entertained by a host of great supporting actors, such as European 

green toads, foxes, tawny owls and assorted insects, we are shown the 

daily lives of animals that have chosen Linz as their habitat. As far as is 

possible we are given the opportunity of sharing their special take on the 

city and on the world.

‘Making a ”Universum“ programme about Linz is a challenge to make 

people feel really curious. I just know that Linz is bristling with beastly 

surprises. I know that the green spaces of Linz are not exclusively a 

human habitat and that the ways they are used by humans and animals 

alike have great charm. But the Linzers themselves are said to have 

seen it all already and visitors experience Linz as being located halfway 

between Salzburg and vienna. Have they really seen it all through the 

eyes of animals and, I beg your pardon, what was that about Linz being 

located to the left of the motorway? This is where the challenge –  

and the film – start.’ (Erich Pröll)

When / Where //

Preliminary broadcast date  

spring 09 in the orF 2 prime-time 

series UniversUM

idea / concePT // 

erich Pröll

in cooperation with orF and  

rTr Tv Fund austria, supported by 

voestalpine ag, Land oö and Linz ag

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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sTadTKino
When //

6 January – 6 december 09

Mon – sat 5.30 pm

sun 11.30 am (film brunch)

Where // 

Moviemento Kino

dametzstraße 30, 4020 Linz

www.moviemento.at

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

in cooperation with Moviemento

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Daily screenings of films about Linz, with Linz, from Linz, for Linz.

Linz is not associated with bittersweet love stories; it does not provide  

a stage for cineastic high emotions; it is no Cinecittà. What STAdTKINO 

sets out to do is to offer a broad selection of films from and about Linz. 

There will be features such as ‘die Siebtelbauern’ (‘The Inheritors’) by 

Academy Award winner Stefan Ruzowitzky and ‘Hasenjagd – vor lauter 

Feigheit gibt es kein Erbarmen’ (‘The quality of Mercy’) by Andreas 

gruber; documentaries, such as Sabine derflinger’s ‘Achtung Staatsgrenze’ 

(‘Halt! Border!’); and genuine pop corn cinema such as the horror film  

‘In drei Tagen bist du tot’ (‘dead In Three days’), which is set in the upper 

Austrian Salzkammergut. There will also a highly welcome opportunity 

of seeing again the ‘Alpensaga’ (‘german Spring’) – a legendary piece of 

Austrian film history. In addition to ‘great’ films STAdTKINO will also 

provide a forum for experiments by young film makers. Music videos and 

avantgarde films from the archives of the Crossing Europe Filmfestival 

that explicitly deal with the city will be screened. This will be an oppor-

tunity for the younger generation to catch up on what they have missed 

and for the older ones among us STAdTKINO will mean a chance both 

to discover hitherto unknown aspects of their own city and to revisit old 

friends they may have lost touch with over the years.

HIGHLIGHTS of THE STADTKIno ProGrAMME

fEATUrES: 

Hasenjagd by Andreas Gruber, Die Siebtelbauern von Stefan ruzo-

witzky, Augenleuchten by Wolfram Paulus, In drei Tagen bist du tot by 

Andreas Prohaska, Die Alpensaga by Dieter Berner

DoCUMEnTArIES:  

Universum Linz by Erich Pröll, Bischofstraße 7 by Micha Shagrir,  

Das Fest des Huhnes by Walter Wippersberg, KZ (Mauthausen) by rex 

Bloomstein, Freistadt by fritz Lehner, Achtung: Staatsgrenze by Sabine 

Derflinger and Bernhard Pötscher, Attwengerfilm I by florian flicker; 

Attwengerfilm II by Andreas Kaiser-Mühlecker;

Stadtwerkstatt Documentaries by Thomas Lehner, Wolfgang  

Lehner, reinhard Jud, Peter Donke, Kurt Hennrich, Georg ritter, Peter 

Hauenschild, Herbert Schager, Didi neidhart, Sam Auinger
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Linz 
ATLAS
ON THE quALITY  
OF LIFE HERE ANd  
ELSEWHERE

An atlas will show how Linz  

came to be what it is and what 

makes Linz special. Maps explain 

what pictures can only suggest: 

the quality of life in Linz com-

pared to other cities in Europe. 

Linz is situated at the province’s 

wasp waist. This is where the 

centre is. It is only here, of all 

places in upper Austria, that  

a capital could have developed. 

The key question that LINZ 

ATLAS sets out to answer is: 

What makes life in this city worth 

living for its inhabitants? And 

how and on what scale is this to 

be measured? For LINZ ATLAS 

a selection has been made from 

the wealth of available data that 

is immediately relevant to the 

everyday reality of individual resi-

dents. For some, a roof above their 

head is all important, for others 

the great variety of cultural events 

to choose from, a well structured 

system of child care, the quality 

of the schools, of public transport 

or even the air. But although the 

expectations of different segments 

of the population differ in the 

way they are weighted, one aspect 

remains the same: Social and eco-

logical criteria in the assessment 

of the quality of life are gaining 

in importance all the time. How 

are the city’s resources put to use? 

Applying strict standards makes 

a European comparison possible. 

Linz is the point of reference  

for this book that assigns Linz its 

place within a united Europe.

LInZ on THE BLUE  
DAnUBE AnD UnDEr 
THE rED SKY

‘As someone born in the years  

after the war I have always thought 

of myself – with a certain sense of 

pride – as a child of the steel city.  

I earned my first money in the holi-

days temping at the ‘verstaatlichte’ 

[translator’s note: this was the then 

nationalized voEST] and admired 

the red sky, which was the result of 

the ‘Abstich’, the emptying of the 

furnace. And I was there when SK 

voEST became Austria’s soccer 

champions in 1973. It wasn’t until 

much later, when the proverbially 

poor Linz air was beginning to get 

a really bad name and the mayor 

of Linz merely quipped, ‘There’s 

also dust in the air in the Sahara’ 

that my city of steel pride began 

to show its first cracks. fortuna-

tely the industry, nationalized no 

longer, managed to weather the 

steel crisis of the nineteen eighties, 

the air has got much better, and 

Linz and environs with more than 

600,000 inhabitants can boast 

excellent economic statistics. All 

this does not necessarily say much 

about what it is like living in Linz. 

My personal favourite in Linz is 

the Danube, which may not be 

blue but its waters are clean and 

allow you to lie on pebble beaches 

in the heart of the city and go for 

a swim. And as a further boon you 

still get the red sky above Linz at 

night.’ (Peter Arlt)

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

Peter arlt

graPhics and LayoUT //

Jonas voegeli and FLag

daTe oF PUbLicaTion // 

end of 08

a Linz09 project
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Linz in 
TORTEN

When //

all year 09

Where // 

altstadt Linz

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

maiz – autonomes zentrum 

von & für Migrantinnen

www.maiz.at

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Outside its own backyard, Linz is famous for two things: steel and cakes. 

The most essential difference here is not the texture – that’s just externals. 

The real difference goes deeper – it is found in the character.

In the words of Pierre Bourdieu: ‘Taste is the foundation of all we have 

and all we are and how we interact with other people. We categorize our-

selves on the basis of taste, other people classify us on the same grounds.’

Here in Linz about one in four of us have an immigrant background –  

many of these now third generation Linzers. Approximately 11� langu- 

ages are spoken in Linz, though most of these go unnoticed, because  

the economic and cultural relevance of the Linzers using them is under-

valued by society as a whole.

Linzers with an immigrant background will once more be invited to  

make their own Linzer Torte – that traditional icon – to their own taste and 

recipes. LINZ IN TORTEN wants to make space for a public dialogue and 

a campaign aimed at improving the lot of Linz’s immigrant community,  

for the organization and change of the life environment of MigrantInnen.

There will be a Café and a meeting center, run not on purely commercial 

lines, but rather as information and education area looking at a wide  

range of topics under the general umbrella of anti-racism and anti-sexism. 

The Café and meeting center will be maintained after �009 as a meeting 

place and a hub.

maiz – an autonomous centre run for and by migrants is an organization 

run by migrant women, which has been working for the improvement  

of the legal and social position of migrant women since 1994. Its goal is  

to improve the living and working conditions for immigrants in Austria 

and to encourage them to participate in the politics and culture of their 

adopted country. maiz has been using an interdisciplinary approach  

to provide answers to the challenges faced by women from an immigrant 

background working in Austria. In addition, maiz constantly explores  

and develops its theory and practice, making use of its wide experience  

to develop new forms, methods and strategies.
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ecdysis 
THE SNAKE SHEdS ITS SKIN

Arjun Raina invites you to make a journey to Linz’s  

invisible Indian soul. 

This work, which has been commissioned by Linz09, paints detailed 

portraits of three invisible citizens of Linz. It tells of an Indian who buys 

up news kiosks in Linz; he then rents them to Europeans to keep xeno-

phobic reactions to a minimum. After some time he decides to install poor 

relatives of his in Linz and to let them take charge of one of the kiosks. His 

niece Priya and her husband arrive in the city straight from the heart of 

rural India and burdened with their own stories of falling stars and unreal 

expectations. At the centre of the development that ensues are the uncle, 

who turns out to be a virtuoso of adaptation to a new environment and 

has no problems Europeanizing his looks and his accent, and the young 

couple: caught between tradition and emancipation, they struggle hard  

to keep their marriage and their chances of integration intact. The last 

ingredient is the incalculability of capitalist corporations. In the end the 

Linzers will be amazed to learn how far Indians have already penetrated 

into their everyday lives and what power they wield. 

Arjun raina, born the son of a steel worker, director and actor, has  

been causing sensations all over Europe with his stories that are rooted  

in India but reflect a globalized world. In recent years he was invited  

to a number of different festivals, usually with his one man shows  

‘A Terrible Beauty is Born’ and ‘The Magic Hour’. In order to create 

ECDYSIS, he will familiarize himself with the Linz environment over two 

periods of residence. The idea is for him to discover points of contact with 

the city, which he has not visited before, and to weave a tale that connects 

Linz and present-day India. In addition to the performances, he will  

make Linz’s Indian personality more accessible by means of a number  

of different evening events. 

When //

15 January – 15 February 09

Part of  

TheaTerLUsT 1: schneesTUrM /  

TheaTre Mania 1: snoWsTorM  

idea / concePT // 

arjun raina

a work commissioned by Linz09

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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FesTivaL oF 
REgIONS

When //

May – June 09

Where // 

auwiesen and solarcity

idea / concePT // 

Festival der regionen

www.fdr.at

in cooperation with Festival  

der regionen

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

NORMALITY

A suburban scene plated out against the backdrop of the Capital of 

Culture: the FESTIVAL OF REGIONS will take place in 2009 in the 

southern outskirts of Linz, on the banks of the Traun, in the satellite 

town of Auwiesen and amid the apartment blocks of the solarCity. 

It is often the case that the human habitat on the outskirts of a city no 

longer looks towards what was once its centre. On the contrary: locations 

that are, on the face of it, peripheral, actually increase the options that are 

at the disposal of their inhabitants by adding the delicacies produced in 

the more rural parts of the environs of a metropolis to what is on offer in 

its business parks. The Capital of Culture project brings the FESTIvAL  

OF REgIONS closer to the city in �009 than is usual. 

�009 will see the FESTIvAL OF REgIONS putting aside the inner-city  

obsession with site density, development and amusement – and at the 

same time creating a buffer zone between itself and the exceptional  

situation created by the Capital of Culture programme. Its key approach 

will be to focus on the concept NORMALITY and explore its cultural 

expressions. This is why we would like to invite artists to share with 

us their take on the opportunities available to these parts of Linz. Their 

interventions will, we hope, shed additional light on how the word ‘city’ 

resonates, both with individuals and collectively, in an area where that 

city at once expands and melts away into the surrounding countryside. 

The fESTIvAL of rEGIonS has taken place every other year since 1993 

at different places in Upper Austria and has made a name for itself as an 

important contemporary festival for topical, place-specific art and culture. 

At the interface where art and everyday life overlap the festival’s projects 

encourage the regions and their population to have their say on societal, 

political and artistic issues.
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haUs.
Friedens. 
BRuCH
FIRST PERFORMANCE OF A PLAY  
BY MARgIT SCHREINER

A glance at life razor-sharp, merciless, full of woe and deep misgivings. 

A comic tragedy that nevertheless manages to find its way to love.   

‘Writers have to be people who resemble their readers…’, in which  

case there is no need for them to invent problems: In her book HAuS.

FRIEdENS.BRuCH Margit Schreiner reflects on the hardships of life 

between puberty and the menopause. There is a lot to moan about: 

writer’s block, backache, a husband (ex), a mother (dead). Add to this 

lots of literary critics, neighbours and believers. Nothing and nobody is 

spared, neither unhappy nor happy couples. In the author’s own words: 

‘Education – the whole process of growing up is nothing more nor less 

than expulsion from paradise: you conform, you sublimate, you tick over. 

And what is it all for? If you conform to a conscienceless society, if you 

sublimate yourself to it, if you work all the time on its conscienceless 

terms, you are going to become conscienceless in your turn.’

Margit Schreiner has written a rampageous dramatic monologue. A story 

about power and happiness. The content ‘arrives as if on the wings of a 

dove yet goes straight for the reader’s midriff again and again’ (FAZ). Yet 

Schreiner finds it possible to love life against all the odds.

An EvEnInG WITH EnorMoUS PoTEnTIAL

Margit Schreiner, born in Linz in 1953, returned to her native city in 2000 

after living in Tokyo, Salzburg, Paris, Berlin and in Italy. She is the author 

of a great number of books. HAUS.frIEDEnS.BrUCH will be directed 

by Beverly Blankenship and will feature Gabriele Deutsch; scenery and 

costumes by Elisabeth Binder-neururer.

PreMiere //

september 09

Where // 

Posthof – zeitkultur am hafen

Posthofstraße 43, 4020 Linz

www.posthof.at

idea / concePT // 

gabriele deutsch, Margit schreiner

creW // 

beverly blankenship (direction), 

elisabeth binder-neururer (scenery 

and costumes), gabriele deutsch 

(actress)

a coproduction with Liva/Posthof  

and gabriele deutsch

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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heiMsPieL & 
TANZTAgE-
LABOR 

When //

heimspiel / February 09

TanzTageLabor-presentation /  

March/april 09

Where // 

Posthof – zeitkultur am hafen

Posthofstraße 43, 4020 Linz

www.posthof.at

idea / concePT // 

Posthof, Linz09

in cooperation with the Liva/Posthof

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

This is an event specific to Linz, which is designed to boost Austria’s 

fringe theatre and dance scene and to give an impression of the cultural 

creativity of the country’s next generation of artists.

In �009, HEIMSPIEL, which will be hosted by the Linz Posthof, will  

specifically focus on the city’s independent theatre and performance 

scene. A jury nominated jointly by Posthof and Linz09 will judge  

performances and award three prizes. Prize winners will be commis- 

sioned to present a production in February �010. The same principle is 

at work in another innovative departure of the Posthof: Since �000 the 

internationally renowned festival TanzTage has been nurturing a spin- 

off, the so-called TANZTAgELAB, which functions as a presentation  

forum for young upper Austrian choreographers. This competition too 

will be judged by an independent jury, which will again commission 

three productions. The choreography that this commission enables will 

be presented to the public in March and April �009. This method of gran-

ting subsidies makes it possible to give preference to actual productions 

rather than to draft concepts and will ensure the continuity of artistic  

activities undertaken by the local indie scene beyond the year �009. 

A SHoWCASE of LoCAL TALEnT

HEIMSPIEL was initiated as an experiment by Werner Ponesch in 1989 

when he dedicated a monthly Posthof programme as well as a monthly 

budget to local musicians. for the first ten years this was confined to 

the musical sector, where a host of different activities took place. When 

Wilfried Steiner joined the Posthof in 2000, the scope of HEIMSPIEL  

was broadened to include dance, drama and cabaret. The focus is on 

different areas on an annual basis, such as up-and-coming cabaret; the 

local dance scene; Austrian fringe theatre. The premiere of Poetry Slams 

in 2008 has made literature an integral part of HEIMSPIEL.
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Linz PoWer
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In Linz there are two town halls, one state hall, banks and churches  
galore, so many corridors of power. Here rests the authority for the 
whole province – to the extent it rests at all. It’s always in motion, flexes 
its muscles, asserts itself. You have to come here, to the centre, to where 
the movers and shakers are, if you want to make a difference. Linz is 
no stranger to fighting, including armed struggle. But the shrewd and 
the powerful never make the same mistakes twice. Why spoil for a  
fight, when a hug does the trick? Why refuse dialogue if you can control 
the monologue? day in and day out advisory boards hold meetings. 
But the population is also learning something new – and this is where 
the future lies. 
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aUs-
BLENdEN
hide

In spring 09 guided tours with a difference will be on offer in the city  

of Linz. Those taking part will be invisible to all the CCTV cameras that 

monitor the public space of the city. 

CCTv cameras – public ones, private ones – have almost come to be 

taken for granted as part of today’s typical street scene. Hardly anyone 

seems to care what problems they raise both in legal and social terms. 

Which is precisely why we want to draw attention to this complex issue –  

and we will do so with a double dose of irritation and of humour.  

At the start of the guided tour, camouflage clothing will be distributed  

to the participants, who will then be given a crash course in the subject  

of camera surveillance. They are acquainted with the rudiments of  

appropriate behaviour in order to be prepared for what is waiting for 

them out in the field. The skills of crawling, mimicry, deception and  

covering one’s face will be learnt as part of the drill. Then the new  

recruits will get underway escorted by two professional guides across  

the city to the traditional sights of Linz. The group, conspicuous by  

their clothing and the strange way they move, will attract attention  

and astonishment. The curiosity of the passers-by, aroused in this  

way, will then be used for the distribution of information packs about 

current developments in the fields of data protection, surveillance,  

and monitoring of the public space. 

According to Austria’s Ministry of the Interior, the events of 9/11 have 

made large sections of the country’s population long for more security –  

which justifies, in the eyes of the Ministry, the continued expansion of 

systematic CCTv monitoring. on January 1st, 2005, an amendment of the 

Security Police Law entered into force that makes it easier for the police 

to use video monitoring of the public space for unspecified reasons  

and broadens the scope within which they may do so. Surveillance is a 

highly controversial issue. on the one hand these new forms of electronic 

control are considered to be safeguarding democracy, on the other they 

limit personal freedom. The main risk is that data gathered in this way 

may be misappropriated, whether deliberately or by chance.

When //

april/May 09

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

social impact

www.social-impact.at 

creW // 

harald schmutzhard 

(head of Project)

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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sUbversiv 
MESSE
sUbversive Fair

When //

april/May 09 

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

social impact

www.social-impact.at 

creW // 

isa herber (Management),  

anna Kindler (Fund raising),  

barbara Pitschmann (head of  

project), hannes schoiswohl  

(research), harald schmutzhard 

(overall coordination)

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

COuNTER CuLTuRE ANd  
RESISTANCE TECHNOLOgY FAIR

What inventions make resistance easier? Can we identify the seeds of 

revolutionary movements? What kinds of ideas have the potential to 

infiltrate the system? What can we do to undermine the powers that be? 

Fashion and advertising, technology, hardware, software, the public  

domain and the order of things: what we see, what we use, how we act 

and how we behave, all this is subject to rules and regulations that are 

hardly ever questioned, rarely even noticed. How might intermeshing  

the industries of advertising, fashion and music with the sex appeal  

of active resistance work? How can the room for manoeuvre be altered, 

expanded, utilized? And will the world be any different afterwards? 

The SuBvERSIv MESSE alerts us to opportunities and points of view  

to help us understand mechanisms that have remained hitherto un- 

noticed and to conduct a critical debate about their consequences. The 

exhibition section will introduce ‘highlights of suversion’ and methods 

that demonstrate what individuals can do to put together an effective  

assault on ossified structures. Workshops, presentations, guided tours 

with an emphasis on the hands-on approach, product demonstrations 

and film screenings will provide background knowledge and an  

awareness of the possibility to strike back. We get a chance to sample  

new technologies, products and practices of cultural and political  

resistance and discuss them with artists and activists. 

ArT & ACTIon rESEArCH

Since 1997 Social Impact has been active in a number of different  

artistic genres to expand the manoeuvring space for marginalized groups. 

Migration, surveillance and repression have been points of reference  

for regional interventions and exemplary models of socio-political deve-

lopment. Examples of actions taken so far: research on and publication  

of illegal routes into the EU for refugees; conception and distribution  

of a language guide for sex workers working the streets; fashion collection 

against police violence and racism; emergency accommodation for the 

homeless and for asylum seekers.
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FoUchÉ 
Joseph Fouché, Napoleon’s Minister of Police, monk, theological college 

tutor, Jacobin, schemer and plotter, intellectual, mass murderer, inventor 

of the surveillance state – and, topping it all, operatic protagonist.

FOuCHÉ, which belongs to the genre of the opera seria, is a  

dramatized psychological study of someone obsessed with the lust for 

power. In old age, having amassed a huge fortune, Fouché takes refuge  

as an exile in Linz with the half-hearted consent of Metternich. In the 

park of his villa, which is reminiscent of a prison yard, Fouché paces up 

and down, casting anxious glances all the time at a figure that has taken 

up a position on a distant hill. Could it be Napoleon? Has Napoleon  

come for him? Is he being spied on by Napoleon? 

Napoleon, Robespierre, Marat, Talleyrand and Joséphine Bonaparte –  

all of them figures from Fouché’s past, who in the opera are seen deta-

ching themselves from the chorus to torment Fouché with memories. 

This Linz exile, who is shrouded in mystery, will end his life as a  

pathetic, lonely wreck. 

franz Hummel is considered one of Europe’s most renowned and  

original composers. His musical talent was noticed early and he  

received support from celebrities such as richard Strauss, Eugen Papst, 

Hans Knappertsbusch and Elly ney. Hummel’s operas, symphonies,  

ballet music, concerti and chamber music works have been performed  

by the most prestigious artists and orchestras. Some of his operas –  

more than a dozen to date – have been performed all over Europe;  

‘Bluebeard’ for instance, a parable on Sigmund freud, has notched  

up more than 120 performances in opera houses ranging from Moscow  

to Paris, London and rome. 

When //
9 (Premiere)/ 
10 and 14/15 January 09

Where // 
Posthof – zeitkultur am hafen
Posthofstraße 43, 4020 Linz
www.posthof.at

idea // 
otto M. zykan

concePT // 
Franz and sandra hummel

coMPoser // 
Franz hummel

LibreTTo // 
sandra hummel

creW // 
susan oswell (direction, choreogra-
phy), bernhard hammer (stage de-
sign), erika Landertinger (costumes), 
gerhard Fischer (Light design), alexei 
Kornienko (conductor), ensemble 09

casT // 
harald heinz (Joseph Fouché), 
bettina schönenberg (Marie-Thérèse-
charlotte), Léla Wiche (hirondelle 
Fouché), stephanie Lang (Joséphine 
bonaparte), isolde daum (comtesse 
de castellane) and others

a work commissioned by Linz09 in 
cooperation with Liva/brucknerhaus

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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MonTezUMa
FALLINg 
EAgLE

When //

8 (Premiere), 9 and 11 July 09 

Where // 

brucknerhaus

Untere donaulände 7, 4020 Linz

www.brucknerhaus.at

idea / concePT / coMPosiTion // 

bernhard Lang

LibreTTo // 

Peter Leisch after a text  

by christian Loidl

creW and orchesTra // 

Michael sturminger (direction), renate 

Martin and andreas  

donhauser (stage and costume 

design), Kurt schöny (Light design), 

Johannes Kalitzke (conductor), Peter 

böhm (sound direction), Wolfgang 

Musil (sound processing), Klangforum 

Wien, dieter Kovacic and Wolfgang 

Fuchs (Turntables) and others.

casT // 

daniel gloger (Montezuma), ekkehard 

abele (cortez), Kai Wessel (damiano), 

ruth Weber (Malintzin), assaf Levitin 

(Pinotzin), salome Kammer (Tleloc), 

vokalensemble nova.

a work commissioned by Linz09 in 

cooperation with Liva/brucknerhaus

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

The composer Bernhard Lang creates musical drama that breaks the 

mould of conventional opera. Here he gives us a dramatic installation –  

directly implanted into the architecture of the Brucknerhaus. 

MONTEZuMA – FALLENdER AdLER is based on an unpublished text 

of Christian Loidl (19��–�001), a Linz-born lyrical poet and performer, 

describing Montezuma’s last days and the destruction of the empire of the 

Aztecs by the Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortez. 

A polyphonously arranged text supplements the dramatic action. Peter 

Leisch, the play’s dramaturge, has enriched the libretto with a number  

of historical texts from Aztec and Spanish chronicles and the reports of 

contemporary witnesses plus more lyrical texts by Loidl and other writers. 

The result is a dramatic installation that unfolds in the architecture  

of the Brucknerhaus. The denial of spatial borders and the dissolution of 

spatial contours are programmatic elements of the opera’s mise-en-scène. 

The audience too moves from room to room, across the installation and 

its different scenes of action. At the centre of the musical exploration are 

the mechanisms of difference and repetition in a context of gestural loops 

and the synchronous movements of bodies and sound. 

Bernhard Lang was born in Linz in 1957; in Linz he attended the  

Brucknerkonservatorium. from 1975 he read philosophy, German studies, 

jazz theory, piano, theory of harmony and composition at the University 

of Graz. In 2003 he became Professor of Composition at Kunstuniversität 

Graz. His ‘Theater der Wiederholungen’ met with great acclaim all over 

Europe. He contributed the musical drama ‘I hate Mozart’ to the Mozart 

Year 2006, which was performed at Theater an der Wien under the stage 

direction of Michael Sturminger. In 2007 his musical drama ‘Der Alte  

vom Berge’ was performed at Schwetzingen and in Basel, where Bernhard 

Lang held the post of Composer in residence. In 2008/09 he will be  

Capell-Compositeur of the Staatskapelle in Dresden. Lang is also a regu-

lar and much sought after guest and inspirational presence at European 

festivals of all kinds.
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hörsTadT
acoUsTic ciTy 

Plea for a Display of Civic 

Courage And a Proposal to Bring 

Peace to Hearing’s Wild West.

It is up to us to decide what we 

will eat and what we won’t. Before 

things we don’t want to see we 

close our eyes. Our ears, alas, 

are always open. They get noise 

crammed into them, the noises of 

sirens and alarms, mobile phone 

ringtones and the blaring of car 

horns, commercials and piped  

music. Artificial noise causes 

stress and discomfort that can  

escalate to actual physical illness; 

it makes it impossible for us to 

hear softer, more nuanced notes. 

The omnipresence of acoustic 

information takes on the character 

of a kind of acoustic inflation with 

all its negative consequences. 

HöRSTAdT makes the confron-

tation between ourselves and our 

audible environment concrete.  

It is a fact that technological and 

economic developments have 

made acoustic space the site of a 

revolution. Within the last decades 

it has become possible to give out 

a dose of acoustic irradiation any 

place at any time and under all 

circumstances. The result is a de-

luge of acoustic information and a 

density of acoustic irradiation that 

have no parallel in history. The 

challenge to our sense and mental 

apparatus is daunting. 

This technological development 

goes hand in hand with a simul-

taneous economic exploitation of 

our sense of hearing. Sounds are a 

lucrative business, whether it be in 

the form of piped music in shops 

and restaurants or noise generating 

advertising to direct attention to 

businesses and their products. 

This occupation of acoustic terrain 

batters consciously at the defence-

less opening of the ear. That this 

strategy has met with so little op-

position is due to fact that acoustic 

awareness is still in its infancy. 

Apart from explicit noise protec-

tion legislation in the narrowest 

sense of the term there are no 

binding regulations and no social 

agreements pertaining to the  

creation of an acoustic space 

worthy of a community of auto-

nomous citizens. As long as it 

remains unclear who is entitled  

to subject whom where, for how 

long and with what material to 

acoustic irradiation, the acoustic 

domain will remain the kind  

of lawless frontier territory that  

we have come to associate with 

the Wild West. 

Life worth living and worthy  

of human beings. The human  

right to bodily autonomy includes 

a control of what is allowed to 

assail our ears. HÖrSTADT wants 

to bring about a politicization  

of acoustic space and to initiate 

a broadly based discussion about 

including an acoustic dimension 

in town and country planning.  

It is aiming for an acoustic culture 

that takes human dignity into 

account. HÖrSTADT wants to be 

understood as an incitement to 

conscious listening and as a plea 

for the principled, imaginative 

creation of an environment worth 

listening to and for civic courage to 

be deployed in the struggle against 

compulsory acoustic irradiation. 

HÖrSTADT is supported by  

the LInZEr CHArTA, BESCHAL-

LUnGSfrEI, the campaign against 

compulsory acoustic irradiation, 

and AKUSTIKon, the Linz  

Institute of Hearing. 
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Linzer charTa

On Everything Audible  

in Public Spaces 

Can society handle noise in  

an imaginative, creative way? 

What policies should a city adopt 

to make sure the hearing of its 

citizens remains unimpaired as 

long as possible? Are oases of quiet 

being maintained and enlarged? 

To what extent does complex 

legislation such as Industrial and 

Building Codes take the acoustic 

dimension into account? What 

acoustic guidelines do schools  

require? If the architectural  

planning of buildings and traffic 

infrastructure and regional plan-

ning consciously take account of 

acoustics, does that render expen-

sive noise protection measures 

unnecessary? How can the acou-

stically challenged be enabled to 

participate in urban life with a  

minimum of restrictions? What 

can be done in acoustic terms  

to make living – and dying –  

in hospices and hospitals  

more dignified? How is a city  

supposed to cope with music  

in public spaces in terms of its 

cultural policies? 

Sound and Fury  

The Klangwolke (Cloud of Sound) 

and Ars Electronica have been  

Linzer brands since the 19�0s. 

These assets form the point of de-

parture for further alignments that 

will be committed to conscious 

listening. In cooperation with  

the city, Linz09 will develop the 

LINZER CHARTA and formulate 

the utopian idea of an acoustic 

model city that sees itself as a 

single acoustic space, which it 

commits itself to cultivate, to 

shape and to expand. Acousticians, 

musicians, sound designers, aural 

trainers, politicians, architects and 

urban planners will be included 

in a team that will present later 

in �00� a catalogue of goals and 

values related to the sphere of 

the audible. It will be capable 

of serving as a basis for concrete 

measures. We are hoping this will 

invite others to come on board: 

any like-minded city is welcome 

to join the LINZER CHARTA.

If the CHARTA is passed by Linz 

City Council, Linz would become 

an acoustic model for the cities  

of Europe. A commitment to  

this objective would see Linz  

as HöRSTAdT cast once again 

in a cultural, technological and 

economic pioneering role.  

When //

from advent 08

Final campaign: no Music day  

on 21 november 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/Peter androsch

creW // 

Peter androsch, Florian sedmak  

(Project coordination), anatol  

bogendorfer (Project assistance)

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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beschaLLUngs-
FREI 

Say No to Enforced Acoustic 

Irradiation

There is hardly anything in  

the service economy these days 

that is not somehow linked to 

attractive – or not so attractive –  

sounds; there is no escape for the 

targeted victims. Or is there? 

Eyes wide open, ears wide shut? 

If it were only that simple ... 

Shopping malls, supermarkets, 

restaurants, waiting rooms,  

telephones on hold, and even  

the most lowly of places, toilets, 

have become the scenes of  

acoustic outrage, where millions 

of people are subjected to pur- 

poseful acoustic irradiation. 

The Campaign against Enforced 

Acoustic Irradiation refuses to 

concede defeat and demonstrates 

that this kind of trespassing need 

not be accepted unchallenged. 

The key objectives are a general 

sensitization for matters concer-

ning hearing, the outlawing of 

enforced acoustic irradiation and 

the introduction of an acoustic 

badge to distinguish spaces in the 

city where people will not  

be deliberately molested in  

acoustic terms. 

In the course of the campaign, 

which will start in Advent 0�, 

Linz09 will build up a pool of 

supporters from all walks of 

public life, amongst them future 

director of the vienna State Opera 

Franz Welser-Möst and scientist 

Anton Zeilinger. These people 

will use their authority to bring 

about a public sphere whose 

acoustic dimension is shaped by 

respect for human dignity.

Hearing tests and experiences 

A number of different activities 

and initiatives are in the pipeline 

for �009: The explicit creation 

of sound environments at noise 

infested locations in the city’s 

public spaces will provide both 

improvements and examples of 

how to make a difference. guided 

‘listening’ tours will draw atten-

tion to selected locations within 

the city’s overall soundscape that 

are remarkable for their sound 

characteristics. Free hearing tests 

conducted in Linz’s primary 

schools and at upper Austria’s 

Landesmusikschulen will make 

young people become aware of 

how valuable good hearing is and 

make early treatment of defective 

hearing possible. These tests will 

be backed up by an epidemiolo-

gical study of children’s hearing 

that will be carried out in upper 

Austria. And, finally, Linz09  

will make a present to those who 

teach music in upper Austria 

from primary school to ‘gymna-

sium’ of a copy of the audio book  

‘Anstiftung zum Hören’ (Help  

with Hearing) by Murray Schafer.

Listening experiences  

Extraordinary experiences that 

enter the mind through the ears 

will be on offer in specially  

installed rooms of the Capital of 

Culture. Linz09 will take part in 

the International Noise Awareness  

day and in the No Music day 

�009 on �1st November, which 

will also see the campaign’s final. 

School for the ears  

In addition to this, Linz09 wants 

to encourage the development of 

relevant training and further train-

ing courses at the city’s universi-

ties and teacher training colleges 

with the aim of sensitizing future 

teachers, architects and others 

who are active in a cultural con-

text to concerns related to hearing 

and acoustic space. 
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aKUsTiKon

Hearing is the theme of the  

future, AKUSTIKON its play-

ground. Content is king.

The sum of what is audible forms 

the acoustic space. It is compre-

hensive. It is public as much as it 

is private; it is publicized as well 

as intimate. In it, the conditions 

under which we live become im-

mediately concrete, even incarnate. 

In an age shaped by audio  

books, iPods and sound design 

AKuSTIKON supports reduction 

and concentration on what is  

the one essential: listening. AKuS-

TIKON wants to turn acoustic 

space into a political space and 

to develop a theory of acoustic 

hegemony. This will be based on 

the assumption that the predomi-

nance of comprehensive enforced 

acoustic irradiation manipulates 

the psyche, affects the autonomy 

of the individual and is a danger  

to bodily integrity. Motivation to 

confront inflationary, thoughtless 

use of music and to say No to 

manifest sound-based molestation 

can be drawn from the areas of  

Human Rights, health, society  

and aesthetics. 

From space to place  

AKuSTIKON is a place. A place 

for the development of theories 

and texts on acoustic matters, a 

place to house discussions and a 

place for tuition related to acou-

stics and for relevant advice and 

services. AKuSTIKON is an in-

dependent entity associated with 

Linz university of Arts. It defines 

its role as both engine room and  

caretaker for the concerns and 

goals of HöRSTAdT. It will 

assist the city of Linz in realizing 

the Linzer Charta and serve as 

headquarters for ‘Beschallungsfrei. 

Kampagne gegen die Zwangs-

beschallung’. AKuSTIKON will 

also work towards establishing 

acoustics as course content at 

the universities of Linz and to 

coordinate and intensify efforts 

in that direction. The aim is the 

establishment of a broad academic 

programme for architecture, urban 

planning, art history, multimedia 

and audiovision studies.

Miraculous Polyphon

Polyphons are extremely im- 

pressive constructions, two  

huge boxes with 1001 drawers 

each. On open-ing, every drawer 

releases a sound. The polyphons 

are home to what is unimaginable 

and unintelligible – in a word, 

they are home to what is audible. 

The ‘polyphon constans’ collects 

sounds to store them. The city 

ambience, noises associated with 

manufacture, voices, speakers, traf-

fic noise ... Everyone, individuals 

as well as institutions, is invited to 

collect and cultivate sounds.

The ‘polyphon mutans’ will be 

charged with new content by  

individuals and institutions at 

regular intervals. It will become  

a highly individualized universe 

of listening. 

Both polyphons can also be used 

as instruments for concerts. The 

1001 drawers empower musicians 

and composers to tackle the orga-

nization and sequencing of sounds 

in a radically new way.
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in The yard 
OF JuST ONE
A play, an installation, a space for thinking – but above all an appeal to 

recognize human beings for what they are and to treat them accordingly. 

Here the focus of interest is on the way people interact with each other. 

The reappearance and spread of internment camps for citizens of third 

countries in the Eu of the �1st century contributes to the topicality  

of the subject. People are being deported from their homes, locked up, 

registered, held captive in camps and extradited, because both their  

countries of origin and the conditions under which people live there  

fail to excite the Eu’s interest. Yet this principle and the fact that people, 

who are guilty of no crime, are deprived of their freedom of movement 

constitute an infringement of the human rights of the interned. 

IN THE YARd OF JuST ONE addresses these problems and will be  

realized at a number of different levels. There will be an open-air instal-

lation in the form of a typical internment camp with all its components, 

which can be viewed in its ready-for-use and its disassembled forms.  

In addition to this there will be several spaces for reflection, which  

will be more on the sculptural than on the theatrical side and function  

regularly as venues for performances. These reflexive spaces invoke 

places and/or situations for a retreat to immerse oneself in – chapels 

without piety or punishment. A visit to this internment camp will  

also enable you to meet someone quite extraordinary: Issa Samb,  

painter, performer, philosopher and survival artist from Senegal.  

He will share this space for reflection with a cook, a medical doctor  

and a soldier, the kind of people, in a word, that are prone to turn  

up in such internment camps.

Jean-Michel Bruyère, a drama theorist and stage designer of international 

repute, focuses in his work and his aesthetic and political activities on the 

concept and the phenomenon of the aimless wanderer. Inspired by the 

idea of wandering around aimlessly in the real world, he devises stories, 

memories and a fictional universe and makes use for their visualization 

of such diverse art forms as cinema, drama, sculpture, painting, literature 

and music. In his interactive theatrical spaces the spectator is exposed 

to powerful experiences; Bruyère himself assumes the role of the creator 

of new forms of space and the illuminator of burning topics staged in 

artificial locations.

When //

Part of  

TheaTerLUsT 2: sonnenbrand/ 

TheaTre Mania 2: sUnbUrn

27 July – 30 august 09

Where // 

below and inside 

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

ernst-Koref-Promenade 1, 4020 Linz

www.lentos.at

idea / concePT // 

Jean-Michel bruyère 

ProTagonisT // 

issa samb

a coproduction with Festival 

d’avignon; haus der Kulturen der Welt 

berlin; LFKs, Marseille; 

agit-art, dakar; epidemic, Paris.

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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deMoKraTie 
IST KuLTuR!
deMocracy is cULTUre!

When //

May – september 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Linz09 declares the election campaign of 2009 a cultural event  

and puts it under European surveillance.

In �009 politicians will be called upon to seek fresh mandates for  

themselves in elections at local, provincial and European levels. dEMO-

CRACY IS CuLTuRE! will treat politics as part of an artistic performance. 

Seen from the point of view of cultural criticism, politics is confronted 

with an entirely new set of demands: do election speeches qualify as 

literature? Are literary quotations made use of in election materials?  

What about the standard of the images that are used? Would it be possible 

to have an election campaign that makes use of artistic subjects? dEMO-

CRACY IS CuLTuRE! will provide a shared platform for politicians  

and artists which will enable both groups to have a good look at the other 

side – and to articulate their own position. Neither democracy nor culture 

can do without people: Both are seeking to attract attention to themselves, 

to polarize and bring about change. Together they will seek to encourage 

the public, the voters, the whole population of Linz and upper Austria  

to scan their consumption of culture for hidden political elements  

and to ask themselves how much culture is present in the democracy 

they themselves belong to. 

A DEMoCrATIC EUroPE IS A ConCrETE UToPIA

The desire for a transnational democracy arises wherever citizens realize 

the limitations of the formative forces of national democracies and do not 

react to this insight with resignation but with the determination to make 

sure that their democratic rights are developed further. […] Europe as  

a social model can only be sustained and expanded at the transnational 

level; left to itself, every individual state and its social achievements  

become a plaything for global markets that are capable of undercutting  

the individual state and holding it hostage. […] At present, too many  

people prefer to turn their backs on politics instead of working towards  

increasing its scope. The idea that by pooling their efforts citizens  

may effect changes that are far beyond the individual to achieve is  

not part of our general consciousness anymore. (Andras Gross in an  

interview with Martin Bühler www.gsoa.ch)
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Maria 
STuART
PREMIERE  

Mary Stuart, queen of Scotland, 

loses her crown in consequence 

of the murder of her husband and 

takes refuge in England. But the 

English queen, Elisabeth, fears 

for her own crown and takes her 

captive. The country, on the brink 

of a civil war, is about to be torn 

apart by religious conflict. The 

two women are enmeshed in a net-

work of intrigue, plot and murder 

and their life-or-death struggle 

escalates into a showdown marked 

by hatred and violence. Mary, 

terrorist, murderess, whore, is to 

be liquidated yet no one is willing 

to get their hands dirty. We are left 

at the end with a death sentence 

and the timeless questions of guilt, 

atonement, justice and the uses of 

war for political ends.

The first part of the trilogy deals 

with the theme of women and 

power. Using friedrich Schiller’s 

play as a point of departure  

Biljana Srbljanovic and  

Aida Karic have come up with  

a contemporary interpretation. 

When //

Part of  

TheaTerLUsT 1: schneesTUrM /  

TheaTre Mania 1: snoWsTorM

7 – 15 February 09

concePT / direcTion // 

aida Karic 

TexT adaPTaTion // 

biljana srbljanovic

Premiere in coproduction with  

Traverse Theatre edinburgh

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Joan 
OF dARK
PREMIERE  

At the centre of this play,  

which is again based on a Schiller 

play, is an atmosphere of religious 

fundamentalism that condensates 

into violence. Whilst there is no 

definitive proof for the historical 

Joan of Arc, who lived in the  

times of the Hundred Years’  

War, ever killing anyone with  

her own hands, Schiller depicts 

her in his JuNgFRAu vON  

ORLEANS as a ruthless warrior.  

In fulfilling what she takes to  

be her destiny, Joan becomes  

a reckless terrorist who makes  

a truly dreadful pact with god. 

This raises an important issue:  

Is it legitimate for someone who 

is overcome by missionary zeal to 

pursue his or her mission even if 

that means killing someone? 

Aida Karic’s adaption of the story 

of Joan of Arc depicts the situation 

of a young woman driven by reli-

gious and nationalist enthusiasm 
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Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

who rejects the traditional roles 

reserved for women to be free  

for the fanatical pursuit of what 

she perceives to be her duty: 

fighting under God’s banner she 

destroys her adversaries in cold 

blood. She renounces her hu-

manity, her femininity and falls 

victim to the mission she feels  

she has been given. 

When //

June 09

concePT / direcTion // 

aida Karic

in coproduction with the  

goodman Theatre, chicago 

PenThe-
SILEA 
PREMIERE  

In order to avenge rape and  

humiliation inflicted on her 

people, the Amazons create a 

militaristic women’s society that 

does not tolerate the presence of 

men. War is the basis on which 

this system perpetuates itself, its 

regulations, its permanent state  

of emergency, its experience  

of existence as a precarious condi-

tion: The Amazons have become  

a tribe of terrorists. When offspring 

is needed, a male from one of the 

clans in the region is kidnapped. 

Yet Penthesilea, the Amazon 

queen, is forced to question the 

laws on which her state rests. She 

is confronted with the essence  

of what is exorbitant, illicit: with 

love itself, and she allows herself 

to be swept away by love. Love 

and the raison d’état that she is 

committed to uphold pull her 

into opposite directions, and the 

attempt to reconcile the two finally 

tears her apart. Her followers, her 

nations, her laws, her god, her  

expostulating self, her Achilles, 

who has caused the system to  

fail – she wants to combine all 

these, realign them, pacify them 

through concessions. In the end all 

these factors team up against her 

and destroy first Achilles and then 

herself. Instead of fulfilment there 

can only be annihilation.

This adaption of Kleist’s classic 

play deals with the transgression  

of borders. Love in times of war –  

is that a possibility? Does Penthe-

silea’s madness result from the rea-

lisation that love has enabled her 

to lead a ‘normal’ life? Penthesilea 

exemplifies the lot that falls to wo-

men in times of war. And demon-

strates how they are destroyed by it.

 

When //

december 09

concePT / direcTion // 

aida Karic

This trilogy will be developed and 

directed by Aida Karic, whose 

debut in 2007, ‘The Trojans’, was 

celebrated in vienna, Seoul and 

at Montclair State University 

(US) by audiences and critics 

alike. Aida Karic came to Austria 

during the Yugoslav civil war; she 

studied journalism and dramatics 

in vienna and was a collaborator 

in a number of art projects, often 

related to war and migration 

before starting to work in 2000 as 

director, author and dramaturgist 

at vienna’s Schauspielhaus. 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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die andere 
SEITE
The oTher side

A SCENIC PHANTASY

One hundred years after its first publication, Alfred Kubin’s novel DIE 

ANDERE SEITE reveals its apocalyptic landscapes in the Landesgalerie.

using a hybrid form that combines elements of theatre, installation  

and exhibition, ‘Theater ohne grenzen’ (Theatre without frontiers) traces 

the outer and inner route of Kubin’s fantastic travel yarn. 

The audience make their way on foot through the story which is told at 

different locations and on different tableaux. drawing on the resources 

of shadow theatre, a mixture of video projection and live performance 

and with the help of a number of scurrilous puppets and an actor taking 

several different roles, the evening will recreate the multi-tiered world of 

Perle, the dream city. The density of this recreation will be enhanced by 

a sound installation consisting of a web of sounds, musical quotations, 

specially composed music and human voices.

The novel combines contemporary figures of thought, such as psycho-

analysis and the interpretation of dreams, expressionist and fantastic 

art. Woven through it are refences and/or imitative allusions to authors 

ranging from E. A. Poe to gustav Meyrink. Inspired by painters such as 

Hieronymus Bosch, goya and the French Symbolists, Kubin, who created 

his own illustrations, developed his own pictorial language in a niche 

between satire and apocalypse. The performance adds biographical and 

political data relevant to the author and his times. 

A PHAnTASTIC JoUrnEY

‘I am the impresario of the dubious, hybrid, shadowy, dream-like.’ 

In his 1908 DIE AnDErE SEITE, Alfred Kubin has his first-person- 

singular narrator accept the invitation issued by Patera, the friend of his 

youth, who is the mystery-shrouded ruler of Perle, a dream capital that  

he is said to have founded. Ever since the novel’s first publication this 

story of the dissolution and eventual fall of this alternative version of a 

society has continued to fascinate an international readership. It has been 

interpreted as a prophetic scenario of the future apocalypses of the 20th 

century. The play will be staged in the Landesgalerie Linz, which offers an 

ideal setting thanks to its special relationship with Kubin and its historical- 

eclecticist architecture.

When //

6 – 15 november 09

Where // 

Landesgalerie Linz

Museumstraße 14, 4010 Linz

www.landesgalerie.at 

concePT / direcTion // 

Martina Winkel

MUsicaL score // 

Max nagl

PUPPeTs and  

aniMaTronic creaTUres // 

roger Titley

casT // 

Thomas stolzeti

a coproduction with  

oberösterreichische Landesmuseen 

and Theater ohne grenzen

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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eMPire 
When //

16 – 18 January 09, Part of  

TheaTerLUsT 1: schneesTUrM / 

TheaTre Mania 2: snoWsTorM 

Where // 

Landestheater, großes haus

Promenade 39, 4020 Linz

www.landestheater-linz.at

idea / concePT // 

superamas

casT // 

roch baumert, alix eynaudi,  

davis Freeman, Magda Loitzenbauer, 

ariane Loze, Jamal Mataan, anna 

Mendelssohn, diederik Peeters,  

Faris-endris rahoma, rachid sayet 

and superamas

a coproduction with superamas, 

Parc de La villette-Paris, buda arts 

center-Kortrijk, Kaaitheater-brussels 

and Workspace brussels. in coopera-

tion with wp zimmer-antwerp, centre 

choréographique national Montpellier 

as part of hors-series, ccLinz, cneai-

Paris; sponsored by the city of vienna, 

bMUKK (austrian Federal Ministry for 

education, the arts and culture), direc-

tion régionale des affaires culturelles 

d’ile-de-France, Ministère de la culture 

et de la communication, France.

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

ART & POLITICS

EMPIRE invites the audience to witness a historic battle in order  

to involve it in a debate on power and art. The process involves  

considerable doses of expertise, confusion and charm. 

In May 1�09 Emperor Napoleon’s troops crossed the danube outside  

the gates of vienna in preparation for a decisive battle with the forces  

of Archduke Karl. �0,000 were killed in two days. All the contradictions  

of modernity are to be found in this battle, which ended inconclusively 

with both sides claiming victory. In this new work Superamas engages 

playfully with the mechanisms behind the representation of historical 

and political facts and subjects them to scrutiny. different communication 

strategies are highlighted. EMPIRE unfolds through repeated bouts of 

transformation. Having witnessed this battle from the Napoleonic Wars 

the audience find themselves at a soireé given by the ambassador. This  

is followed by the screening of a film. After their arrival in the theatre the 

audience witness a final transformation which again results in sweeping 

changes. All this is topped by the revelation: It is only your enemies  

that you can make peace with!

Superamas is an artist collective founded in 1999 and based in vienna 

since 2002 after two successful productions there. Subsequently the 

french and Austrian collective joined forces with a number of European 

partners to develop BIG, a series which they also took on tour. Superamas 

has been equally acclaimed as a dance company, a theatrical group and 

a developer of purely visual work. 
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Being able to travel, to go away and escape unbearable conditions  
at home is a privilege. Setting out to discover new things, being ready 
to accept hospitality: no doubt travelling can be a formative influence. 
Linz09 offers excellent reasons to set out for upper Austria from all over 
the world, first and foremost, to see the European Capital of Culture in 
all its splendour. Linz itself also invites to trips along different paths: 
to city districts on both sides of the danube, up the Pöstlingberg, along 
spiritual paths to yourself, into the heart of the town and into your own 
mind. Leave your daily life behind, allow yourself to be tempted and 
then return home – changed for the better! 

Linz
Journey
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siebenUnd- 
ZWANZIg
TWenTy-seven

A gHOST STORY

In the summer of 2009 theaternyx will tell its tale of ghosts who can find 

no rest and patronize bus number 27; with that tale they lure the audi-

ence into a mysterious parallel world.

A trip on the �� is like a trip across the social topography of Linz. It  

connects such neighbourhoods as the Port, the inner city, the residential 

area on Froschberg, the railway station, what we call the ‘Scherbenvier-

tel’ off Franckstraße and the industrial estate. Stories lie in wait for us 

all along this route: stories about crimes committed in Linz for instance, 

such as the ones that date back to around 1900, to the Nazi era or the 

nineteen eighties. The past takes up its position side by side with the 

present. The living have a vague idea what it might mean if a seat in the 

full bus remains empty or the doors of the bus do not close even though 

there is no one getting on or off. Everything that happens turns into a tale. 

Linz plays itself, and every tale gives Linz a new life. The sites of crimes 

become locations for theatrical performances, the spectators become 

ghoulish onlookers. during the trip the bus becomes an intimate space 

where tales can be told, which protects its audience from the world  

outside. One thing is certain: for all those that allow themselves this  

experience the route of the �� bus will acquire a new meaning. 

InTErDISCIPLInArY CoMMUTErS BETWEEn  
THE THEATrE AnD THE SoCIAL SPHErE

theaternyx cultivates the area where theatre, performance and social 

practice overlap. Most of their work is related to Linz. It is shaped by  

an interdisciplinary approach: projects are developed in collaboration 

with film makers, artists, musicians and authors. theaternyx directs  

its gaze at the mechanisms of society and at creative processes. The  

empowerment of women, the life plans of migrants and participative 

artistic models are among their current research topics. 

When //

Part of  

TheaTerLUsT 2: sonnenbrand / 

TheaTre Mania 2: sUnbUrn

27 July – 30 august 09

Where // 

all along the route of the 27 

idea / concePT // 

theaternyx, Linz09

a coproduction with theaternyx

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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der heiLige 
BERg
The sacred MoUnTain

Pöstlingberg is three things in  

one for Linz: a landmark, a child-

hood paradise and a place of 

pilgrimage. Artistic interventions 

will make it possible to see the 

mountain with new eyes.  

As the Linzers’ favourite excursion 

destination, the Pöstlingberg is 

also one of the Capital of Culture’s 

icons. As of early summer �009 the 

world’s steepest adhesion railway 

will make it directly accessible 

from the Hauptplatz. For one year, 

the landmark is declared to be a 

sacred mountain in recognition of 

its significance past and present. 

What makes the mountain so 

attractive is on the one hand the 

pilgrimage church, which dates 

from the 1�th century and the 

fortification from the 19th century 

and, on the other hand, the more 

profane pleasures of the railway 

and the grotto of the dwarves. It 

invariably plays a prominent role 

in memories of a Linz childhood,  

and in every upper-Austrian 

family photoalbum the ubiquitous 

dwarves will turn up sooner or 

later: a ride on the dragon train, 

some sort of family festivity etc. 

An Arts project will open new 

views. Twenty international 

and Linzer artists will pool their 

impressions of the sacred moun-

tain and devise a route that will 

combine the familiar with the 

unexpected. Hosts and guests, 

Linzers and visitors from abroad 

will therefore be able to discover 

the Pöstlingberg each in a new way. 

The route will foreground possibi-

lites of experiencing the mountain 

in physical, sensual and spiritual 

terms, and will also contain  

suggestions for entirely new uses  

of the mountain, not all of which 

are meant to be taken seriously. 

None of them will however  

be lacking in respect for what is 

mysterious or for the myths that 

surround Pöstlingberg. 

To the north of Urfahr rises Pöst-

lingberg (537m), whose pilgrimage 

church commands a wonderful  

view of the region. […] The Pöst- 

lingberg railway, an electric  

adhesion train with a three-kilo-

meter track, a maximum gradient 

of 10.5% and a 100 cm gauge, is a 

sight in itself. […]. During the ride 

one gets to see an uninterrupted 

sequence of the most beautiful 

landscape vistas. […] The station 

is housed in an old fortification 

tower […] – which must make it 

one of the most unconventional 

railway stations in the whole world. 

[…] We leave the carriage, visit 

the beautifully restored pilgri-

mage church, buy a pretty little 

something at one of the stalls as 

a souvenir and, being the modern 

kind of people that we are, we 

purchase a couple of postcards as 

well and move on to the splendid 

new hotel. […] The terrace of the 

hotel is bustling with life in fine 

weather. Tourists from a number 

of different countries, beautiful 

women and girls, young and old, 

officers and dashing students, staid 

merchants and respectable clergy-

men, grandmothers with children 

playing at their feet, peasants in 

rustic costume, all walks of life are 

to be found here. And all of them 

enjoy the magnificence of the view 

that opens up around them […].

Dr. ferdinand Krackowitzer:  

Die Donaustadt Linz und Ausflüge 

in deren Umgebung. Illustrierter 

führer für fremde und Einheimi-

sche. Linz, 1901.

When //

May – september 09

Where // 

Pöstlingberg

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

cUraTors // 

charles esche, Linz09/Maren richter

a Linz09 project,  

supported by Linz ag

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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nUr  
duRCH-
gEREIST
JUsT Passing ThroUgh

STOPOvER LINZ09 MINuTES

Linz has a long tradition of being a hub for traffic. Some people who  

had originally intended to just pass through changed their mind, got out, 

had a look at the place, got to know people – and left their footprints.

An exhibition transforms the Linzer StifterHaus into an imaginary  

station where paths briefly intersect. Souvenirs get left behind here: 

letters, comments, travelogues and nuggets from the works of famous 

travellers. These travellers are sent on a tour of the city together. In this 

way Lady Mary Montague, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Franz grillparzer, 

Hans Christian Andersen, Arthur Schnitzler, Thomas Mann and günter 

grass bring the world to Linz and take the memory of the city away with 

them – as a story on a postcard, a character in a novel or as Symphony  

No ��, ‘Linz’. The observations and casual jottings of historical persons, 

their manifold travel adventures, the acquaintances they made and the 

uses all this was put to in their literary works all add up to a many-voiced 

chorus of verdicts on the city and/or of prejudices about it. These contra-

dictory testimonies are a welcome antidote to the euphoria induced by 

the Capital of Culture Year in that they open up a space for self-mockery 

and put the present-day image of the city playfully into perspective. 

SoUnDBITES of TrAvELLErS JUST  
PASSInG THroUGH LInZ 

Linz is no more than an outsize railway station. 

(fritz von Herzmanovsky-orlando)

The only parts of Linz I know are the railway station and 

the Linzer Torte. (Alfred Polgar)

Linz – people smile in Austria when anyone mentions the name  

of the city, it rhymes so irresistibly with province. (Stefan Zweig)

To have been born in Linz – the mere thought is appalling.  

(Thomas Bernhard: Heldenplatz)

When //

28 april – november 09

Tue – sun 10 am – 3 pm

Where // 

stifterhaus, zentrum für Literatur  

und sprache in oberösterreich

adalbert stifter Platz 1, 4020 Linz

www.stifter-haus.at

idea / concePT // 

Petra-Maria dallinger, regina Pintar

concePT / cUraTor // 

evelyne Polt-heinzl

exhibiTion design // 

Peter Karlhuber 

in cooperation with  

stifterhaus (oö Kultur)

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Parade
When //

1 – 3 May 09

Where // 

an urban hike along the  

periphery of Linz  

idea / concePT // 

Keith goddard, Peter Kuthan

in cooperation with  

hMh Kunstereignisse

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Music to take control of the air above Linz! The three days from May 

1st, which are devoted to marching bands, will reveal what a wealth of 

pomp and circumstance music has been written at different times and in 

different parts of the world for parades, processions and the like.

Some people will want to follow the PARAdE on foot. Others will be  

surprised to meet it out in the open or at their windows. PARAdE invites 

an audience of connoisseurs, the residents of Linz and visitors to the 

Capital of Culture, to a whole new experience listening to music in the 

public spaces of the city and promises intense sensuous pleasures. 

PARAdE is excellent music played on the move and will help people 

get to know weird and wonderful sounds that will rejuvenate even the 

most jaded musical palates. The horns and percussion instruments of the 

Tonga will mingle with brass music from Zanzibar and Iran, with walking 

alphorns from Switzerland and moving balaphones from West Africa, 

duxianquins from China and tromps from our own remote Alpine regions 

or the master drums from the foothills of the Himalayas. By watching all 

this happen and listening to the result, Europe’s Capital of Culture will be 

receiving a message from the world. 

ACroSS THE CITY

There are three main ‘venues’ for PArADE, which have deliberately  

been chosen at the periphery of Linz, staking out a tangent from south 

east to north west: from SolarCity in Pichling (afternoon of 1 May) to  

the Hafenviertel (afternoon of 2 May) and the Pöstlingberg (afternoon  

and evening of 3 May). Tents as symbols of life lived on the move  

(by transhumants, vagrant peoples, nomads) and as the makeshift  

accommodation used by those under the threat of expulsion mark  

crossing and assembly points. 
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orgeL- 
STATIONEN
organ sToPs

The organs in the churches of Linz will have all their stops pulled out in 

Capital of Culture Year. They invite everyone to drop by and discover 

the churches as acoustic spaces. 

Next stop: Organ. ORgAN STOPS is a series of places to stop, disembark, 

settle down – for a short while at least, before having to get moving again. 

Looking for peace and quiet, having a moment to oneself for catching up, 

putting things into perspective, giving one’s soul a breathing space. Away 

from distracting endless loops of muzak, from the background noise  

of traffic, from the stress of the office. Churches are oases of quiet. Organ 

playing can provide peace and quiet – it deepens the meditative side  

of silence – and it also tempts you to abandon yourself to the sensual 

pleasure of listening. ORgAN STOPS are therefore not stops in the  

ordinary sense of the word: places where movement comes to a halt. 

They are an opportunity to concentrate and to think about which road  

to take next. Between Easter and the autumn there will be organ concerts 

at six Linz churches: a different venue for every working day of the week. 

Well known organ players with reputations ranging from local to national 

and even international will make the ‘queen of musical instruments’,  

as Mozart called the organ, come to life. 

The organ! The first acoustic wonder machine! A polyphonic synthesizer 

capable of creating the most awe-inspiring soundscapes, an entire cosmos 

of sounds. To this day the organ is unrivalled as a musical instrument  

in its versatility and power. It is no coincidence that the phrase ‘pulling 

out all the stops’, meaning ‘to put all one‘s efforts and energies into some-

thing to make sure it succeeds’, has become such a frequently used idiom. 

Here in Austria, we also speak of someone whistling through the last pipe 

when they are on their last legs and treading on the pedals in the run-up 

to pulling out all the stops. 

When //

13 april – 26 october 09

Mon – sat 5:15 pm

Where // 

Mariendom, Martin Luther Kirche, 

Ursulinenkirche, Minoritenkirche, 

alter dom, stadtpfarrkirche

idea // 

Peter Paul Kaspar

concePT // 

Musica sacra, heinz Karl Kuba

organisTs FeaTUred // 

Wolfgang Kreuzhuber, Kristian  

schneider, Peter Paul Kaspar,  

rupert gottfried Frieberger,  

bernhard Prammer, rudolf Jungwirth

in cooperation with Musica sacra
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WhaT yoU 
REALLY 
NEEd

When //

March – May 09

Where // 

Medien Kultur haus Wels

Pollheimerstraße 17, 4600 Wels

www.medienkulturhaus.at

idea / concePT // 

Medien Kultur haus Wels

conTribUTors // 

günter Mayer (head of project),  

boris schuld (organisation),  

andreas Fellinger and Peter  

neuhauser (coordination/Project 

development), harald schermann 

(Logistics), Johannes Kastinger  

(Technology), elke doppelbauer  

(graphics), elke oberleitner  

(Marketing), Luis Wohlmuther,  

stefan Wipplinger (advisors)

in cooperation with Medien  

Kultur haus Wels

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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The Medien Kultur Haus Wels comes in to dock at the jetty that is Linz, 

European Capital of Culture, and morphs into a huge workshop for 

consultation and creativity.

In the Medien Kultur Haus Wels (MKH) artists and scientists from  

Austria and abroad will address themselves to the question of what you 

really need and what you really do not need to turn a run of the mill  

production into creative art. Art, architecture, film, photography, litera-

ture, music, electronic media, comics, as well as sociology, philosophy 

and social cultural studies – and the areas between these fields – provide 

just some of the points of view taken into account in debates on this 

theme. To give an example: do musicians need instruments, sounds, 

music, scores? does working with storage media need to be documented? 

And what kind of knowledge and experiences of music do consumers 

need in order to be able to listen and understand musical works?  

We start with an empty building that is gradually going to be filled with 

projects. Studios, workshops, meeting rooms and presentation rooms are 

taking shape, a server documents all results. Workshops and mediation 

programmes will be included, a recording and a broadcasting studio are 

available. Thinkers and producers will have more time than is usual for 

working on their own or collectively – the MKH activists are confronted 

with a totally new situation. In this way WHAT YOu REALLY NEEd 

creates a situation that really stands out when set against the routine of 

artistic, organizational and social life. 

The Medien Kultur Haus Wels was founded five years ago. It houses  

the gallery of Stadt Wels and the associations ‘media space’ (which runs 

the annual international youth media festival Youki) and ‘Buch.Zeit’  

(in charge of literature for children and adolescents, school libraries  

and the biennial youth literature festival Lesetopia). Programmes on  

offer include mediation in the areas of art and media for children and 

adolescents, the monthly ‘nachtdienst’ events, annual summer events 

with a specially featured annual theme and the great show in the  

autumn, known as the MKH open.
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Land-
schaFTs-
OPER
LandscaPe oPera

Ulrichsberg and its environs is the venue of Peter Ablinger’s LAND-

SCHAFTSOPER: a work in seven parts whose theme is the place and  

its landscape. 

ulrichsberg’s environs and resources form the material, the libretto,  

the content of the LANdSCHAFTSOPER. Its structure is shaped by the 

landscape and the land itself, by the everyday life of the region’s people, 

their customs and their holidays. Priority has been given to taking into 

account the specific characteristics of this specific location rather than 

projecting onto it art from elsewhere. 

The LANdSCHAFTSOPER is an umbrella for several activities that are 

independent of each other and take in a number of different art forms. 

The work is divided into seven acts, each of which has its own formative 

principles: planting trees, a map for hiking, sound archive, video piece, 

shop window piece, a project involving pupils, and a festivity in concer-

tante form as the climax of the whole production. depending on the art 

form chosen and its actors, some of the acts last the whole year, others  

are planned to last for weeks, days, hours or even just a few moments. 

The LANdSCHAFTSOPER is on a creative mission to start a completely 

fresh chapter in the history of opera. 

ACCoMPAnYInG ConCErTS

The concert projects ‘3 Tage Wandelweiser’ and ‘Contest of Pleasures’ are 

closely related to the mission documented in the LAnDSCHAfTSoPEr: 

the composers’ collective Wandelweiser is considered an exemplary  

project of the ecology of sound. And improvisation collective Contest  

of Pleasures is about to conduct comprehensive acoustic research in  

and around Ulrichsberg that will provide both the basis and the sound 

material for this concert.

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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LandschaFTsoPer 

When / Where //
all year 09 
13 June 09: act 7, Festivity, main act 
in concertante form, Ulrichsberg 

PerForMing arTisTs // 
ensemble09 (conducted by  
edo Micic), a symphony orchestra 
consisting of members of the bruck-
ner orchestra, the Ulrichsberg brass 
band, the stubenmusik, musicians 
resident in Ulrichsberg (under the 
direction of isabel Pérez-requeijo)

„3 Tage WandeLWeiser“

When / Where //
27 February – 1 March 09  /  
Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

conTesT oF PLeasUres

When / Where //
12 June 09  / Tent at the große Mühl

idea / concePT // 
LandschaFTsoPer: Peter ablinger
accompanying concerts: Jazzatelier 
Ulrichsberg

in cooperation with  
Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg
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WegzeiT
JoUrney TiMe 

When //

February – september 09

Where // 

by ‘Kulturen-Pendel’ coaches from  

Linz to the Mühlviertel

idea / concePT // 

claudia Weinzierl

in cooperation with eUregio  

bayerischer Wald - böhmerwald/ 

regionalmanagement Mühlviertel
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POPuLAR CuLTuRES OF COMMuTINg

Tracing the routes used by commuters, JOURNEY TIME aims  

at acquainting us with the culture and the character of the inhabitants  

of the Mühlviertel. 

The Mühlviertel is the part of upper Austria that lies north of the  

danube. Without its constant association with that region Linz would  

not be a viable entity. A very large number of Mühlviertlers commute  

to Linz on weekdays because this is where their jobs are; at the weekend 

the direction of the flow is reversed and Linzers go the Mühlviertel for  

its unspoiled environment. These movements leave traces and create 

relationships. JOuRNEY TIME proposes a sensitive exploration of these 

traces and relationships along four different, exciting routes. Coaches 

will take visitors and their competent travel guides on tours of past and 

present cultures. This kaleidoscope of the senses that makes use of the 

elements of nature and mysticism, of myth and legend in an effort to 

show how all these journeys are related at a symbolic level will weave  

a colourful Mühlviertel rustic carpet. The tour routes are organized 

around thematic topics and focus on the character of each particular 

region – not only for outsiders but for Mühlviertlers too.

route 1 has Mauthausen as its focus; it will explore in detail and  

with great sensitivity one of the Mühlviertel’s darkest chapters. route 2 

takes visitors from Linz via the Mühlkreis motorway to what is ‘border 

country’ both in geographical and historical terms. route 3 takes visitors 

to Grein via the romantikstraße. route 4 will spirit them away to the 

settings of the stories of Walter Kohl, which are partly based on historical 

fact, partly on the imagination of the local population.  
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iMPossibiLiTy 
OF A SOLO
The dance performance IMPOSSIBILITY OF A SOLO starts out with 

each dancer’s attempt of going it alone, yet, finally they realize what 

being open to others can do for their performance.

There is that age-old conundrum of the chicken and the egg. What 

thought, what form came first? It’s a curious riddle, caught in snares of its 

own devising, and insoluble. What does not get noticed is the link, the 

cord that so zestfully unites the chicken and the egg. In IMPOSSIBILITY 

OF A SOLO, six female and male dancers try to create a new, balanced 

solo piece working at first under their own direction; this is followed by 

a joint company piece. Three work phases in the form of residencies are 

planned for �009: in Portugal, Italy and Austria. The steps are organized 

to overlap in such a manner that the initial demarcation lines that  

separate during the first stages thoughts, forms and reflection become 

fluid – or more clearly marked. Either way, perception shifts to what 

happens between us and makes that area accessible.

What was that question again? Yes, the chicken and the egg. Actually it’s 

quite simple. Obviously the egg beat the chicken to it, by millions of years, 

just think of egg-laying marine creatures. The question would really have 

to be re-phrased – chicken or chicken egg? But how do you call an egg  

a chicken egg before there’s a chicken to chicken it?

noTHInG IS AS IMPoSSIBLE  
AS WHAT IS PoSSIBLE

or was it the other way round? Maybe it was, maybe it wasn’t. opening 

up spaces for us to go into them. The dancers Ivo Dimchev, Mala Kline 

and Antje Pfundtner, all also active as choreographers, and Guido reim, 

a dance networker: They play around with human error in IMPoSSIBI-

LITY of A SoLo. In this game of entanglements the search for solutions, 

in-between glances, in-between steps is bizarre, paradoxical, even quirky. 

Are such solutions more likely to be found in dance? Maybe…  

When //

september 09

idea / concePT / PerForMers // 

ivo dimchev, Mala Kline, antje 

Pfundtner and guido reim

a coproduction with »o« is not  

a company, o espaço do Tempo, 

Montemor-o-novo, Portugal, castello 

Pasquini castiglioncello – armunia 

Festival costa degli etruschi, italy.

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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TerriTories 
PreMiere //

31 January 09

Where // 

Landestheater Linz, eisenhand

eisenhandstraße 43, 4020 Linz

www.landestheater-linz.at 

idea / concePT // 

betty shamieh

TexT // 

betty shamieh, raeda ghazaleh

direcTion / TransLaTion //

gerhard Willert

european Premiere in cooperation 

with the Landestheater Linz
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A PLAY BY BETTY SHAMIEH

Betty Shamieh tells the story of two men who belong to different  

religions and who vie with one another for control of a woman. She 

however manages brilliantly to keep both at a distance and maintain  

her independence.

In 11�� the sister of the Islamic ruler Saleh Al-din sets out on a  

pilgrimage to Mecca with the aim of saving her people from the Christian 

Crusaders. She never reaches her destination: The Frenchman Reginald  

de Chatillon takes the unarmed young woman captive as an object for  

his cruel skills of seduction and torture. So much for the historical back-

ground that forms the basis for this play by the Palestinian-American  

author Betty Shamieh. It highlights the complex personal relations 

between the ruler, his sister and the Frenchman. In Shamieh’s hands,  

the female protagonist displays extraordinary intelligence and a fighting 

spirit that allows her, in spite of her handicap of being prone to fits of  

epilepsy, to remain in control throughout of both the sadistic crusader 

and her powerful brother. Shamieh is searching for the root causes  

of religious conflicts and of gender politics. The result of this search  

is a tension-fraught example of the ‘clash of civilizations’, which in  

its switching between different temporal levels shows three characters 

exploring the limits of their convictions. 

Betty Shamieh, a writer for the stage and screen and an actress,  

was born in San francisco of Palestinian parents. She has received  

a number of awards in the US, such as the national Endowment for 

the Arts scholarship. She is a graduate of Harvard and the Yale School 

of Drama. In her work as a writer she pleads for a more differentiated 

discourse between the US and the Middle East. TErrITorIES was first 

performed on 19 January 08 at the Magic Theatre in San francisco.  

Both the translation and the stage direction of the play will be in the 

hands of Gerhard Willert, Artistic Director of Landestheater. 
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FesTivaL 4020. 
MORE THAN 
MuSIC: gOd
Nowhere else does contemporary music blend so effortlessly with the 

sound of the Middle Ages as in sacred music, and nowhere else do the 

traditions of East and West blend so well as in its conciliating regal aura.

What does god have to do with a Capital of Culture? do we ourselves 

stand a chance of meeting Him/Her/It in such a place? do not expect 

sacred music in the churches of Linz to come up with a simple answer  

to such questions. The god issue is linked with elementary human  

responses to eschatological experiences, including death itself.

This lands us with the liturgical lamentations of the Renaissance, the 

‘Lamentationes’ by Orlando di Lasso and his contemporaries. The Huelgas 

Ensemble will lend them their voices in a night concert, the Klangforum 

Wien will be offering four chants to ease us into the experience.

You will get a chance to listen to ‘god’s own warriors’ from yesterday 

and today: music of the Middle Ages, Lebanese music and an exquisite 

ensemble of soloists from Teheran. Inviting the latter is a deliberate move 

to counter widespread attempts to discredit what is, after all, a world 

religion. The Free Jazz icon Cecil Taylor and the fulminations of greek 

composer Iannis Xenakis’s percussion thunderstorms will provide  

American and European roots for the earthing of these celestial sounds. 

For local artists and performing artists �0�0. MORE THAN MuSIC: gOd 

will also be offering a relevant, ambitious forum. Among those making 

use of this forum will the be the improvisation collective Plasmic, the 

trailblazing quarter-tone trumpeter Franz Hautzinger and the composer 

georg Nussbaumer, who will be in charge of a finely honed sound  

installation in the crypt of the Stiftskirche St. Florian. 

A PLEA In fAvoUr of CULTUrAL DIvErSITY

The fESTIvAL 4020. MorE THAn MUSIC will expend vitality, emotio-

nal depth and complexity in order to establish sound spaces aiming at 

something different from a simple combination of classical and contem-

porary strands. The festival is an invitation to a dialogue; it is a non- 

violent plea not to leave the field to holy warriors and their antagonists 

without the most energetic protest. The encounter between two fascinat-

ing musical cultures will serve as a peaceful counterpoint to the martial 

gesticulations on the parts of diverse governments. Such a mediating role 

can presumably only be played by one of Europe’s capitals of culture. 

When //

4 – 8 november 09

Where // 

brucknerhaus and other venues

idea / concePT // 

alois Fischer jun., Peter Leisch

PerForMing arTisTs // 

Martin grubinger, Franz hautzinger, 

Plasmic & agnes heginger, Klangfo-

rum Wien, huelgas-ensemble, soeur 

Marie Keyrouz, georg nussbaumer, 

Klaus Lang u. a.

www.festival4020.at

in cooperation with Liva  

and Linz Kultur
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oö sTiFTs-
KONZERTE

When //

4 september 09

Where // 

stiftsbasilika st. Florian

stiftsstraße 1, 4490 st. Florian

www.stift-st-florian.at

idea // 

dennis russell davies and Prelate 

Johann holzinger

concePT / organizer // 

oberösterreichische stiftskonzerte 

PerForMing arTisTs // 

dennis russell davies, bruckner 

orchester Linz, Linzer Jeunessechor

in cooperation with  

oberösterreichische stiftskonzerte, 

supported by vKb-bank 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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Alfred Schnittke’s 2nd Symphony ‘St. Florian’ will be coming home  

for the first time to the Stiftskirche St. Florian.

There is an unending stream of references to music at St. Florian which 

spans centuries and is evidence of how important musical creativity was 

to life at this baroque monastery near Linz. A mass sung by a choir at the 

Stiftskirche inspired the composer Alfred Schnittke, who died in 199�, 

to write his �nd Symphony. The work follows the order of the mass in 

its structural organization and the choral sections contain quotations of 

liturgical melodies. 

The St. Florian Symphony was commissioned by the BBC London 

Symphony Orchestra and was first performed on ��rd April 19�0 by the 

BBC’s Choir and Symphony Orchestra under gennadi Rozhdestvensky. 

On �th September �009 it will be performed for the first time in the 

basilica of St. Florian, the place that inspired it. The impressive baroque 

setting combines with modern music in a manner that captivates both the 

ear and the eye. The orchestra will be the Bruckner Orchester Linz under 

the guidance of its chief conductor, dennis Russell davies.

In THE BEST of TrADITIonS

The monastery of St. florian looks back on a long musical tradition.  

The earliest document dates back to the beginning of the 9th century:  

the MS of the lamentations of Jeremiah is also Austria’s earliest musical 

manuscript. As early as the 15th century the Stiftskirche boasted  

two organs; the intense cultivation of instrumental music dates back  

to the same time. franz Schubert was one of the monastery’s many  

famous guests; the monks had his works performed. The basilica’s  

organ bears the name of Anton Bruckner in commemoration of the  

great symphonic composer. 
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TUrM- 
EREMIT
The herMiT in  
The ToWer

When //

29 november 08 – 2 January 2010 

church open for visits /  

Mon – sat 7.30 am – 7 pm, sun  

and church holidays 8 am – 7 pm

silence with the hermit /  

daily from 12.15 am in the  

Kreuzkapelle 

Where // 

Mariendom 

herrenstraße 19, 4010 Linz

www.mariendom.at

idea / concePT // 

diözese Linz, hubert nitsch 

in cooperation with diözese Linz  

supported by bischof-rudigier- 

stiftung, Kolpinghaus, pro:holz,  

oberösterreichische versicherung and 

glaswerkstätte schlierbach

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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A hermitage will be installed in the Linzer Mariendom in 2009. Judg- 

ing it safer to keep their distance from the Capital of Culture, hermits  

(of both sexes, of course) opt for a week of silence and asceticism. 

For thousands of years people have been withdrawing from the bustle  

of life to gain a new perspective on life. Things will be no different in 

Capital of Culture Year. High up above in the steeple of St Mary’s there  

is a small room. This will accommodate voluntary hermits for a week  

at a time. A bed, a table, a chair – they will have to make do with that for 

this week. Yet this small place will provide the space to examine one’s 

own life plan and the meaning of everything. There is electricity but the 

hermits will use neither a computer nor a mobile phone. A diary that 

will be passed on from hermit to hermit will be a receptacle for personal 

reflections. There will be daily bouts of ‘Silence with the  

hermits’ at St Mary’s so that they may at least partially share their expe-

rience with others. Applications for the post of hermit are invited. The 

Linz photographer Paul Kranzler will document the project. His photos 

will be combined with excerpts from the diary entries and texts by  

different authors to form a book. 

‘Building this church testifies to our love of the Mother of God, who is 

venerated in Upper Austria with such childlike intensity’, said Bishop  

rudigier at the laying of the foundation stone on 1st May 1862. St Mary’s 

is of great significance for the diocese of Linz in terms of ecclesiastic  

history, where it is closely associated with the name of rudigier but it is 

the very fact that it was built that carries a message of the spiritual power 

of life and of the community of Christians.
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Is the danube aware of Linz? Of the Brucknerhaus, the castle, the 
Franckviertel or solarCity? It is impervious to what happens on its 
banks; all it does is collect water and shift it to the sea. It does not care 
about its length. It just follows its course in the same natural way as this 
town developed from houses, squares, ditches and walls. Later the town 
grew vertically and then branched out into the surrounding countryside. 
The rural areas became smaller. Linz is revolving. As part of that world 
which it is seeking to establish contact with so that it may embrace it  
in �009. The journey there can be a walk or an expedition. It always 
connects what is near with what is far away, and bridges the gap 
between the familiar and the unknown.
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ein  
dUTzend 
EuROPA
a dozen eUroPes

Europe’s twelve new member countries make music for European  

audiences. Pop musicians hailing from Bulgaria to Cyprus will take 

turns month by month setting the Linz Posthof ablaze with their music

For many, popular music from the former Eastern Bloc countries  

sounds a good deal more exotic than music from much more distant parts  

of the world. Listening to Latin American, African or Asian music is no 

longer anything new. But Pagan Metal from Latvia? Polish grindcore 

Jazz? Hungary’s World dub Trance? Linz09 will build bridges made of 

music. Month by month in Capital of Culture Year one of the new Eu 

countries will leave its musical visiting card. 

Some of the bands that will feature, such as Fanfare Ciocarlia  

(Romania) or Laibach (Slovenia), caused a stir in Western Europe  

as long ago as the last decades of the Iron Curtain era. However, a great 

number of them have not yet become known outside their home-turf 

radio stations and clubs; many of them are simply not known in the West 

even in recordings, let alone in the flesh. Linz09 will therefore have an 

opportunity to offer these up-and-coming bands a stage and, conversely, 

Linz audiences get the chance to hear popular music that has no truck 

with our download and ringtone charts. This is a year-long standing  

invitation to a broad selection of brand-new bands ranging from rock  

to World and from pop to electro. 

ConTEMPorArY PoPULAr CULTUrE  
nEAr THE PorT

The Posthof, which is situated in the dock area of Linz, was originally  

a farm house. Adapted for its present purposes in 1984, it is today one  

of the largest and liveliest venues for contemporary popular culture  

in Austria and in Europe as a whole. Programming covers the entire  

spectrum of contemporary culture, from all kinds of musical genres (rock, 

pop, jazz, reggae, techno, hip hop...), cabaret, theatre to contemporary 

dance and literature. 

When //

all year 09

Where // 

Posthof – zeitkultur am hafen

Posthofstraße 43, 4020 Linz

www.posthof.at

idea / concePT // 

Werner Ponesch

creW // 

Peter brandstetter (Project assistant)

in cooperation with Liva/Posthof
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das grüne 
BANd
EuROPAS
The eUroPean  
green beLT

When //

2 July 09 – 8 January 10

Where // 

schlossmuseum Linz

Tummelplatz 10, 4010 Linz

www.schlossmuseum.at

idea / concePT // 

Thomas Wrbka, Franz Michael  

grünweis, Katharina zmelik  

(vienna University), checo sterneck 

(exhibition designer)

advisory PaneL // 

gerhard aubrecht, Peter assmann 

(oö Landesmuseen), hannes  

Kunisch, bernhard schön (oö 

Umweltakademie), Josef Limberger 

(oönb) und alois Lang (iUcn)

in cooperation with oö Landesmuseen  

and vienna University

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

A green belt spanning the continent marks the border where the Iron 

Curtain used to divide Europe into two antagonistic halves. A unique 

ecosystem has developed in the no-man’s land in which two worlds  

petered out, along the fault line that separated them. It will be the  

subject of this exhibition. 

Europe’s green Belt is a series of landscapes from Finland to the Black 

Sea, that is: from the the subarctic regions of Lapland to the Mediterra-

nean border country between Bulgaria, greece and Turkey. 

The opening exhibition in the new south wing of the Schlossmuseum 

will focus on the development of the green Belt. Along this political and 

ideological frontier, which was reinforced by military installations that 

were in place for decades, human settlement was systematically reduced 

in a deliberate, historically unique programme which resulted in an  

overall reduction of human activities in this area. The enforced neglect  

of this region inevitably resulted in collateral social and cultural  

consequences. These, together with the unique ecological niches that 

have developed in the area concerned, will be the chief topics of the  

exhibition. In addition to insights into the amazing biodiversity prevail-

ing along THE EuROPEAN gREEN BELT issues of nature conservation 

and regional development will be addressed. This will also provide an 

opportunity for regional initiatives to present their own programmes.

A LIvInG DoCUMEnT  
of EUroPEAn HISTorY 

THE EUroPEAn GrEEn BELT has been a witness to refugee treks in  

both directions and has become a symbol of the reunification of Europe. 

The ambivalent legacy of deliberate desettlement and enforced neglect 

resulting from the Cold War has burgeoned into a unique habitat at the 

heart of Europe. 

The fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989 triggered a host of activities to conserve 

this precious natural heritage on the one hand and, on the other, to raise 

the status of the former border country in cultural terms. 
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exTra 
EuROPA
What is Europe? Who is Europe? Where does Europe begin,  

where does it end? EXTRA EUROPA takes a look at a Europe beyond  

the European Union.

In �009 Linz, one of Europe’s two Capitals of Culture, will devote  

a project to three European countries that are not members of the Eu, 

countries moreover that could not be more different from each other in 

political, economic, cultural and geographic terms: Turkey, situated at  

the Eu’s south-eastern flank; Switzerland, embedded in the core region  

of Central Europe; and Norway at the farthest northwestern rim of the 

continent. What are the reasons that keep other European countries 

out of the European union? How do they relate to the Eu economically 

and politically? How do their populations feel about the Eu? Is there 

such a thing as typically ‘European qualities’? Is it legitimate to speak 

of Europe’s ‘cultural identity’? EXTRA EuROPA will seek to initiate a 

political debate through a symposium and invites creative artists from the 

three EXTRA EuROPA countries to take part in an international festival 

covering the fields of dance, theatre, music, literature, film and the arts, 

which will offer a most attractive and divergent selection of Norwegian, 

Turkish and Swiss contributions. Each country will be assigned a  

specific European topic within the festival’s framework: Norway will  

be dealing with ‘equal treatment’, Switzerland with ‘multilingualism/

multiculturalism’ and Turkey will devote its energies to the century-old 

relationship between the Ottoman Empire of the Turks and Europe. 

Performances by visiting touring companies and co-productions with a 

number of organizers and institutions will play a role – as will existing 

formats and festivals in Linz, such as the Crossing Europe Film Festival. 

When //

20 March – 30 april 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/susanne Puchberger

in cooperation with the Turkish, 

norwegian and swiss embassies in 

austria, schweizer Kulturstiftung Pro 

helvetia, iKsv (istanbul Foundation 

for art and culture), norsk Uten-

riksdepartment (norwegian Foreign 

Ministry) and many others

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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exTra eUroPa  
norWay

We do not know a lot about  

Norway in Austria. A lot of land, a 

lot of money is perhaps the typical 

quick response. Only few people 

are aware that the Eu non-mem-

ber Norway makes substantial 

contributions to Eu budgets and 

has proved a model notably in the 

support it has given to new Eu 

members. Norway is also a model 

on sociopolitical issues – e.g.  

with its ‘equal treatment’ policy 

(likestilling), which has its sights 

not only on ensuring equal oppor-

tunities for women by introducing 

a quota system but equal opportu-

nities in a much wider sense that 

comprises society in its entirety.  

It is widely accepted in Norway as 

a matter of course. Some people 

even claim that Norway has 

already arrived in a post-feminist 

era. Public debate today focuses 

on the rights of men, homosexuals 

and ethnic minorities, such as the 

country’s indigenous Sami. 

exTra eUroPa 
TUrKey

Turkey is an obvious candidate 

for EXTRA EuROPA owing to the 

political debate on the country’s 

accession to the Eu, which often 

gets distorted by emotional and 

irrational overtones. However,  

not everyone knows that there  

has been an active and fruitful  

exchange of knowledge, art and 

culture between Turkey and 

Europe, covering the days of the 

Ottoman Empire and the Republic 

of Turkey as founded by Mustafa 

Kemal Atatürk in 19�� and  

stretching all the way to present 

day Turkey and its relationship 

with what is now the European 

union. Contrary to widespread  

belief the exchange between  

Turkey and Europe, most notably 

the Eu, is not by any means  

confined to a one-way migration  

of labour from Turkey to Europe. 

In the Nazi era many Austrian 

Jews sought refuge in Turkey, 

where they found a new home 

and in many cases made a name 

for themselves particularly in the 

areas of science and culture. Many 

creative people from Europe go  

to Istanbul, a city with a dynamic 

art and music scene that moves 

and inspires them in ways that 

Europe – perhaps – does not. 

exTra eUroPa 
sWiTzerLand

A mixture of the most diverse 

elements and forms crammed  

into a small territory is a good 

snap analysis of Swiss culture. 

There are few countries in which 

multilingualism and the inter- 

meshing of different cultures in 

a politically stable form cause as 

little friction as in Switzerland. 

The term ‘old multilingualism’ 

refers to the four official languages 

in Switzerland – german, French, 

Italian and Romansh; ‘new mul-

tilingualism’ refers to the many 

languages spoken by Switzerland’s 

relatively high percentage of 

migrants. Basic values that are 

shared with the Eu, such as direct 

forms of democracy, rule of law 

and the market economy – have 

a long tradition to look back on 

in Switzerland. Switzerland is 

not only a transit country; it is a 

point of intersection of the greatest 

significance. Routes connecting 

south and north, east and west 

intersect on Swiss territory, but so 

do Protestantism and Catholicism. 

The country has also a linguistic 

demarcation line, which separates 

the Teutonic from the Latin  

languages. Switzerland is best 

understood not in terms of  

‘Swiss Miniature’ but as a kind  

of miniature Europe. 
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living on the banks of the  
rivers and for those who travel  
east and west to spread their  
message abroad. 
 
Where // 
The rivers of europe

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 
hubert von goisern

THE fILM

Scenes from this musical travel 
adventure have been captured on 
film in the orf’s documentary of 
LInZ EUroPA ToUr EAST 2007. 
The film team was at hand in nine 
countries in all. It documents not 
only everyday life on board but the 
personalities of the artists involved, 
on stage and backstage. The docu-
mentary consists of five parts of 30 
minutes each and will be aired in 
the course of 2008.

Linz eUroPa 
TOuR 0�-09
A boat, a river, an unusual cargo: 
Hubert von Goisern sails Europe’s 
rivers as the emissary of Capital 
of Culture Linz09.  

This is about transcending borders. 
It is about getting to meet people 
across demarcation lines in linguis-
tic, geographical and musical terms, 
about developing ‘a sense how big, 
colourful and unique this Europe 
of ours is’, says Hubert von goisern. 
during this tour he wants to make 
common cause with people who 
appreciate Europe, Austria and 
Linz. And what does Hubert von 
goisern hope to gain? He wants  
to find out how life is organized el-
sewhere, what habits, characteris-
tics and special traits are cultivated 
in specific countries, how people 
relate to one another, on the river, 
on the river’s banks; how they  
behave when they are waiting, 
taking risks, in romantic circum-
stances, in strait circumstances,  
on stage. On board with him 
will be bands and artists from  
the lands flanking the river. It’s  
all about sharing, about living  
and experiencing Europe together. 
The schedule features concerts, 
musical happenings, different  
venues, cultural fault lines and 
intercommunion with guest  
musicians. It’s a real adventure 
both for the sedentary people  
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Linz eUroPa 
TOuR EAST
‘By boat, that’s the way to travel. 
Everything else is much too fast.’ 

In the east there is a great deal  
that is new. Back in June to Sep-
tember �00� Hubert von goisern 
was already working his way 
downstream to the Black Sea on  
a freighter converted to a stage.  
For two and a half months, the 
boat was living quarters, work 
place and stage in one for him, the 
band and the crew. Their voyage 
took them through Austria, ger-
many, Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria, 
ukraine, Hungary, Serbia and 
Slovakia. ‘On board you hardly  
notice the ship is moving but 
you’re making progress never- 
theless. We’ve tried to enjoy  
every kilometre along the river.’ 
�� concerts in nine countries 
given jointly with musicians from 
the respective regions. ‘We were 
looking forward to each concert 
with feverish anticipation. We 
made good use of every single day, 
we rehearsed, we put a lot of effort 
into developing the programmes. 
We engaged in lively exchange 
with our guests. Every concert  
was different, and every time we 
were euphoric afterwards and sat 
together on board for a long time.’ 
The Tour East reached its conclu-
sion and its climax in the ship’s 
home port, Linz. �,000 spectators 
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Linz eUroPa 
TOuR WEST
You can look for the horizon at  
all four points of the compass. 

The expedition is set to continue 
and will be causing another splash 
in �00�. This time it is heading 
west along the Rhine-Main-danube 
Canal as far as Rotterdam. It will 
make sure the message of Linz09 
gets heard between the end of  
June and the end of August in  
germany, France, Switzerland,  
the Netherlands and Belgium. 
A new adventure that takes its 
chance with random acquaint-
ances, spontaneous opportunities 
and numerous imponderables – 
logistical, human and above all 
musical. Once more a voyage will 
serve as a catalyst for change and 
the breaking down of barriers. 

When //
27 June – 30 august 08

Where // 
all the way along the rhine-Main- 
danube canal to rotterdam

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Finally in summer �009 the port 
of Linz will be the venue for the 
‘Back Home’ Festival; the ship’s 
many-voiced cargo will be brought 
ashore: a Europe that is now better 
acquainted with itself. The grand 
finale will be celebrated together 
with all the musicians Hubert von 
goisern has met on the banks of 
Europe’s rivers. The presence of all 
these artists guarantees that even 
the run-up to this two-day climax 
will be momentous.  
 
When //
3 – 5 July 09  

river Kilometre 0, the lighthouse 
of Sulina. By now the lighthouse is 
12 kilometres inland from the sea. 
Before the Danube was put in a 
straightjacket of dams, Europe grew 
by as much as one kilometre annu-
ally; the present regime has reduced 
this to 30 centimetres. We sail down 
the clearway to kilometre -12: the 
Black Sea. Horizon of dreams. Tur-
ning point. The starting point of the 
return journey or a new beginning 
altogether? (Excerpt from the log of 
the Linz Europa Tour East)

Linz eUroPa 
FESTIvAL

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

reacted enthusiastically to a con-
cert that struck a balance between 
Alpine folk music, inspired inter-
pretation and raw, new pop rock 
from Eastern Europe. Saturated as 
they were with new musical influ-
ences, even Hubert von goisern’s 
evergreens had an entirely new 
sound to them.
 
When //
June – september 07

Where // 
all along the danube down  
to the black sea

PerForMing arTisTs // 
Willi resetarits, hohtraxlecker  
sprungschanzenmusi, xtra combo 
sTUbnbLUes, haindling, claudia  
Koreck band, Tamara obrovac,  
Loredana groza, Karandila feat.  
darinka, zdob si zdub, haydamaki, 
besh o droM, rambo amadeus,  
druzina and darinka Tsekova

a Linz09 project supported by  
red bull, brandner, orF, ö1, a1

2007 2008 2009
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Linz LiesT 
vILNIuS
Linz reads viLniUs

This series of events will bring today’s Lithuanian literature and its  

authors to Linz. It will offer to all who are capable of reading between 

the lines a lively panorama of everyday life in Europe’s other Capital  

of Culture in 2009, Vilnius.

The first evening will largely belong to Tomas venclova, a Lithuanian 

poet and essayist of international renown, who is currently teaching  

at Yale. His book on vilnius takes readers on a tour through centuries of 

history in that multicultural city. The same evening will see the opening 

of an exhibition of photographs by Arunas Baltenas featuring vilnius’  

old city centre, a uNESCO World Heritage Site. The second evening 

will be spent with two of Lithuania’s younger writers, who will give 

readings and lead a discussion. It promises further insights into both the 

world view of the authors and the culture of the country. Between and 

after the programmes there will be an opportunity to talk to the authors; 

music, beer and culinary specialities will help visitors to catch up with 

Lithuania’s everyday culture. 

The evenings are preceded by a ‘warm-up’: Cornelius Hell will be  

providing a multimedia introduction to Lithuanian language, literature 

and culture. This will include a presentation by the literary journal  

‘die Rampe’, which will be devoted to contemporary Lithuanian literature 

and an attempt to sketch a portrait of vilnius by means of two books: 

‘Europa erlesen – vilnius’ (Wieser) and ‘Lesereisen’ (Picus).   

MAnY DIffErEnT THInGS UnDEr onE roof

The brand ‘StifterHaus’, which is based in what used to be the house  

of Adalbert Stifter (1805-1868), comprises the Adalbert-Stifter Institut, a 

literary and linguistic research institute founded in 1950, and, since 1992, 

the oÖ Literaturhaus with an extensive programme of its own. It also 

serves as the brand of a literary museum with a memorial room dedicated 

to the former owner of the house and a literary archive that houses the 

literary estates of Upper Austrian writers. 

When //

3 and 5 March 09

daily between 5 pm and 7:30 pm

Where // 

stifterhaus – zentrum für Literatur 

und sprache in oberösterreich

adalbert stifter Platz 1, 4020 Linz

www.stifter-haus.at

idea // 

Petra-Maria dallinger, regina Pintar

 

concePT // 

cornelius hell

coordinaTors // 

Tomas venclova, Walter Pilar et al. 

(authors), arunas baltenas (Photo-

grapher), cornelius hell (curator and 

translator)

in cooperation with  

stifterhaus (oö Kultur)

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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saLzsTadL 
When //

from July 09

Where // 

salzamt

obere donaulände 15, 4020 Linz

idea / concePT // 

Linz Kultur, Linz09

in cooperation with Linz Kultur

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

INTERNATIONAL STudIO LINZ 

In the old part of the city, directly below Linz Castle, is a building that 

originally used to house the Salt Authority. Its renovation is the first step 

of its relaunch as an international studio house for artists in residence.

The donauschule, a Linz artists’ association, and its mentor Paul 

Fischnaller were the first to suggest breathing new life into this building, 

which was historically so important for the city. The artists of the donau-

schule have put a great deal of effort into restoring the Salzamt building 

over the last few years and have seen to the installation of a printing 

workshop and of artists’ studios. 

Linz took note of this initiative and purchased the building to ensure  

it would remain dedicated to cultural purposes in the long term. SALZ-

STAdL will become a platform for an artist-in-residence programme.  

The studios are available to artists from around the world as well as 

artists from the region and will serve as their base and as workshops for 

their creative work. Special attention will be directed to encouraging 

cooperation between tenants and visitors within the institution in order 

to make the best possible use of creative resources and synergies. 

SALZSTAdL artists are also eligible for public presentations, exhibitions 

and bursaries. Planning also provides for SALZSTAdL to contribute via 

exchange programmes with European partner cities to creating work 

opportunities abroad for artists from Linz and upper Austria. 

THE MIDDLE AGES BECKon To US

In the late Middle Ages the historical Salzstadl had served, admittedly in 

another architectural form, as a storage facility for salt, which was to find 

its way along the great north-south trade route to neighbouring Bohemia 

and further north. In 1706 the building was extensively modified; the core 

of today’s building dates from the second half of the 17th century. 
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Meso- 
PoTaMian  
dRAMA-
TuRgIES
Kutlug Ataman highlights ruptures between East and West,  

between modernism and universal values in an exhibition in  

Lentos Kunstmuseum.

Kutlug Ataman, Turkey’s most renowned international artist, confronts  

in his work, which comprises film, video and photography, the fault lines 

between what we embrace as ‘part of us’ and what we consider ‘not part 

of us’ or ‘alien’: traditions, conventions, beliefs and convictions that give 

rise to conflicts within a society or in the clash of different civilizations. 

The artist focuses on the upheavals Turkey has gone through over the 

last few decades, on the concomitant political, cultural and economic 

changes, on the struggles between religious and secular world views.  

Ataman has his sights also on East-West tensions, which he interprets  

as an acute crisis. He brings together elements of the history of western 

modernism and questions its claim of universal validity with an analysis  

of those much vaunted European ‘values’. He explores the theme of 

Europe and raises questions about the geographical, cultural, institu- 

tional, mental and ideological borders of the space bearing this name. 

Kutlug Ataman will present about a half dozen new works: pictures  

of everyday life in Anatolia with thought provoking images such as the 

domes of Christian churches complete with saints, a trip to the moon and 

a European adaptation of the oriental art form of calligraphy spelling out 

the works of Shakespeare floating above them on flatscreens. 

oBSErvATIonS for oBSErvErS 

Kutlug Ataman stakes out a dramaturgic circle in five rooms: ‘Anatolian 

Dome’ shows static portraits of Turkish inhabitants of Anatolia wearing 

their everyday clothing, with household objects, animals, tools. The  

film ‘Journey to the Moon’ presents in interview form the story of a local 

politician who canvassed for votes in a village in Eastern Turkey by  

promising he would get a company building space ships to set up  

a factory in the village. ‘The Complete Works of William Shakespeare’ 

combines all of Shakespeare’s dramas handwritten on 35mm film. 

When //

13 February – 19 april 09

Mon – sun 10 am – 6 pm,  

Thu 10 am – 9 pm

 

Where // 

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

ernst-Koref-Promenade 1, 4020 Linz

www.lentos.at

idea / concePT // 

Kutlug ataman,  

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

in cooperation with  

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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biennaLe 
CuvÉE

When //

12 February – 3 May 09

Where // 

oK offenes Kulturhaus oö,  

st Ursula’s, arbeiterkammmer  

oberösterreich, energie ag  

(new building), Wissensturm

www.ok-centrum.at

idea / concePT // 

Martin sturm

in cooperation with oK offenes  

Kulturhaus oö with support from 

energie ag oberösterreich

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

WORLd SELECTION OF CONTEMPORARY ART

Under the title of BIENNALE CUVÉE OK Offenes Kulturhaus will  

exhibit a selection of the very best gleaned from international biennials 

of the past.  

Biennials are today’s most interesting showcases of contemporary art. 

Less commercially oriented than art fairs, they are a stage both for ‘big 

names’ and young, up-and-coming artists, for whom this is perhaps their 

first chance to present their work on the international stage. They define 

who is going to be in the spotlight, they identify trends and they even  

create them. Their greatest merit lies in arousing a great deal of attention 

for contemporary art in a public that extends beyond the regulars on the 

art fair circuit. Within a series of projects entitled ‘Kunst in die Stadt!!’ 

(Arts into the City!!) BIENNALE CuvÉE �009 will use the OK itself as 

well as the city’s public space as venues. The crypt of St ursula’s and 

above all the newly constructed environs of the railway station will host 

exhibitions of contemporary art. The selected projects will be assigned  

their respective locations on formal-architectural or content-based 

grounds. A series of lectures and a comprehensive exchange programme 

will enhance appreciation of this ambitious gymkhana of the arts. 

The project will be partnered by public and private institutions that will 

allow use of their houses and take part in shaping the content during the 

development phase. In concrete terms this will be Arbeiterkammer ober-

österreich, the Wissensturm, and Energie AG oberösterreich; together 

with the oK offenes Kulturhaus they will play host to artists from around 

the world. The public space in and around the new railway station will 

become an art venue.

o
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FLiessende 
gRENZEN
FLUid borders

SYMPOSIuM ‘RANITZ dIALOgE’

Literature can make a substantial contribution to encounters in an  

expanding Europe and to the reduction of prejudices. A symposium  

in Ottensheim will provide a platform for authors from Eastern and 

Western Europe to meet and will mark the beginning of a publishing 

venture consisting of a cross-border series of publications. 

‘Europeanization’ is making rapid progress, the Austrian economy is 

expanding successfully to the east, yet the more change there is, the  

more deeply ensconced seems to be our ignorance of our neighbours’ 

culture. The ‘east’ is still felt by many to be a threat. The project FLuId 

BORdERS demonstrates how much there is that links us to one another, 

that we have in fact in common; it arouses curiosity about what those 

white patches in Europe’s landscapes may conceal. 

Authors with different backgrounds in terms of nationality and language 

will meet for talks on a perennial topic: childhood. Capital of Culture 

Year marks the anniversaries of two important publishing ventures: �0 

years of Edition Thanhäuser and 1� years of Ranitzdrucke. Both an-

niversaries will be celebrated at the symposium FLuId BORdERS in 

Ottensheim. From �009 a series of publications will appear entitled 

Ranitzdialoge, each volume of which will invite two authors from diffe-

rent countries to enter into a dialogue with each other in which culinary 

matters and (river) landscapes will play a central role. 

HonoUrInG oLD TrADITIonS

‘not everything that links people to one another is in a state of flux.  

Borders marked by rivers are different from walls.’ (Ludwig Hartinger)

on a hill above ottensheim and the Danube, host via its tributary, the 

Greater rodl, to the waters of the ranitz, Bavarian and Slav yeomen  

held a meeting more than 1100 years ago and laid the foundations  

of a peaceful coexistence as neighbours. fLUID BorDErS seeks to  

connect to that tradition.

When //

29 august 09, from 4 pm

The series ranitzdialoge will appear  

in the edition Thanhäuser 

Where // 

Musikschule ottensheim  

and starzerhof

www.thanhaeuser.at

idea / concePT // 

christian Thanhäuser

in cooperation with  

edition Thanhäuser

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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FesTivaL 4020. 
MORE THAN 
MuSIC: SONg

When //

6 – 9 May 09 

Where // 

brucknerhaus and other venues

idea / concePT // 

alois Fischer jun., Peter Leisch

PerForMing arTisTs // 

ensemble09, bénat achiary,  

Max nagl, Walter Pilar, christa 

druckenthaner, Trio accanto,  

rudolf Jungwirth, donatienne Michel-

dansac, amanda stewart, stephan 

Froleyks, Judith ramerstorfer,  

La bella discordia, burkhard stangl 

& ensemble extended heritage & 

bernhard Landauer, carlo Muratori 

and others.

www.festival4020.at

in cooperation with Liva  

and Linz Kultur

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

The renowned FESTIVAL 4020 is searching for exceptional forms  

of expression in the area of song. 

In the dialect variant of the german spoken in upper Austria, the  

german word ‘to say’, ‘sogn’ (standard german ‘sagen’), sounds just like 

the motto that the FESTIvAL �0�0 will be operating under in the spring 

of Capital of Culture Year: ‘Song’. This is a clue to what FESTIvAL �0�0 

will be about: ‘narrative’ music, the link between tunes and languages, 

between literary texts and musical sounds, and how there are some  

stories that can be told in words and others that can only be unfolded  

in music. In other words, it is about the age old theme of the song, of the 

human voice with all its nuances and different facets. The festival will 

span the huge range from Luciano Berio’s ‘Folk Songs’ to contemporary 

takes on Franz Schubert’s Lieder, from the consummate vocal mastery of 

the Italian inspired Renaissance as exemplified by Barbara Strozzi and 

John dowland to the virtuoso creative anarchy of free vocal improvisation. 

‘Telling’, as in the telling of stories mentioned above, has of course the  

additional meaning of ‘counting’, which features a great deal in SONg: 

any folk music, be its origins ever so exotic, has some kind of rhythm, 

some kind of overall narrative structure, that needs to be just right.  

In contemporary music the dimension of counting is relevant to how  

the old proportions are altered, rewritten, re-interpreted or dissembled. 

song, 1. das Lied, der Gesang; (lyrisches) Gedicht; be in (full) -, (laut) sin-

gen (of birds); burst into -, zu singen anfangen; drinking - ; das Trinklied; 

give a - ; ein Lied singen or zum Besten geben; for a mere (or an old) - ; 

um einen Pappenstiel; spottbillig; - of joy, der freudengesang; (coll.) 

nothing to make a – about, gar nicht wichtig, nichts Wichtiges; part -, 

mehrstimmiges Lied; (coll.) plug a - , ein Lied ewig wiederholen; - of  

Solomon or of Songs, das Hohelied (Salomonis), - bird, s. der Singvogel; -  

book, s. das Gesangbuch, Liederbuch; (coll.) –hit, s. der (Lied)Schlager; -  

ster, s. der Sänger; Singvogel; (fig.) Dichter; - stress, s. die Sängerin  

(Cassel’s German & English Dictionary)
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This symposium with artists from other EU member states will highlight 

above all the roles art can play in communication and mediation. 

What perspectives does art have to offer in the face of social, religious  

and ethnic tensions, nationalism and populism – and the violence all  

this gives rise to? What new bridges can art build? What kind of meetings 

can it facilitate?

The Eu-ART-NETWORK symposium will be a forum for artists from 

areas such as painting, graphic arts, new media, sculpture, music and 

dance. The artists share a common background and a common purpose: 

they are from all countries of the Eu and they work on comparable  

themes despite their different artistic positions. The results yielded by  

the symposium will be presented in Linz and go on tour to be shown  

all over Europe, from Brussels to venice. The meetings that will come 

about due to the symposium will be among the most important sources 

of the results, particularly in view of the crosspollination that is bound to 

take place between different languages, different opinions and different 

cultures. It is hoped that all this will lend a high profile to the influences 

and nuances that art is capable of generating in dealing with conflicts  

and tensions in Europe.

LInZ AS A noDE In A nETWorK

The institution of Europe’s Capital of Culture dates back to 1985.  

EU-ArT-nETWorK has organized annual art symposia since 2001 that 

have emphasized networking between artists from all over Europe. This 

initiative has generated an urban (and urbane) informal community that 

is growing steadily. Linz will now join this illustrious circle. 

When //

20 – 30 august 09

Where // 

spinnerei, schloss Traun

graumannareal, 4050 Traun

www.spinnerei.at

idea / concePT // 

christa Prets, Wolfgang horwath, 

gerhard Krammer

www.ziel1workshop.at

in cooperation with eu-art-network

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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A fictional love story involving dance and jazz, drawn from  

the experiences of foreign students. 

Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität sets its students from abroad free  

to raise their voices and to turn their experiences of Linz into a work 

of art. Members of the New vocal Ensemble gather language material 

through interviews. using fragments of these interviews and of their  

own interpretations of them the students construct a text for the chorus 

and the story of IdA&JIM. The names stand for the Institute for dance 

Arts and the Institute for Jazz and Improvised Music. Christoph Cech  

and his composition class created a musical score on the basis of this 

work which serves as a basis for the choreography. When the work  

is performed the audience will experience the avalanche-like dynamics  

of this process. What defines it is a web-like spread of ideas; it could  

not even have been conceived without a powerful exchange of communi-

cation, let alone provided so vigorous a realization of its key theme:  

living in a strange land and using networks and other communicative 

patterns of behaviour to cope with the effects of loneliness.

PreMiere //

2 october 09

Where // 

anton bruckner Privatuniversität,  

Jerger-saal, Wildbergstr. 18, 4040 Linz

www.bruckneruni.at

idea / concePT // 

christoph cech

PerForMing arTisTs // 

christoph cech (head of project), 

ida - institute for dance arts, The 

JiM Think bigger orchestra and new 

vocal ensemble, eva Klampfer and 

günther böcksteiner (soloists)

in cooperation with  

anton bruckner Privatuniversität

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

ida& 
JIM

Teachers and students of the Lithuanian Academy of Music and  

Dramatic Art in Vilnius and of Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität will 

work together to perform chamber music both new and traditional.

Contemporary music needs the close cooperation of composers  

and performing artists to really come into its own, which means that all  

too often it is confined to a certain region. Students of the Lithuanian 

Academy of Music and dramatic Art in vilnius and of Anton Bruckner 

Privatuniversität will receive guidance in this project from teachers  

of both institutions and from internationally recognized artists and  

composers from the two cultural environments. Temporary bases will  

be installed in vilnius and Linz. Both students and teachers will therefore 

have ample opportunity to get to know the composers ‘from the other 

side’. The first two workshops took place in vilnius in April �00� and  

in April �00� in Linz. In the course of Capital of Culture Year an intense 

working relationship will develop to constitute a sustainable cultural 

exchange. Studio recordings will structure and document the  

meetings in both cities. 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

KoMPosiTionen – 
KOMPOZICIJOS
coMPosiTions – KoMPoziciJos

george crUMb Trio 
MeeTs yoUng MUsicians

When / Where //
november 08 / vilnius

creW // 
andreas Pözlberger, sven birch, 
norbert girlinger

WaTerMUsic

When / Where //
august 09  / Linz and vilnius

idea / concePT // 
norbert girlinger

in cooperation with anton bruckner 
Privatuniversität and the Lithuanian 
academy of Music and dramatic art 
in vilnius 
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The music schools of Linz and Vilnius are looking forward to a period of 

learning from each other in close collaboration, which will include close 

interaction on the musical level.

Project groups of music schools in Linz and vilnius are already preparing 

for a concert in �009 which will feature compositions and arrangements 

of the host country’s music. The concert and the series of musical events 

leading up to it will provide ample opportunities for the participants  

to enjoy each country’s musical offerings as listeners and as active  

performers. From �th to 1�th May 09 the Musikschule der Stadt Linz will  

present a musical programme to its visitors from vilnius every day. This 

will lead up to the climax on 1�th May, when the entire Brucknerhaus 

will be transformed into a venue for all comers in the form of a concert 

given by both schools. Musikschule Linz is in charge of the programming. 

A kind of labyrinth of musical instruments in the foyer of the Bruckner-

haus, in which teachers of Linz Music School expound on the different 

families of instruments, will facilitate a hands-on approach for potential 

new musicians. Performances of the most diverse ensembles from the 

two music schools will be featured in the programme. There will also be 

a number of workshops and a late-night party.

1 SCHooL – 12 noTES – ALL KInDS of STYLE.

The Musikschule der Stadt Linz was founded in 1950. It currently has 

more than 4,500 pupils, which makes it Austria’s largest music school 

and one of the most important centres of basic music education in the 

German-speaking world. There are more than 50 subjects to choose from: 

a positive banquet of music!    

When //

6 – 12 May 09

Where //

Musikschule der stadt Linz

Fabrikstraße 10, 4041 Linz

www.linz.at/musikschule

When //

13 May 09 

Where //

brucknerhaus

Untere donaulände 7, 4020 Linz

www.brucknerhaus.at

idea / concePT // 

Ursula Leitner, Thomas Mandel, Josef 

oberneder, Marcus Wall

in cooperation with Musikschule  

der stadt Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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When //

4 december 08 Presentation of the 

creative Writing Workshops essen   

(15 – 19 september 08)  

and nizhnij novgorod  

(22 – 26 september 08)

25 June 09 Presentation of the  

creative Writing Workshops istanbul 

and stavanger  

26 november 09 Final presentation  

Where // 

stifterhaus – zentrum für Literatur 

und sprache in oberösterreich

adalbert stifter Platz 1, 4020 Linz

www.stifter-haus.at

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

oskar Terš

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Linz09 will organize creative writing workshops in its partner cities and 

in capitals of culture. These will give non-professional writers an oppor-

tunity to reflect on relations between their home town and Linz.

uMLINZRuM offers an opportunity for ambitious, non-professional 

writers to take part in creative writing workshops in german. The 

products of these workshops will link selected partner cities and other 

capitals of culture with Linz. using simple language, these courses will 

focus on characteristics of a wide range of similarities and/or differences 

in terms of history, culture and society. The courses will also highlight 

different writing techniques and how to profit from them. At the end of 

the workshops the authors will present their compositions at StifterHaus 

Linz. At the final presentation in the summer of �009, an author from 

each of the participating cities will be invited together with artists from 

those countries resident in Linz for a further exhibition of the wealth of 

experiences and impressions generated by the workshops. Incidentally, 

the workshops conducted in Ceské Budejovice and in Sibiu have already 

led to the forming of literary circles that intend to continue this kind of 

exchange beyond �009. 

GATE of THE TITAnS

Sibiu’s most important library, the former national Library, is a splendid 

two-storey building in the victorian style. […] It is not just the gate that  

is of unusual dimensions but the door handle and the doors of the buil-

ding as well; the windows, the staircases and the banister made from pale 

white marble give the impression they were not made by human hands or 

for human use. I knocked at the door which was covered with red velvet, 

the only one whose normal size did not deter me from trying to enter. on 

opening it I found myself in a stuffy warm and heavily lit room. […] The 

air was redolent with the sweet aroma of coffee and honey. The carpet 

made from sour cherry red faux silk rustled softly as I stepped on it as if 

registering its protest at my presence. […]

I spotted a diminutive figure seated on a grotesque piece of furniture. […] 

‘Über dä Geschichte Hermannstadts haben wär momentan keine alten 

Bücher mehr, alle sänd verliehen“, she said. (‘We have at present no more 

old books on Sibiu’s old history; they are all out on loan’).

Ana Lechintan/Sibiu

UMLinzrUM
roUndaboUTLinz 
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A city has a memory too – with all the complications that go with it.  
Certain events remain part of our collective memory, the Bacchanalia 
(on one occasion the city’s soccer team won the Austrian title) as well as 
the disappointments (the cathedral in Linz wasn’t allowed to surpass in 
height St. Stephen’s in vienna). Some things you can’t recall anymore, 
no matter how hard you try. Who reached Neue Heimat (New Home) 
first or who was the first to settle the Neue Welt (New World), another 
southern suburb of Linz? Others, much as we would like to forget them, 
will remain branded into our memory: those miserable hovels that were 
blown up just after the war, the bulldozing of the village of St. Peter/
Zizlau, the destruction of the synagogue, the bloodshed of the civil war 
of 19��. Memories can caress like velvet or cut like knives. They can 
stunt our growth or help us live. 
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PoLiTicaL  
SCuLPTuRE
BARLACH/KASPER/THORAK/WOTRuBA

This exhibition at the Linzer Landesgalerie proposes to undertake an 

analysis of political and social systems before and after 1945 on the 

evidence of four selected sculptors from that period. 

Conceived with reference to the exhibition ‘KuLTuRHAuPTSTAdT  

dES FÜHRERS’, (‘THE CuLTuRAL CAPITAL OF THE FÜHRER’) whose 

scope it will supplement and extend, POLITISCHE SKuLPTuR will focus 

on four very different sculptors and their work, which belongs to the 

period before and after 19��, that momentous fault line of Austrian history. 

Ernst Barlach (1��0 – 19��), Ludwig Kasper (1�9� – 19��), Josef Thorak 

(1��9 – 19��) and Fritz Wotruba (190� – 19��): How do their respective 

oeuvres reflect the political and social systems of their time? 

In addition to biographical details and an appreciation and assessment 

of their oeuvres in terms of art history the exhibition will be aiming to 

provide a sensitive analysis of the public perception of their work after 

the Nazi era. The positions of these four sculptors add up to an exemplary 

emblem of the relationship between politics and art in the �0th century. 

In addition to original works by Barlach, Kasper, Thorak and Wotruba 

film documents will provide both a historical overview and a sense  

of what life was like at the time when these artists were active. This evi-

dence will be supplemented by contemporary and present-day drawings, 

works of graphic art and photographs. A programme of art mediation  

and additional events will help visitors to form their own opinion.  

When //

17 september – 16 november 08

Tue – Fri 9 am – 6 pm,  

sat and sun 10 am – 5 pm

Where // 

Landesgalerie Linz

Museumstraße 14, 4010 Linz

www.landesgalerie.at

idea / concePT // 

Martin hochleitner, volker Probst, 

susanne rolinek, gabriele spindler, 

gabriele stöger-spevak, helga Thieme

in cooperation with Landesgalerie Linz 

and ernst barlach-stiftung, güstrow

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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When //

17 september 08 – 13 april 09

Tue – Fri 9 am – 6 pm,  

sat, sun, and holidays 10 am – 5 pm; 

closed on Mon

Where // 

schlossmuseum Linz

Tummelplatz 10, 4010 Linz

www.schlossmuseum.at

idea / concePT // 

birgit Kirchmayr

cUraTors // 

Michaela nagl, arnold Klaffenböck, 

Manuel schilcher, regina Thumser, 

dagmar Ulm

in cooperation with  

oberösterreichische Landesmuseen

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

What historical footprints did the National Socialists’ cultural policies 

leave in ‘the Fuhrer’s home town’? This exhibition will put cultural 

politics and everyday life between 1938 and 1945 on show, find these 

footprints and see where they lead.

In the Nazi era the then capital of the ‘gau’ Oberdonau was transformed 

in no time from a small provincial town to an industrial city. The changes 

this involved affected not only the social and economic fabric of Linz but 

the city’s cultural life as well. 

Adolf Hitler’s fantasies centring on Linz, the planned interventions  

in urban architecture and culture, form only part of a much more compre-

hensive examination of events. The museum of art that Hitler planned to 

present Linz with, the ‘Führermuseum’, demonstrates in an exemplary 

manner the implication of the Nazis’ cultural policies in the Aryanization 

of works of art that belonged to persecuted or murdered individuals.  

Paintings that were supposed to become part of the ‘Führermuseum’  

will be on display together with blueprints of projects designed for Hitler’s  

greater glory, which, marked as they were by megalomania and irrationa- 

lity, were never realized. Cultural everyday life between 19�� and 19��, 

the second focus of the exhibition ”KuLTuRHAuPTSTAdT dES  

FÜHRERS“ after the Nazis cultural phantasmagorias, will also address  

the issue of historic continuities and the ‘legacy’ of this particular past. 

InSIGHTS

What was cultural life like in the nazi era in Linz and in Upper Austria? 

What role did the official nazi cultural policies play and to what extent 

did Hitler’s cultural visions dominate local cultural life? Questions about 

continuities and ruptures in the arts, music, literature and in the theatre 

that were particularly in evidence around 1938 and 1945 will be asked. 

By including works by artists particularly relevant in this context, the 

exhibition will also explore how much leeway there was for these artists 

and what strategies and positions they adopted. 
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haUPTsTadT  
dES  
FÜHRERS“
”The cULTUraL caPiTaL 
oF The FUhrer“

”

2009

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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die  
verborgene 
STAdT
The conceaLed ciTy

A film by Luk Perceval that takes viewers on a tour of the tunnel system 

underneath the city, revealing the city’s soft underbelly that is normally 

concealed, surrounded by mystery and shrouded in silence. 

History and myths surround Linz – a peasant village, an industrial centre, 

a steel city and the city that Adolf Hitler referred to as his ‘Heimat- und 

Patenstadt’. This past has left its mark on Linz. The tunnels have their 

own history and stories to tell: they served as air-raid shelters, but also as 

a stage for exploitation and brutality. One of them housed a concentration 

camp. Today they have reverted to being wine cellars, the purpose they 

were built for originally, or they house memory sites. We wander down 

these tunnels and listen to contemporary witnesses who make their child-

hood memories come alive again. To contemporary witnesses who are 

still being haunted by their stories but also to people who do research on 

these stories. THE CONCEALEd CITY – traces of memories that have not 

yet reached closure. And that may in fact never reach closure.

Luk Perceval is an actor, author and one of Europe’s most important 

directors. In 1984 he founded the independent ‘Blaue Maandag  

Compagnie’, one of the most important ensembles of the ‘flemish Wave’, 

whose innovative, revolutionary ideas have changed the theatrical 

landscape. In 1998 he became the director of Het Toneelhuis, Antwerp, 

an experimental platform for young and experimental directors. In 2000 

‘Schlachten’, a spectacular Shakespeare marathon directed by him,  

was invited to the Berliner Theatertreffen and voted Best Performance  

of the festival. At present Luk Perceval is director in residence at the 

Berliner Schaubühne.

When //

Part of 

TheaTerLUsT 2: sonnenbrand / 

TheaTre Mania 2: sUnbUrn 

27 July – 30 august 09

Where // 

Limonistollen

idea / concePT // 

Luk Perceval

creW // 

Luk Perceval (concept / director / 

camera), Felix römer (actor), Margit 

niederhuber (dramatic composition), 

nikolai eberth (2nd camera),  

Linda björk steinthorsdottir (sound), 

Johannes rosenberger (Production)

a work commissioned by Linz09

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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sTadT iM
gLÜCK
ciTy in LUcK

When //

4 June – 30 august 09

Where // 

nordico - Museum der stadt Linz

dametzstraße 23, 4020 Linz

www.nordico.at

idea / concePT // 

Liqua – Linzer institut für qualitative 

analysen, checkpointmedia  

Multimediaproduktionen ag

coordinaTors // 

Thomas Philipp / verena grubmüller /  

Kathrin anzinger / Katharina siegl / 

vera aichhorn (Liqua), virgil Widrich 

(checkpointmedia Multimediapro-

duktionen ag), Michael John (institut 

für sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 

an der Johannes Kepler Universität 

Linz), Josef Weidenholzer (institut für 

gesellschafts- und sozialpolitik an  

der Johannes Kepler Universität Linz), 

andre zogholy (Kunstuniversität Linz), 

Lukas Kronsteiner und ingo randolf

in cooperation with nordico –  

Museum der stadt Linz and the 

Works council of voestalpine ag

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

This exhibition is going to turn the Linzer Stadtmuseum Nordico  

into a residential house whose rooms will reflect the city and its deve-

lopment over the last three decades. It presents history as an integral 

part of the present. 

CITY IN LuCK sets out on a search for footprints. Roughly 100 inter-

views with Linzers, a documentation of important events, the analysis  

of a number of the city’s strands of development and a presentation  

of relevant objects will be brought together at Museum Nordico to become 

part of the collective memory of the city. 

The exhibition will be organized as a residential house. This will  

enable us to use images to tell stories about everyday life in Linz. The 

perspectives of the very young growing up in the city of steel for instance 

are documented in the children’s room; the heavy armchairs in the  

sitting room are part of the documentation of the role played by industry; 

the study becomes the scene where new and more flexible cultural po-

licies are being negotiated; and in the bathroom the Capital of Culture is 

applying make-up. 

Eleven thematic strands run through CITY IN LuCK, with the bandwidth 

ranging from the diversification of Linz’s urban identity and its image –  

‘Linz stinks’ or ‘A city lives it’ – to the debates on nationalization versus 

privatization with reference to voestalpine Ag, and the phenomenon  

of the youth cultural movement.

MULTIfACETED norDICo

The name of Linzer Stadtmuseum nordico, which was founded in  

1974, is a nod to the Jesuits’ Collegium nordicum, which was designed as 

a school catering for Scandinavian pupils. Its extensive collections enable 

insights into the development of Linz from the beginnings of settlement  

in antiquity to the Middle Ages and the present; they tell stories that are 

still relevant today about how the bourgeoisie and all the other city inha-

bitants used to live. 
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zaUber- 
KÜNSTE
doing Magic

One side of Linz, sensation-happy 

and irrational, superstitious and 

eccentric, has so far more or less 

kept out of the limelight: This 

exhibition in the city museum 

Nordico takes us through  

a magical history of the city

Industry and trade, technology 

and reconstruction all build up a 

picture of Linz that neglects many 

of its complexities – makes it  

seem altogether too realistic and 

practical. There are few today who 

still know something about the 

illusionists, experimenters, card 

sharps, animal tamers, puppeteers, 

faith-healers, occultists, fortune-

tellers, escapologists and quick 

change artists, ventriloquists and 

impressionists, Magic lantern 

and phanstasmagoria merchants, 

hypnotists and chiropractors. Yet 

they have all been part and parcel 

of Linz and upper Austria since 

the 1�th century – in music halls, 

in public squares, by the roadside, 

in the demi-monde and in  

backrooms. Scientific progress,  

enlightenment, scepticism – all  

the expansion of our intellectual 

horizons – are not inconsistent 

with the old ‘tales’ we can hear 

in the arts of magic and entertain-

ment. quite the contrary – the 

showmen demanded from their 

public not only money, but above 

all their ever closer and more  

careful attention. Because what  

the illusionist actually ’sheds 

light on’, what he makes clear to 

his public by light and mirrors, 

mechanical equipment and the 

breath-taking speed of his enter- 

taining movements is the limits  

of human perception. 

The exhibition dOINg MAgIC 

displays gadgets, magic apparatus, 

automatons, interactive installa-

tions, magic art as early media 

art, artistic work and documents 

from back then to the present day. 

The public can even do charms 

themselves and a side programme 

brings unusual representatives of 

international charm art to Linz. 

Loans come from upper-Austrian 

and international collections.

He bound his pigtail to a wire  

cable and swung down on it from  

a fourth floor box into the orches-

tra pit. In 1908 this spectacular 

trick was outlawed. His master- 

piece: He put down his coat of 

many colours, threw a light silk 

scarf over his arm, turned a some-

rsault on the stage and suddenly –  

apparently out of nowhere – there 

was a bowl of three frisky goldfish 

in his hands. A sensation, which 

the Magician was still pulling off at 

the age of seventy. His worldwide 

career had led Long Tack Sam 

from his birthplace in China to  

the USA and to Europe. In Linz  

he became acquainted with a  

woman from Ybbs, whom he mar-

ried on tour in 1908. After that the 

family returned again and again to 

Upper Austria. In 1961 this world 

famous star died in Linz.

When //

5 February – 26 april 09

Mon – Fri 10 am – 6 pm,  

Thu 10 am – 9 pm,  

sat, sun 1 am – 5 pm 

Where // 

nordico – Museum der stadt Linz

dametzstraße 23, 4020 Linz

www.nordico.at

idea / concePT // 

brigitte Felderer

ParTiciPanTs // 

brigitte Felderer (curator), Markus 

Pillhofer (exhibition designer), elke 

sodin (assistant curator, research)

in cooperation with nordico –  

Museum der stadt Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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seLTsaMe 
JuBILäEN
odd JUbiLees

When //

all year 09 

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/susanne Posegga

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

It is usual for special events to be commemorated when a particular  

anniversary comes round. There’s an end of it! Linz09 celebrates when-

ever adequate and whatever it takes pleasure in.

10, �0, 100: We mostly celebrate jubilees on round anniversaries and  

we celebrate events that were notable at the time. Yet what’s wrong with 

celebrating an event on its ��th anniversary? We will honour two distinct 

groups with these strange jubilees of ours: one is characteristic features 

only found in Linz and not elsewhere, and the other is quotidian things 

that we have largely come to take for granted. Jubilees that will be spread 

over the whole Capital of Culture Year and the entire city will direct our 

attention to things that we love to overlook. The traditional attributes 

of such festivities, such as cakes, speeches, fanfares and flowers will be 

augmented by unusual props such as performances and installations. 

Celebrate with us ��,��0 days of the Municipal Water Supply System in 

Linz with a fountain installation made from fire brigade hoses. We leave 

the water to hold the speeches, get drunk on bubbly mineral water served 

up in Prosecco glasses and listen to Händel’s Water Music. Come and 

marvel at St John of Nepomuk footing it across the arches of the railway 

bridge; after 109 years he finally gets to cross the river. Or paint your 

registration number on car plates yourself, as was usual until 1919. The 

dynamiting of the high rise public housing on the Harter Plateau in �00�, 

presumably the show in Linz that drew the biggest number of spectators 

ever, will be commemorated in a dynamite party. Finally we will cherish, 

with a great deal of smoke, fond memories of the first and the last cigaret-

tes produced at what was once Europe’s largest tobacco processing plant.

HonoUr To THE DESErvInG

In around 1550 the Indian elephant raja crossed Linz on his journey 

from Kerala to vienna via Lisbon, Genua, Bressanone, Innsbruck and  

Passau. He left memories that were to remain on the facades of many 

houses in these cities. The poor creature died only months after his  

arrival in vienna. A bone chair was made out its right foreleg, which  

is now kept in Kremsmünster. ‘raja’s Assumption into Heaven’ will be  

a day of festivities devoted to this exotic creature from a distant world. 
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in 
SITu
Simple visual stumbling blocks make the city’s Nazi past come alive 

again in certain places, in locations and on buildings that do not appear 

to have any special historical significance.

Some aspects of the Nazi past are well known to Linzers: the former  

‘Hermann göring-Werke’ as a symbol of the Nazi armaments industry,  

and the Nibelungenbrücke, the bridgehead buildings and the so-called 

‘Hitler-Bauten’ that exemplify buildings constructed in line with Nazi 

propaganda and housing policy.

IN SITu will address above all events belonging in this context that  

were barely noticed at the time because they were part of everyday life, 

such as Aryanizations, denunciations or character assassinations. The 

Nazi terror pervaded the whole city and its population with its mecha-

nisms; it unfolded in situ, not somewhere else. Buildings and sites that 

are no longer associated with Nazi crimes will be singled out to tell the 

stories of individuals and their tragedies. IN SITu is an artistic project 

with a scientific foundation that is seeking to connect in new ways with 

the public debate on the memory of the Nazi reign of terror in Linz. 

Goethestraße 63, today the address of a nondescript building from the 

nineteen eighties, referred from 1947 to Simon Wiesenthal‘s ‘Jewish 

Historical Documentation Center.’ He collected depositions of witnesses 

to nazi crimes and compiled files on the criminals: Wiesenthal and his 

staff questioned Jewish survivors in refugee camps in Austria, Italy and 

Germany. Succumbing to frustration at the apathy of Austria’s judiciary 

Wiesenthal shut down the center in 1954; its files, ‘more than a ton of 

Jewish contemporary history’, were given to the Yad vashem Archives  

in Jerusalem (‘The Linz Collection’).

When //

from March 09

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

dagmar höss, Monika sommer, 

heidemarie Uhl 

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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1��

UnTer 
uNS
aMidsT Us

When //

all year 09

Where // 

brückenkopfgebäude ost

hauptplatz, 4020 Linz

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

This exhibition in the Brückenkopfgebäude is an attempt to confront 

the city’s past and provides basic information for visitors interested in 

contemporary history.

Today Linz is an economically successful, wealthy city with a substantial 

industrial base and a baroque centre. Much of its industry is the legacy of 

the era of National Socialism, which has shaped the city in many other 

ways that can still be clearly felt today. during the Nazi era, Linz was puf-

fing itself up by trumpeting its status as the ‘Patenstadt des Führers’ (The 

Fuhrer’s chosen city). The exhibition AMIdST uS takes place in the midst 

of everyday life in Linz; situated as it is literally only a step away from the 

street it has no difficulty reaching people as they go about their everyday 

business. A great deal of painstaking research has been done on the city’s 

Nazi past since the nineteen eighties and Linz09 wants to present the 

results of that research to the general public and to its many visitors. This 

is the purpose that placing the AMIdST uS exhibition in the Hauptplatz 

is meant to serve. It documents the innumerable actions, some momen-

tous but many apparently trivial, that led up to the Nazi era’s barbarization 

of the population and identifies the decision makers who facilitated mass 

murder on a terrifying scale in Linz and beyond. The project’s emphasis 

on the history of everyday life and on social history is meant to bring the 

inexplicable into the light of day.

PUBLICATIonS BY THE ArCHIvES of STADT LInZ

nationalsozialismus Auseinandersetzung in Linz 60 Jahre  

Zweite republik (2005, ed. by Walter Schuster, Anneliese Schweiger  

and Maximilian Schimböck)

Entnazifizierung im regionalen vergleich (ed. by Walter Schuster  

and Wolfgang Weber)

Linz zwischen Demokratie und Diktatur 1918 – 1945 (2006, ed.  

by fritz Mayrhofer and Walter Schuster)

Linz zwischen Wiederaufbau und neuorientierung 1945 – 1984  

(2007, ed. by fritz Mayrhofer and Walter Schuster)

Deutschnational, nationalsozialistisch, entnazifiziert.  

franz Langoth – eine nS-Laufbahn (1999, ed. by Walter Schuster)

nationalsozialismus in Linz (2001, ed. by fritz Mayrhofer  

and Walter Schuster)
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begLey 
MeeTs   
BERNHARd
Two writers, two contemporaries, one living in the US, the other in  

Austria. One of them is dead. Both their oeuvres are alive.  

Thomas Bernhard, born on 9th February, 19�1, took up residence in  

a ‘vierkanthof’ in upper Austria’s Ohlsdorf in 19��; on 1�th February,  

19�9 he died in his apartment in gmunden. Since the end of the nineteen 

nineties the provincial government of upper Austria has been lobbying  

for Bernhard’s literary estate to be taken care of and in �001 the Thomas-

Bernhard-Archiv was opened in gmunden. 

On the �0th anniversary of the writer’s death the Internationale Thomas-

Bernhard-gesellschaft and StifterHaus are going to organize an evening 

of commemoration. The acclaimed uS novelist Louis Begley, who has 

already outed himself as a passionate Bernhard reader, will be present for 

a reading and discussion. 

 

LAWYEr, novELIST AnD CoLUMnIST

Louis Begley, who was born in Poland on 6th october, 1933, emigrated 

with his parents to the US in 1947. Having read law and literature he 

went into the legal profession. As in the case of Thomas Bernhard there is 

the question of an autobiographic background to his writings. In ‘Wartime 

Lies’, which he wrote when he was already in his late fifties, he describes 

the experiences of a boy in nazi occupied Poland that may have been at 

least partly based on his own childhood. 

Begley’s novel ‘Schmidt’ was made into a film starring Jack nicholson.  

His latest books include a novel, ‘Matters of Honour’ and ‘Between facts 

and fiction’, a course of lectures on poetics. His success as a writer did 

not lead Begley to give up his chosen profession as a lawyer. Between 

1993 and 1995 he was president of PEn American Center. He regularly 

writes columns for German papers on developments in the US. 

Louis Begley’s reading in English will be followed by Johannes Terne 

(Burgtheater Wien) giving a reading in german.

When //

12 February 09

Where // 

stifterhaus – zentrum für Literatur 

und sprache in oö

adalbert-stifter-Platz 1, 4020 Linz

www.stifter-haus.at

in association with stifterhaus  

(oö Kultur) and the internationale 

Thomas-bernhard-gesellschaft

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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schUL- 
JuNgEN-
STÜCK
a schooLboy PLay

When //

october 09

concePT / direcTion // 

roman Paska

a work commissioned by Linz09

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

‘THERE IS NO SuBJECT’

In this ‘mannikin play’ Roman Paska lets his ironic gaze dwell on  

the growing pains of an unequal trio of schoolboys.

Roman Paska develops this work, which will be premiered in October 

09, from the idea that it was notionally possible for two rather outstand-

ing personalities of the �0th century, Ludwig Wittgenstein and Adolf 

Hitler, to have been at school together in Linz. Set in an imaginary school 

at the beginning of the �0th century, similar to a Linz school these days, 

the play takes the audience into the inner lives of three boys, who share 

a fascination with the strange worlds of popular literature and trashy 

novels. Inspired by motifs and images from whodunnits, penny dreadfuls, 

comics and adventure stories, Paska reinvents the rituals of growing up 

in order to follow his protagonists with humour and detachment through 

their little crises. One of them could be Ludwig, the other could be  

Adolf, the third keeps his identity resolutely to himself. This dramatic 

collage, written and directed by Roman Paska, continues the technical 

and thematic research that has already given us his innovative dead  

Puppet project by establishing new relationships between projected 

images and animated objects. 

roman Paska headed the Institut International de la Marionette in 

Charleville-Mézières, france, between 1999 and 2002. 2003 saw the start 

of Dead Puppet, which was subsequently also shown in Austria and new 

York. In 2005 Paska was in Austria with Dead Puppet Talk, in 2007 with 

Beethoven in Camera. fragments of his theatre work are on display in 

John Turturro’s Illuminata. He also collaborated with Turturro for Souls  

of naples. for his adaptation of Strindberg’s Ghost Sonata roman  

Paska was presented with the Critics’ Award for the best production  

at the Swedish Theatre Bienniale in Stockholm. He lives and works in 

Paris and new York.
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KLänge der
MACHT
The soUnd oF PoWer

With KLÄNGE DER MACHT, Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität puts the 

musical policies of Stadt Linz and the Gau Oberdonau during the Nazi 

era under the microscope. The university includes its own role and the 

twists and turns of its own history before and after 1945 and investigates 

what changed and what remained the same.

Linz can claim to have been Austria’s first major city to have addressed 

its National Socialist past comprehensively, without fear or favour and 

in truly exemplary style. What has largely been missing to date is an 

examination of the city’s musical life. On the basis of documents from the 

holdings of the Brucknerkonservatorium, the university’s predecessor 

institution, from the city and provincial archives and of documents in 

private ownership an answer will be given to the question as to the extent 

in which it was possible for upper Austrian cultural life to be relaunched 

after the end of the war in 19�� with a clean slate. Particular emphasis 

will be placed on continuity of staff in the city’s musical institutions, in-

cluding the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität, across the great fault line of 

19��. Other focuses will be on the concepts of allied cultural policy after 

the ‘Zusammenbruch’ and on the restitution of cultural assets. 

The symposium will take place under the scientific guidance of the  

Institute of Modern and Contemporary History at the Johannes Kepler 

Universität Linz and will be closely linked both in terms of dates and 

content with the exhibition ‘KULTUrHAUPSTADT DES fÜHrErS’  

at the Schlossmuseum. Two concerts with works by composers formerly 

classified as ‘degenerate’ and racially inferior will be a welcome artistic 

addition to the symposium. A workshop with students will prepare  

the ground for the concerts.

When //

20 and 21 March 09

Where // 

schlossmuseum Linz

Tummelplatz 10, 4020 Linz

www.schlossmuseum.at

 

anton bruckner Privatuniversität

Wildbergstraße 18, 4040 Linz

www.bruckneruni.at

idea / concePT // 

regina Thumser, anton voigt 

in cooperation with anton bruckner 

Privatuniversität, Johannes Kepler 

Universität and oö Landesmuseen

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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hoLz& 
BLECH
Wood&brass

When //

25/26 april 09, 16/17 May 09

19/20 september 09,

26/27 september 09

on saturdays at 7 pm,  

on sundays at 11 am

Where // 

Linz castle, Pfarrplatz, Ursulinenhof, 

ebelsberg, central railway station, 

voestalpine ag

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

hermann Miesbauer

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

In the cultural history of Linz and Upper Austria as a whole brass music 

has always played an important role. A complex journey through time 

follows its historical footprints and its development. 

HOLZ&BLECH offers live tableaux illustrating the history of brass music. 

In different locations musical performances will be combined with 

tableaux, which will make it possible to give an informative account of 

the characteristics of each epoch. Audiences will move between locations 

either on foot or by coach, adding a spatial component to the mix. 

One obvious location is Linz Castle, which will be given over to Roman 

Linz. This is presumably the place where Roman tubae and cornua were 

first heard in the region. For medieval brass music the Pfarrplatz will pro-

vide an ideal setting as will the ursulinenhof for music from the baroque 

era. Ebelsberg Castle will provide the scene that demonstrates the impact 

on brass music made by the French Revolution, whose cataclysmic 

events left traces in all areas of society. The era of the Industrial Revolu-

tion was another which impacted on brass – a process that will fittingly 

be recreated at Linz Railway Station; after all, the freedom to travel the 

railway provided had its benefits for the arts. For HOLZ&BLECH’s take  

on the present we will move to the factory floors of voestalpine to the 

accompaniment of the background noise of metal processing.

rEGIonAL IMPULSES

A crucial role in the realization of HoLZ&BLECH is played by the brass 

bands that will man (not to be taken literally) the different stage posts 

along the route of the journey across time that HoLZ&BLECH is all about. 

At each of the different stages pieces will also be featured that have been 

explicitly commissioned to address and transcend the demarcation lines 

separating epochs and genres. 
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oraTorio 
‘De Curru Igneo’ by Till Alexander Körber was inspired by the memory 

of the destruction of St Martin’s in Freiburg in a WWII bombing raid.

In its structure the oratorio resembles a meditation or the liturgy of  

the hours. The beginning and the end of ’de Curru Igneo’ are marked by  

plain song. One of its main themes is the covenant between god and man.

The work is a testimony to the bombing of Freiburg on �� November 

19��. The first part deals with god’s self-revelation through fire in the Old 

Testament. Fire has an enormous destructive potential, at the same time  

it is a means to communicate with god. The aria centring on melancholy 

in Part � finds its counterpart in Part � in the aria of the living flame of 

love. The words are those of the mystic St John of the Cross in Edith 

Stein’s translation; Stein was deported to Auschwitz before she could 

complete her translation. 

Till Alexander Körber teaches piano and piano chamber music at  

Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität Linz. After completing his studies at 

the freiburg University of Music and the University of Music in vienna 

he was active as a pianist and Lied accompanist. Works such as those 

commissioned for Beethovenfest Bonn or Württembergisches Staats- 

theater Stuttgart document his creativity as a composer. Körber has  

been awarded a number of prizes (Austro Mechana, Guido d‘Arezzo, 

Österreichisches Staatsstipendium für Komposition).

When //

28 May 09, 7:30 pm

Where // 

Minoritenkirche

Klosterstraße 7 a, 4020 Linz

idea / concePT // 

Till alexander Körber

PerForMing arTisTs // 

ensemble sonare Linz, Kurt Widmer, 

Katrin Wundsam, Martin Müller- 

reisinger, choir of anton bruckner 

Privatuniversität Linz, Thomas Kerbl

in cooperation with ensemble sonare 

Linz and Musica sacra

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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radio 
PLAY

When //

2009 to 2012

idea / concePT // 

hMh Kunstereignisse, Linz09

in cooperation with  

hMh Kunstereignisse

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Real listening: what else is it if not standing outside yourself, paying 

close attention to the story and letting it take you over? 

Now that even washing machines have taken to tormenting us with  

multimedia displays and the entertainment industry clogs our senses 

with its omnimedia barrage, when neologisms like ‘omnimedia’ are 

required in the first place and common sense has problems making itself 

heard – now is the time to concentrate on the true essential: listening.  

The good old radio play is proving a real chameleon in the times of iPod, 

podcast and audio books, a creature that adapts, reinvents itself and yet 

remains true to its strengths. Radio Play is the product of a cooperation 

between HMH Kunstereignisse and Linz09. Together they will commis-

sion six radio plays, three of which will be aired in Capital of Culture  

year and three in the ensuing years up to �01�.  

HArD fACTS froM rADIo HISTorY

A Comedy of Danger by richard Hughes, broadcast by the BBC on 15th 

January 1924, is generally considered to have been the world’s first radio 

play. In Germany the first radio play was aired on 24th october of the 

same year. Hans flesch presented a ‘Senderspielgroteske’ (“fantasy play 

for the radio”) entitled Zauberei auf dem Sender (A bit of magic at the 

radio station) on Welle 467; it was a pioneering achievement in that it was 

the first production to make experimental use of the possibilities inherent 

in the new medium. 

on 30th october 1938 orson Welles’s radio play adaptation of H G  

Wells’s War of the Worlds caused a mass panic in new York. Listeners, 

who mistook fiction for fact despite appropriate information being 

broadcast along with the play, phoned the police and showed themselves 

extremely disquietened at the reports of a Martian attack, which were 

presented by Welles with all the tricks of the journalist’s trade.
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Every town is clever. It hoards knowledge. It is the town that first 
absorbs what is important for a country. It looks out into the world, 
always wants more, never stops being curious, makes connections, 
opens up channels. It starts up research projects and attracts people who 
are convinced that knowledge confers power and advancement. And 
that dreams, if they come true, do not do so because you believe in them 
but because you’ve been working hard on them. This is what makes 
knowledge grow. It reaches tower-like heights, expands like a campus, 
and gets propagated at the speed of data circling the Earth and of 
reactions from the Internet. This is how you become smart and pass 
exams. This is all a town needs. Not so with people: they must become 
wise to stay young.
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80+1 
A gLOBAL vOYAgE

In 2009 Ars Electronica, voestal-

pine and Linz09 will set out on a 

journey around the world.   

‘Whatever people can conceive  

in their imagination today will be  

realized by others in the future.’ 

Jules verne, in other words, would 

not be particularly impressed 

by the various options available 

to today’s world travellers. In 

1��� the ‘father of science fiction’ 

despatched an English gentle-

man, Phileas Fogg, on his famous 

journey Around the World in �0 

days. In �009 Ars Electronica and 

voestalpine will despatch the city 

of Linz on a similar journey around 

the world, though in this case it 

will be a virtual journey, making 

use of optical cables and satellite 

links, attributes of our globalized 

information society. In those  

�0 days �0 places around the 

world will be visited where the 

future will either be conceived  

and mastered or prevented from  

happening and destroyed. 

Each of these places has been  

assigned a topic: climate change, 

terror et al. using journalistic, arti-

stic and scientific means to discuss 

the key problems confronting our 

future, we will arrive at a picture 

of our globalized and networked 

world. using the same information 

technology this research and its  

results will be relayed to Linz. 

Here a panorama screen will turn 

the Hauptplatz into a ‘window  

on the world’, which will enable 

people here to meet people in 

places on the other side of the 

globe and to communicate with 

them. The new and enlarged Ars 

Electronica Center will form the 

base station and the ‘expedition 

vehicle’ for this journey around  

the world. Here will be maintained 

the map and data rooms that  

are capable of bundling all the in-

coming information and messages 

and of visualizing them with the 

aid of cutting-edge technology. One 

click is enough for you to embark 

on your own journey. For the �1st 

and last day, Ars Electronica and 

voestalpine invite everyone to a 

global conference – the highlight of 

the Ars Electronica Festival �009. 

... BUT THE WorLD  
IS BIG EnoUGH

‘It was, formerly...’ said Phileas fogg 

in a low tone. […] ‘How, formerly? 

Has the earth grown smaller per-

chance?’ ‘Without doubt’, replied 

Gauthier ralph. ‘I am of the same 

opinion as Mr. fogg. The world 

has grown smaller, since we can 

go round it now ten times quicker 

than one hundred years ago.’ […] 

‘It must be confessed, Mr. ralph, 

that you have found a funny way 

of saying that the world has  

grown smaller! Because the tour of 

it is now made in three months…’ 

‘In eighty days, only…’, said Phileas 

fogg. (Jules verne, Around the 

World in Eighty Days)

When //

18 June – 6 september 09

Where // 

ars electronica center and 

Linzer hauptplatz

hauptstraße 2, 4040 Linz

www.aec.at

idea / concePT // 

ars electronica Linz, voestalpine ag, 

Linz09

creW // 

hannes Leopoldseder, Michael 

naimark, Manuela Pfaffenberger, 

gerfried stocker, sonja bettel,  

Martin heller

in cooperation with ars electronica 

and voestalpine ag

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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KePLer 
PreMiere //

20 september 09 

Where // 

Landestheater Linz, großes haus

Promenade 39, 4020 Linz

www.landestheater-linz.at

MUsicaL score // 

Philip glass

LibreTTo // 

Martina Winkel 

MUsicaL direcTion // 

dennis russell davies

Mise-en-scène // 

Peter Missotten

concePTionaL assisTance // 

Klaus-Peter Kehr

a work commissioned by  

Landestheater Linz in cooperation 

with Linz09

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

‘Without real knowledge there is no life’ was the creed of Johannes  

Kepler, who devoted himself to the exploration of the cosmos in an  

attempt to understand what made life possible on earth. 

KEPLER is by no means Kepler’s first contact with Linz. After all,  

he lived and worked in this city for fourteen years, even though that  

time was hardly the most carefree period of his life. KEPLER however  

has no time for biographical quibbles. The opera raises fundamental  

questions of the kind that Kepler worked on all his life and that he  

hoped science would be able to answer. Historical ruptures in the wake 

of the Counter Reformation shaped the world into which the astronomer 

and mathematician was born in 1��1. Surrounded on all sides by war 

and religious strife, he sought to decipher the divine order hidden  

in the ‘book of Nature’, in the unshakable belief that his efforts would  

be crowned with success. ‘god has based everything on numbers’ was  

the motto that inspired his research. Following this conviction he drafted 

a new order of the universe. 

Philip glass has written the music for a libretto by Martina Winkel that 

seeks to establish contact with  Kepler’s intellectual cosmos and to enable 

us to experience it in Peter Missotten’s realization, an opulent theatrical 

world full of images. 

THE ProDUCTIon TEAM

Philipp Glass, arguably the best known among today’s US composers,  

has created his own musical planet with a huge body of symphonic  

music and operas that have been performed all over the world. The 

Belgium video artist, stage designer and stage director Peter Missotten, 

whose work in Brussels, Antwerp and vienna has been widely acclaimed, 

is particularly interested in the borders that delineate the domains of  

live performance and digital technologies. His most recent production, 

The Waste Land, will be shown at the Holland festival 2008. The  

viennese dramaturge Martina Winkel is a founder member of Theater 

ohne Grenzen and was the artistic director of the International Puppet 

Theatre festival Die Macht des Staunens. 
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Linz vs. 
vILNIuS
IN SEARCH OF THE CAPITAL OF CuLTuRE

Vilnius and Linz present a harmonious front throughout 2009 in the  
character of loving sisters – if it were not for those occasional bouts when 
both feel the urge to show which of them is the real cultural superstar. 

Ours is a world of prize givings and talent shows. The Nobel Prize,  
the Academy Awards, the World Sports Awards, the golden Raspberry, 
germany’s Next Top Model… How could anyone expect Capitals of  
Culture to be immune to the spirit of competition? 
In a kind of paraphrase on ‘dancing Stars of Culture’ Messrs Juhann and 
Jod issue invitations to experts from Linz and vilnius to take part in five 
evenings, each of which is devoted to a different theme. Which city has 
contributed more to European culture? The areas of literature, history, 
cuisine and language will be mined in a playful spirit to yield spectacular  
information about both cities. It will be up to the audience to decide who  
wins, who loses. Arbitration on the many different competitions, in 
which – to name only two – Franzobel and the musician Hans-georg  
gutternigg will be taking part, will be in the hands of Messrs Juhann  
and Jod as objective, completely non-partisan referees. After the lustily 
contested confrontations on those five evenings we will know for sure 
which of the two cities really deserves the title: Capital of Culture.  
The freshly chosen Cultural Superstar will be celebrated in a grand way  
by Juhann and Jod together with an enthusiastic audience.

JUHAnn AnD JoD

Messrs Juhann and Jod founded the ‘roter Salon. Kulturverein zur  
Überwindung der Postmoderne‘ (red Salon. Cultural association for ma-
king postmodernism obsolete) in 1996 and published the award-winning 
journal ‘Angst’ between 1996 and 1999. They are well-known for such 
cabaret shows as ‘Ein katholisches frühstück’ (A Catholic breakfast)  
or ‘Advent.reloaded’. In 2003 they toured Upper Austria during festival 
der regionen with the mission ‘Wider den Schnurrbart’ (Down with  
moustaches). In Advent 2004 they set the tone for Christmas with  

‘Gegrüßet seist Du, Maria’ (Hail, Mary).

hisTory  / FranzobeL (aUT)  
vs. LaUrynas KaTKUs (LiT)
When / Where //
23 February 09, 8 pm /  
Wissensturm, www.wissensturm.at

geschichTe / bibeLPFad (aUT) vs. 
bücherschMUggeL (LiT)
When / Where //
4 March 09, 8 pm /
bibliothek der Katholisch-Theologischen 
Privatuniversität Linz, www.kth-linz.ac.at

MUsic / hans-georg gUTTernigg 
(aUT) vs. FranzobeL (LiT)
When / Where //
13 March 09, 8 pm / 
volkshaus dornach-auhof

LangUage / gerMan (aUT)  
vs. LiThUanian (LiT)
When / Where //
18 March 09, 8 pm /
volkshaus Franckviertel

cUisine / Linz and viLniUs.  
FinaL roUnd
When / Where //
2 april 09, 8 pm / Wissensturm

oTher evenTs
LiThUania vs aUsTria  
(FooTbaLL WorLd cUP qUaLiFier)
When / Where //
10 september 08, 8 pm /
grand hotel cafe zum rothen Krebsen
www.roterkrebs.net

aUsTria vs LiThUania  
(FooTbaLL WorLd cUP qUaLiFier)
When //
10 october 09, 8 pm

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion//
stefan Kutzenberger, Wolfgang hametner

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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der KranKe 
HASE
The iLL rabbiT

When //

January – october 09

Where // 

open space

Kunstraum goethestrasse xtd

goethestraße 30, 4020 Linz

www.kunstraum.at

idea / concePT // 

susanne blaimschein,  

beate rathmayr, Linz09

in cooperation with Kunstraum  

goethestrasse xtd, pro mente oö

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

CRAZY ABOuT LINZ

An art project that creates new perspectives and encourages us to  
tackle change. The leitmotif is the figure of the ill rabbit from the fairy 
story world of the Linz dragon train on the Pöstlingberg.  

Artistic interventions, exhibitions, actions, installations and stories raise 
the question: ‘How much madness can the province tolerate?’ THE ILL 
RABBIT points out possibilities for breaking traditional moulds and giving 
rein to fantasy. This will give Linz a chance to get its own dose of madness. 
THE ILL RABBIT will be responsible for interventions in the most diverse 
of the city’s locations. It will point out what fantasies, desires, longings, 
insights and disappointments can do for a city and its inhabitants.

- Who are Linz’s heroes? Here we look at internationally renowned  
 figures, the city’s top dogs on the international stage.
- The parallel universe of fairytales: What changes take place if  
 one can manage to look at one’s own situation through the eyes 
 of a dragon train character? 
- What’s the world worth in Linz? The art of largesse opens up 
 new insights and perspectives on consumer habits. 
- devalued? valued! How judgments are passed and who 
 passes them – prejudices, standards of quality and the criteria 
 underpinning our judgments of others. 
- do you crack other people up? Are you cracked too? Wherever  
 one looks there are ways to subvert tired routines.

THE ILL RABBIT will mingle with the city’s inhabitants with the declared 
intention of throwing existing systems of order and existing norms off 
kilter, of provoking responses and generally energizing the populace. 

UnPLoTTABLE

THE ILL rABBIT is a bolshy creature, deceitful, rather raucous, moody, 
often clumsy and heavy-handed. frequently it bites off more than it can 
chew and is itself out of sync or shrill. It is nimble, nervous and capable 
of sudden changes of direction. THE ILL rABBIT is uncultivated, uncivi-
lized, brazen. It revels in wildness, chaos and disorder. Its own enthusiasm 
proves infectious. It sticks out like a sore thumb. It inspires reflection and 
second thoughts and new directions for action.  
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acadeMy  
oF The 
IMPOSSIBLE
IMPOSSIBLE BECOMES POSSIBLE

Welcome to this highly unconventional academy designed  

to further the development of artistic and individual skills and to  

push personal limits.

The first workshops of the ACAdEMY OF THE IMPOSSIBLE will start  
as early as summer �00� inviting all those to join who want to make  
new experiences, solve problems, explore limits they are up against  
in their daily lives – and overcome them. growth and innovation are 
essential ingredients in this project that will take place at unusual  
and slightly curious locations, streets, shops, and a wide range of his-
torical, industrial, social locations, or simply public places, where the 
participants will meet random audiences. The lecturers at the ACAdEMY 
OF THE IMPOSSIBLE are artists who have got the knack of making  
the impossible happen. Some of them are active in Linz already, others 
will be invited from outside. They all teach courses on their specialty, 
areas of special interest, or on any of a wide selection of everyday  
activities. Lectures can mostly be picked and combined ad lib.; others  
can only be booked en bloc. What should be especially underlined are 
the reasonable fees for the workshops. Some are free altogether. don‘t 
ever say it can’t be done…

When //

July 08 – august 09 

sUMMer coUrses //

July/august 08 and 09

concePT / direcTor // 

david Maayan

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

bodies in Urban sPaces
On the basis of contact improvisation Willi dorner, dancer and choreogra-
pher in vienna, focuses in this workshop on bodily perception sensitivity.

MoveMenT aTTacK
Marina Koraiman, dancer and choreographer in Linz, shares with partici-
pants her enjoyment of dance and the predilection for exploring the city 
in a manner in which the dominant note is on the transgression of socially 
defined limits and on the pleasure of the unforeseen.  

TransForMaTion oF a soUnd
Whoever is into modern sound technology and is looking for a hands-on 
approach could do no better than throw in their lot with the Canadian 
musician and composer Alexander MacSween.

When // 14 – 18/07/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 14 – 18/07/08
Where // Meeting point  
Landesgalerie

When // 14 – 18/07/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität
in cooperation with cecn Mons 

WorKshoPs 
SuMMER  0�

2009

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

2008
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sonic Massage
With roots deep in shamanic traditions sound massage enables a sense  
of harmony and inner wellbeing. A course with Frenchwoman Isa Belle. 

sacred dance: gUrdJieFF MoveMenTs / Training
The Israeli drama artist and theorist Nataly Turjeman offers a sensitive 
introduction to this ritual form of dance, which seeks to reaffirm the unity 
of body and mind.

The Magic oF KaThaKaLi
Arjun Raina, an experienced Kathakali teacher, acquaints participants 
with the rudiments and the fascination of this traditional form of Indian 
dance drama.  

overTone chanTing
Just as rays of light are refracted by water droplets to produce the  
colours of the rainbow, so tones can be refracted into their overtones,  
as is here demonstrated by the expert.

The inner rhyThM 
Andrea Fuchs, uR-TON®-percussion teacher in Linz, encourages  
participants to have fun with rhythm and sound and points out ways  
how to clear one’s head and build strength for everyday life.

dynaMic MediTaTions oF osho
Jivan Sunder from Britain and Nataly Turjeman from Israel introduce 
participants into this unique style of meditation that follows the teachings 
of the Indian guru Osho.

Living river body
Performative body work based on one’s own body and on other  
people’s bodies and their interaction in space. Sun Sun Yap is an actress 
and theatre director from Singapore.

heaLing cLoWning
Laughter, as is well known, is healthy and can make you healthy. giora 
Seeliger, the artistic director of Rote Nasen, focuses here on this particular 
aspect of the clown.

sUnseT yoga
getting some peace, watching the sun set behind Pöstlingberg –  
and combining this with Hatha Yoga. under the guidance of gabriele 
Honauer, Yoga teacher in Linz.

When // 14 – 18/07/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
in cooperation with cecn Mons 

When // 14, 16, 18, 19,  
21, 23, 25, 26/07/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 14 – 18, 21 – 25/07/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 14 – 17, 28, 30/07 /  
1, 4, 6, 8, 13, 15/08/08
Where // stadtpfarre Linz

When // 14 – 18 / 21 – 25/07 /  
28/07 – 01/08 / 4 – 6/08 / 11 – 15/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 14 – 18 / 21 – 25/07 /  
28/07 – 01/08 / 4 – 6/08 / 11 – 15/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 15 – 18 / 21 – 25 / 28 – 30/07/08
Where // Landesgalerie Linz

When // 16 – 19/07/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 16, 23, 30/07 / 6, 13/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
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breaKFasT yoga
This course offers Hatha Yoga under the open sky as the best  
possible start of a day; this is rounded off with breakfast together.  
With gabriele Honauer.

ToddLers and ParenTs
The dancer Adriana Cubides and the musician Mathias Jakisic offer – on 
the basis of a concept of ‘dschungel’ director Stephan Rabl – interaction 
between toddlers (up to two years), grown-ups, dance and music.

The hearT oF The MaLe soUL
A song workshop exclusively for men, conducted  
by Ida Kelarova, a well known Roma singer and veteran  
workshop practitioner.

iMPossibLe cLoWning
The clown: is he a catalyst of everyday problems? Or just kids’ stuff? 
giora Seeliger, theatre expert with a psychological and pedagogical  
background, explores why clowns actually make us laugh.

MoveMenT For aLL
With Marina Koraiman participants explore in this workshop the many 
kinds of movements humans are capable of, and issues of the body and 
contemporary dance.  

bUiLding oF overTone insTrUMenTs
Hans Tschiritsch, a sound researcher and creator of unusual musical instru-
ments, inspires participants to build their own odd contraptions from every-
day objects that are capable of producing the most extraordinary sounds. 

The iMPossibLe
The theatre artist david Maayan examines the principles of what is  
simply impossible in personal and artistic terms. designed for weathered 
and prospective ‘frontier commuters’.

song oF My soUL
This intensive workshop is designed for those who want to risk a trip  
into the depth of their soul to discover their true inner voice. directed  
by Ida Kelarova.   

MysTicaL rose
This type of meditation deals with three faces – a laughing one,  
a crying one and a serene one. The Englishman Jivan Sunder is an  
Osho meditation teacher.

When // 18, 22, 25, 29/07 /  
1, 5, 8, 12, 15/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 19, 20, 26, 27/07 /  
2, 3, 9, 10/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 21 – 23/07/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 21 – 24/07/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 21 – 26/07/08,  
28/07 – 2/08, 4 – 9/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 22 – 25/07/08
Where // stadtpfarre Linz

When // 24 – 26/07/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 25 – 29/07/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 28/07 – 1/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
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gyPsy ceLebraTion
This is a song workshop for all those who take a special interest in the 
music and culture of the Roma – and for all those who want to discover 
them. Ida Kelarova is a well known Roma singer.

The inner chiLd
The two Israeli theatre-makers Neta Plotzki and Pablo Zaltzman invite 
participants to re-establish contact with their inner child and to use  
artistic means to transform that relationship into a harmonious one.

sUbversive WriTing
Joshua Sobol, the Israeli dramatist and writer, provides  
support to participants in producing their own subversive  
literary writing.

TUners
Thierry Coduys, founder and director of the multimedia agency  
‘la kitchen’ in Paris, guides participants on a tour of the world of  
digital sound and sensors.

sacred dance: gUrdJieFF MoveMenTs 
According to gurdjieff certain physical movements and activities are ca-
pable of effecting profound changes in our perception. Jivan Sunder and 
Nataly Turjeman demonstrate how they do it.

sWeaT Lodge
Anne Tscharmann and Robert W. Pilak acquaint participants with a  
place designed for extreme outward and inner cleansing, and one of the  
most powerful traditional rituals of indigenous peoples.

inTrodUcTion To aUTobiograPhic TheaTre
Angelika Kisser-Maayan, dramaturgist and drama therapist in vienna,  
moves the personality centre stage and gives instructions on how to  
produce a ‘stage version’ of one’s own story.

sUFi WhirLing
A style of meditation practised to this day by the dervishes,  
whose rotation round their own axis results in a state of inner  
peace. directed by Nataly Turjeman.

The FaMiLy TabLe draMa
Personal material gets worked through in a creative process and  
surfaces in a specific dramatic language. With the artistic director 
of the ACAdEMY OF THE IMPOSSIBLE, david Maayan.

When // 31/07 – 2/08/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 4 – 7/08/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 4 – 8/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 4 – 8/08/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität
in cooperation with cecn Mons 

When // 4 – 8/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 7 – 8/08/08
Where // Treffpunkt Lentos

When // 11, 13, 15/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

When // 14 – 16/08/08
Where // anton bruckner  
Privatuniversität

When // 11, 13, 15/08/08
Where // Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz
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Capital of Culture Year will see new initiatives set up in Linz aimed  

at making music more accessible in new ways.

The Linz Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität trains musicians, dancers  

and actresses and actors for the cultural scene in Austria and beyond.  

In �009, an advanced training course entitled ‘Music mediation – Music 

in context’ will be started. It is targeted at university graduates, music  

teachers, instrumentalists, composers, musicologists and cultural  

managers. Capital of Culture Year will also be used to integrate cultural 

mediation more closely into the standard courses hosted by the Anton 

Bruckner Privatuniversität. Students will be given the opportunity to take 

part in a workshop organized by the Cologne Büro für Konzertpädagogik, 

which is devoted to creative mediation of classical and contemporary  

music. The workshop will develop a cultural mediation project that aims 

at sensitizing young audiences in Capital of Culture Year to listening as  

a process, to acoustic phenomena in general, and to music in particular 

and at inspiring them with enthusiasm for music. 

WorKshoP WiTh 
bernhard König
(büro Für KonzerT-
PädagogiK)

When //
Winter semester 08/09

reaLizaTion oF  
The cULTUraL  
MediaTion ProJecT 

When //
First six months of 09

idea / concePT // 
constanze Wimmer

in cooperation with  

anton bruckner Privatuniversität

coMPose! 

An international symposium on the potential, limits and challenges 
inherent in the crosspollination between art and the electronic media. 

What new trends are discernible in the areas of music, dance  
and performance? How much artistic content and which new creative 
methods owe their origin to the electronic media? How can the move-
ments of the human body be ‘translated’ into digital idioms? In the course 
of the Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität symposium these and related 
topics will be discussed by artists from countries across the world.  
Moreover, workshops, which will importantly be aimed at adolescents, 
will deal with the same topics. The results of the workshops are  
expected to have relevance beyond the symposium and to spark new 
projects. Another important focus of the symposium is the cultivation  
of cooperation between institutions in the areas of art and electronic 
media: the Ars Electronica Center in Linz; the Institute of Computational 
Perception, Linz; the Institute of Electronic Music, graz; the Austrian 
Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence, vienna; Kunsthochschule  
für Medien, Munich; Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Bonn; Hoch-
schule der Künste, Berne. Our Anglo-American partner institutions will 
be the MIT Media Lab, Cambridge/Mass; and the Center for Computer 

Research in Music and Acoustics, Stanford.

When //

1 – 4 september 09

Where // 

anton bruckner Privatuniversität

Wildbergstraße 18, 4040 Linz

www.bruckneruni.at

idea / concePT // 

Peter revers

in cooperation with  

anton bruckner Privatuniversität

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

chaLLenging MUsic, dance
and PerForMance:
THE ELECTRONIC MEdIA
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WeLT iM 
KOPF
a WorLd in one’s head

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

herbert Lachmayer / Kunstuniversität 

Linz, da Ponte institut Wien

conTribUTions FroM // 

donhauser&Martin (stage design/

architecture), beat Furrer (composi-

teur), Pipilotti rist (video artist), Franz 

West (artist), gelitin (Performance), 

Jacqueline burckhardt (art historian, 

Parkett, zurich), cerith Wyn evans 

(artist, Wales), hans belting (art 

historian, Karlsruhe), Klaus heinrich 

(religious science, berlin), hans 

Ulrich gumbrecht (comparative 

Literature, stanford University), silke 

Leopold (Musicologist, heidelberg), 

Thomas Macho (cultural scientist, 

berlin), Wolfgang Ullrich (cultural 

scientist, Karlsruhe) and others 

 

a Linz09 project

HOW EXCITINg CAN SPECuLATION BE?

A city’s most precious resource is the curiosity of its inhabitants as 

shown in everyday learning processes, global flexibility tests and the 

simple art of living.  

The story of the Tower of Babel, that emblem of linguistic confusion  

in the face of a wrathful god, has its positive aspects for us today.  

Fortunately there are many different languages; complexity is a given, 

and if it was not for a spark of utopianism and productive Nihilism we 

would not stand the ghost of a chance in this ‘global Babylon’ of ours. 

In both our professional and private life we constantly operate in many 

different cultures simultaneously. Social competence these days means 

being able to understand the transcultural nature of one’s everyday  

life and to acknowledge the necessity of fantasy. What matters is the real 

virtuality of our imagination. In the virtual reality of the media optional 

worlds are given intolerably short shrift. Individualism is not possible 

without creativity in a certain authentical ‘Art of living’. Just following 

the rules and codes of usual ‘Life-styles’ is not enough. Making sure  

our rational faculty is capable of passion and our intelligence is guided  

by taste, let us therefore cross, so to say ‘Speculative Space’ to reach  

the topic: ‘How much Europe can ‘Heimat’ bear?’ Let us then float across 

a pornosophic balcony to arrive at the premiere of an ‘Opera of Know-

ledge’ – ‘Second life’, lived in Linz. 

With the exhibition ‘Mozart – Experiment Aufklärung’ (Albertina, 2006) 

the Da Ponte Institute has once again managed to attract international 

attention. The ‘opera of Knowledge’  WELT IM KoPf has its sustaina- 

bility in the PhD course ‘Staging Knowledge – Inszenierung von Wissens-

räumen’: In it, the acquisition and practice of artistic and scientific skills 

are developed through exhibition design and tested by means of art medi-

ation. Conceived by Herbert Lachmayer at Kunstuniversität Linz, the PhD 

course will also be available at the University of Applied Arts in vienna 

and the Architectural Association AA in London. 
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Headstands are said to do wonders for the circulation and to promote 

good ideas. Whoever stands concepts on their head discovers new  

angles. And gets to hear answers never heard before. 

Linz09 produces knowledge and raises questions. Since it began its  

work in �00� KOPFSTANd09 has been publicly addressing topics related 

to Linz and Europe at irregular intervals and in different locations. Inter-

national and national speakers have provided the initial momentum that 

is often needed to get an intensive debate started. The city and its stories 

can provoke a passionate response. Its cultural policy is analyzed, its 

gender policies and their merits and/or deficits are discussed, and urban 

planning gets underway. Reflections on this ’making-of’ will broaden 

local perspectives and increase the city’s awareness of the gift it is about 

to give itself with the Capital of Culture Year.

When //

all year 08 

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

KoPFsTand
09 
headsTand09

Linz09 flirts with its environs. In this case a bit on the side is not just 

tolerated, society in and around Linz even expects it.  

A Capital of Culture indulges in ESCAPAdES yet no scandal follows.  

Interesting events in and around Linz are supported in terms of  

content, finance or communications. There will be a series of debates  

that invite participation and challenging changes of perspective. Work-

shops, symposia, debates and talks, all carrying the brand name Capital  

of Culture will tempt audiences to risk an escapade. The consequences 

will be thoroughly positive. The result will be that in addition to the  

artistic contributions and the cultural events a conversation is established 

that is European in scope. This will ensure that preparations for the  

year �009 achieve the widest recognition, mobilize forces and generally 

establish links within the European sphere. Such a conversation will 

enable Linz to break free of predetermined schedules and publicize its 

vitality to a wider audience.

 

When //

all year 08

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

cooperations with a number  

of changing partners

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

seiTen- 
SPRÜNgE
escaPades

2008

2008
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KePLer 
SALON

When //

all year 09

Where // 

Johannes Kepler house

rathausgasse 5, 4020 Linz

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Johannes Kepler’s house in Rathausgasse will become the venue  

for a dialogue between the sciences and Linz’s habitués and guests  

during Capital of Culture Year. 

What does the term ‘mechatronic‘ actually refer to? do we have a  

free will? How does a heart valve work?

KEPLER SALON on the first floor of the house that was Johannes  

Kepler’s home between 1�1� and 1��� will be a location for a great  

number of encounters of the most diverse kind, for the exchange  

of information and the presentation of knowledge. universities, different 

academic and non-academic institutions of higher learning and even such 

organisations as hospitals will offer far-reaching insights into what they 

do and the kinds of services they provide. Scientific research and work 

will be made accessible here at a number of levels in a way that is both 

intelligible and easy to put into practice. This should provide numerous 

important stimuli in terms of everyday culture.

An important additional goal is to enable visitors to engage in a dialogue 

with scientists – KEPLER SALON will provide a science forum where 

scientists engaged in research and people from all walks of life can meet.

MULTIPLE ACCESS To SCIEnCE

Short lectures, panel discussions of experts on cutting-edge topics in  

the world of science and a clearing house of information and knowledge, 

a dialogue in real time – these are some of the things our planning is  

focusing on. And readings and science experiments open to the public. 

We are aiming to include the entire range of areas of scientific activity: 

nature and technology; medicine; humanities; cultural and art studies.
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KULTUr-
gESCHICHTE-
TAg �009
cULTUraL hisTory  
day 2009

Who stands to benefit from our research and our writings? How did we 

get to be who we are? A key theme for the new cultural sciences arises 

from questions about cultural and social identity.

Cultural history in the Capital of Culture. Historians and cultural  

and social scientists from all over Europe will discuss methodological 

and theoretical approaches to issues related to such topics as politics, 

economy, society and subjectivity. Playing any number of different roles, 

as producers, consumers, as citizens of a state and of the world, as social 

or emotional beings, individuals are perceived to have many different 

identities. What does that mean in terms of the advancement of cultural 

identities? How can programmes be realized on local levels that were 

originally conceived at a European level? Is it possible for the different  

legitimate interests of artists, art managers and politicians on the one 

hand and superordinate national and local objectives on the other to be 

met to the satisfaction of all parties? 

A one-day workshop before the ‘real thing’, the Cultural History day at 

the department of Modern and Contemporary History in Linz, addresses 

these questions. Nor will this remain theory only: The experts from 

Brussels will join their Linz colleagues for a visit to a Linz09 project and 

a discussion with the artists and/or the curators. In this way the cultural 

scientists will be able to get first-hand experiences of artistic production 

and Linz09 will benefit from the cultural scientists’ feedback.  

forM AnD IDEnTITY

With the establishment of Cultural Studies over the last ten to fifteen 

years the historical sciences have become more colourful, more varied 

and more interesting. new thematic areas have been opened up and 

comprehensive theoretical and methodological debates have ensued. 

The KULTUrGESCHICHTETAG, which takes place every other year, is 

a forum for more than 120 participants to draw up an interim balance 

sheet for this development. KULTUrGESCHICHTETAG is organized in 

cooperation with the Ars Electronica festival, oberösterreichisches Lan-

desmuseum and the City of Linz.

When //

12 – 15 september 09,

9 am – 7 pm

Where // 

Johannes Kepler Universität Linz

altenbergerstraße 69, 4020 Linz

www.jku.at

idea / concePT // 

Peter becker, Thomas buchner,  

alexander geppert, Thomas hellmuth, 

birgit Kirchmayr, regina Thumser

in cooperation with  

Johannes Kepler Universität Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Linz stirs passion, in the industrial garden of Lustenau and beyond: 
passion for following great examples or for setting yourself small goals. 
The devout will probably do the former, eat with an appetite like 
Stifter’s, give thanks to god in church like Bruckner and scrutinize  
the sky at night like Kepler. The rather less devout, on the other hand, 
are constantly looking for challenges, like pulling down a monument, 
kidnapping a tram in the dark of the underground, throwing Linzer  
Torte at the Lentos until it turns blue, putting up a plaque for the 
unknown conqueror of Pöstlingberg or painting the castle in all the  
colours of the rainbow and finally leaping from the danube bridge  
onto a ship and slipping out of town, unobserved by anyone.
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KULTUr- 
BAdEN
cULTUre baThing

In the summer of 2009 Ottensheim will invite its visitors to plunge  

themselves into watery worlds both real and artificial.

KuLTuRBAdEN – a ��-hour bathing performance (Badetheater) will 

tempt visitors to go for a swim in the river, to return to their childhood, 

to lose their head. Five weekends will see idyllic Ottensheim and its 

river basin transformed into a comprehensive work of art dedicated to 

the River danube and to be enjoyed with all the senses. The venue is the 

donauuferlinie, a shuttle service connecting the Mühlkreis railway stop 

dürnberg and the landing pier Ottensheim with the ‘Lido’, Ottensheim’s 

sandy beaches, via the ferry stop. The first stage of the journey from Linz 

by train, boat or bicycle already forms part of the first act of the perfor-

mance. KuLTuRBAdEN wants to embrace the river and all its environs. 

A central motif is the river, which swamps its banks at regular intervals 

and exerts a formative influence on landscape, language, people. We  

will also be introducing a system of local timekeeping that is retrograde 

and ends with zero – our way of symbolizing total immersion in the 

fourth element, water. 

KEHrWASSEr

Images that must be travelled to in time and space as they only make 

sense in their totality, while historical strands run through the scenes  

on several different levels. Performances end at night with DroWnInG 

and begin in the morning with BrEAKfAST WITH fISHES. There are 

several ways to spend the night in ottensheim: in the open, courtesy  

of couchsurfing.com or in local inns.

oTTEnSHEIM SWIMS LInZ

Linzschwimmen (Swim the two kilometres to Linz) with ottensheim’s 

mayoress, accompanied all the way by music. 

PAPEr BoAT DoCKYArD

The dockyard where you can put together seaworthy, manned paper 

boats, which can be built between June and August in workshops.  

Bookings by groups and school forms possible.

When //
KehrWasser and  
oTTensheiM sWiMs Linz:
20/21 June 09, 11/12 July 09
25/26 July 09, 1/2 august 09
8/9 august 09

KehrWasser:
every saturday 2 pm starting  
from Linz

oTTensheiM sWiMs Linz:
every sunday 1 pm starting from 
ottensheim, registration required.

PaPer boaT docKyard:
19 June – 9 august 09 
on KehrWasser weekends  
and by appointment

Where // 
ottensheim

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 
Kulturverein voda
kulturbaden.ottensheim.at

ParTiciPanTs // 
susanne Posegga, Wolfgang „Wodo“ 
gratt, Klaus hagenauer, Joachim 
rathke, rudolf habringer, stefan 
rois, andreas Jungwirth, christian 
„gigi“ gratt, Martin glaser, ilona roth, 
hanni Kornfellner, Tom Latzel and 
approx. 100 ottensheim locals

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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see This 
SOuNd

When //

28 august 09 – January 2010

daily 10 am – 6 pm,  

Thu 10 am – 9 pm

Where // 

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

ernst-Koref-Promenade 1, 4020 Linz

www.lentos.at

coordinaTors // 

stella rollig and dieter daniels  

(artistic and scientific direction), 

cosima rainer (curator), sandra 

naumann (scientific assistant) 

in cooperation with Lentos Kunstmu-

seum Linz and the Ludwig boltzmann 

institute Media.art.research

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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The exhibition at the Lentos Kunstmuseum will explore ways past and 

present in which image and sound are linked to one another in the arts, 

the media and in sensory perception.

Seeing and hearing, image and sound: Our experiential life-world is 

shaped by the omnipresence of audiovisual products and structures.  

SEE THIS SOuNd presents and discusses different kinds of image and 

sound production, their phenomenology and their effects on present- 

day cultures.

Our point of departure will be art: Contemporary works of art that deal 

in an ambivalent manner with image-sound links will be instrumental in 

establishing relations to other areas of life and other locations. This gives 

rise to a number of questions, particularly in Linz, the city of Ars Electro-

nica: cultural history, politics, pop, theory of perception and media tech-

nology all need to be taken into account to create what will eventually  

be a fascinating total picture. SEE THIS SOuNd will implement all these 

approaches in terms of multimedia realizations, adding extra elements  

to the exhibition in the form of live performances, a conference and  

a scientific publication edited by the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute Media.

Art.Research. There will also be a lavishly illustrated catalogue with texts 

referring to the artistic projects and selected essays.

GoInG onLInE 

The interdisciplinary multifaceted character of SEE THIS SoUnD will 

also be reflected in the new online platform of the Ludwig Boltzmann 

Institute Media.Art.research. This will provide links between artistic and 

theoretical points of view and enable access to historical and scientific 

background information. This platform will be accessible on the Internet 

and from within the exhibition. 
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TieFen- 
RAuSCH
ART ANd guIdEd 
TOuRS IN THE NETHER-
WORLdS OF LINZ

After its experiences with  
SCHAURAUSCH in the summer 
of 2007 OK Offenes Kulturhaus 
OÖ sets out to explore other 
demarcation lines in the public 
space – and goes underground.

This time the objects of exploration 
will be the cellars, tunnels and 
subterranean worlds of Linz. The 
path leading into the underworld 
is dotted on the one hand with 
derelict places, sites fraught with 
memories, and with still operatio-
nal underground workshops on the 
other. The point of departure is the 
‘Museum of the underworld’, a cul-
tural history exhibition at the OK. 
Its ‘Aktienkeller’ will house a dis-
play of international contemporary 
art on the theme ‘Remembering and 
Forgetting’. In Landstraße manhole 
covers become the periscopes  
of subterranean systems. TIEFEN-
RAuSCH enables the public  
to access places normally out of 
bounds – tunnel systems, drinking  
water reservoirs, the crypts of 
churches in the old part of the city. 
In the Arena Platz in front of the 
OK there will be a diving tower 
from the Attersee. All in all in all 
this will be a spectacular artistic 
gymkhana which will be staked 
out for visitors along kilometer after 
kilometer of underground passages. 

‘The Linzer underworld is known 
to us, if at all, only from hearsay. 

ART IN FIFTY  
SHOP WINdOWS

More than thirty artists from Aus-
tria and beyond turned fifty shop 
windows into artworks and Linz’s 
inner city into a lively art mall. 

SCHAuRAuSCH was the first  
part of a trilogy of exhibitions 
entitled ‘Kunst in die Stadt!!’ (Art 
into the city!!). In this project OK 
Offenes Kulturhaus Oö turns 
selected locations in Linz inner 
city into art galleries. To provide 
an opportunity for art to be per-
ceived in a new way: more down 
to earth, closer to its consumers 
and therefore more integrated into 
that new life-world that Capital of 
Culture Year is looking to generate: 
at the same time more receptive to 
innovation and more appreciative 
of it. Thus the shopping mile along 
Landstraße from Hauptplatz to the 
Casino was turned into a live art 
space. The fifty venues assigned to 
the more than thirty local and in-
ternational artists for a creative re-
launch included facades and pas-
sages in addition to shop windows. 
A number of highly conspicuous 
major projects involving shop 
fronts and supermarkets formed 
the backbone and made sure that 
Linzer eyes reacted and became 
focused. Between these landmarks 
lay the assorted SCHAuRAuSCH 
shops. For more than three weeks 
passers-by in the city became 
flaneurs and were involved in an 
urban art scenario, in which shop 
owners played the part of gallery 

owners and shop assistants that of 
art mediators. SCHAuRAuSCH 
was the first event in Linz to evoke 
a sense of what it is like for a city 
to have been chosen as Capital of 
Culture – a well chosen prelude!

Many a visitor, wrapped in ad-
miration of the cloudy structures, 
failed to notice they had already 
reached the top of the escalator. 
(oÖneue)
The inner city of Linz is going to  
be converted into an art mile, 
where more than thirty national 
and international artists turn fifty 
shop windows into unique works 
of art. (Der Standard)
There is hardly a location along 
this one kilometer long strip that 
was able or willing to be spared 
a temporary artistic intervention. 
(Die Presse)

When //
10 May – 2 June 07

Where // 
Fifty shops and building facades in 
Linzer Landstraße

idea / concePT // 
Martin sturm, Paolo bianchi

head of Project/rainer Jessl

in cooperation with oK offenes  
Kulturhaus oö and Linzer city ring

2007
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To make these places “accessible” 
and visible through the means  
of art, to make them articulate, to 
engage in conversation with the 
people who know these subcuta-
neous places like the back of their 
hands, and to enlarge our field of 
vision, our awareness, our horizon –  
that is the goal and the charm of 
TIEfEnrAUSCH.’ (Martin Sturm)

When //
30 May – 13 July 08

Where // 
oK offenes Kulturhaus oö  
aktienkeller  
oK Platz 1, 4020 Linz  
www.ok-centrum.at

idea / concePT // 
rainer zendron, Martin sturm,  
genoveva rückert, With the assis-
tance of brigitte Felderer, alien pro-
ductions, christoph dreager/heidrun 
holzfeind, renate herter, Pepi Maier

coordinaTors // 
norbert schweizer (head of project), 
Martina rauschmayer, aron rynda, 
Michael Weingärtner (Production)

in cooperation with oK offenes 
Kulturhaus oö, Linz ag, botanischer 
garten der stadt Linz, Katholische 
Kirche oberösterreich, Kunstuniver- 
sität Linz, Ferienregion attersee

höhen- 
RAuSCH
ART ON THE  
ROOFTOPS

Going up, up, up – reaching  
for the stars. Ideas that make  
your head spin simply take off 
and make their way into the 
firmament of art.  

Everything OK? Offenes Kultur-
haus throws open its doors,  
the doors of a temple dedicated 
to the Muses, and – together with 
Linz09 – allows its artworks to go 
for a stroll through the city. New 
artworks, contemporary artworks. 
For the last part of its trilogy, the 
OK has set its sights on high goals; 
it leaves the solid ground and is off 
to new pinnacles. The third venue, 
after the shop windows and under-
ground tunnels of Linz, will be the 
city’s rooftops. Artists will lure an 
interested public to unusual and 
‘exalted’ spheres and turn them 
into wanderers on top of the world. 
Heads up. Exciting vistas, exciting 
moments are in store. It will be 
a totally different Linz from the 
usual one that you will find here, a 
kind of acropolis, which will make 
you feel closer to heaven. Inside 
the OK, which will form part of 
the course, visitors who are scared 
of nothing and no one, not even a 
whole culture launching itself into 
the blue, will be rewarded by entry 
into the ‘Himmelsmuseum’ – The 
Museum of Heaven.

Anyone who feels this is really  
taking matters too far can  
overcome their acrophobia in 

a less spectacular manner. The 
catalogue of HÖHEnrAUSCH 
provides information on what  
you have missed and offers deep 
insights to compensate for vistas 
that went by unclaimed. The  
publication ‘Kunst in die Stadt!!’ 
gives one more summary of the 
individual parts of the mania- 
inducing trilogy. 
 
When //
28 May – 13 september 09   

Where // 
oK offenes Kulturhaus oö  
and the rooftops of Linz
dametzstraße 30, 4020 Linz
www.ok-centrum.at

idea / concePT // 
oK offenes Kulturhaus oö

creW // 
Martin sturm and Paolo bianchi 
(curators), riepl/riepl (architectural 
project development), genoveva 
rückert (Project development),  
norbert schweizer (head of project)

in cooperation with oK offenes  
Kulturhaus oö

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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TheaTerLUsT 2:
SONNENBRANd
TheaTre Mania 2: sUnbUrn

SONNENBRAND, the second performing arts festival scheduled for mid-
summer, will be using open air venues, parks, gardens, squares, yards.

In terms of content the range will be enormous: from the ancient and tra- 
ditional, such as ‘kuttiyatam’, the oldest form of theatre still to be prac-
tised in India, to the innovative contemporary theatre of artists dedicated 
to making use of public space. Theatre is – and will remain – true to itself, 
even though its conditions and functions must always be in a state of flux. 
One of the ambitions of the festival is to emphasize this important point. 
However theatre is there above all to be enjoyed, it’s supposed to sizzle 
when touched and to spread enthusiasm. using as venues public places 
suitably adapted for the occasion will underline the twin qualities of cu-
riosity and openness in many different ways. Performances from Europe, 
Asia and Africa will provide insights into what is happening in the rest of 
the world and the festival’s own productions will put Linz and its stories 
at the centre of works by both local and international artists.

Some of the visiting productions will be described below; more infor- 
mation on works commissioned by Linz09 are to be found as follows:

IN THE YARD OF JUST ONE by Jean-Michel Bruyère ...........................  76
TWENTY-SEVEN by theaternyx  ................................................................  84
THE CONCEALED CITY by Luk Perceval ...............................................  120

When //
27 July – 30 august 09

a Linz09 festival

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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With HOuSE OF THE HOLY 
AFRO the South African Brett Bai-
ley has created a production that 
is almost an all-in-one of African 
styles and periods. For additional 
reinforcement dJ dino Moran and 
the performance poet Odidi Mfe-
nyana have been added to the mix. 

A highly stylized package of Afro 
kitsch will electrify its audience: 
eyes, ears and whole bodies. 
Third World Bunfight is a perfor-
mance group that was founded in 
199� by theatrical all-rounder Brett 
Bailey after his prolonged stay 
with traditional healers in the  

eastern part of South Africa.  
Its main focus is on a uniquely 
provocative theatre that is in the 
habit of challenging stereotypical 
perceptions of Africa, be it in  
content, form, music or design. 

Third WorLd bUnFighT: 
HOuSE OF THE HOLY AFRO
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Kutiyattam from India is arguably 
the oldest theatrical tradition still 
alive today and has been declared 
by uNESCO to be one of the  
masterpieces of the spoken word 
and part of World Heritage. It is  
a unique presentation of works in 
Sanskrit and makes use of a com-
plex theatrical idiom of stylized 
expressions of the face, notably  
the eyes, of hand gestures and 
chanting. It also features the use  
of the most elaborate headgear and 
of symbolically coloured masks. 
Performances are liable to last 
several days, as they recreate the 
Sanskrit epics in great detail.  

gopal venu received his training 
from gurus Ammannur Madhava 

Chakyar and Ammannur  
Parameswara Chakyar, the leading 
lights of kutiyattam. He is active  
as director, actor and researcher 
in the area of traditional Indian 
theatrical tradition. 

‘Sakuntala’ enables gopal venu  
and his troupe to present one  
of the best known stories of  
Indian epic in a performance  
spanning three days. ‘Narasimha-
vataram’ belongs to the genre of 
nangiar koothu and will be  
performed by Kapila, one of  
the most important young inter- 
preters of this age old form. 
Natanakairali’s third production, 
‘vikramorvasheeyam’, deals with  
the origins of theatre.

Kutiyattam has hardly – if ever –  
been presented outside India in all 
its variety and richness. 

Pavakathakali, a theatrical form  
at home in Kerala (Southern India), 
tells stories from the Mahabharata 
with the help of hand puppets 
that are reminiscent in style and 
colouring of kathakali actors. The 
cultivation and development of 
this puppeteering tradition is ano-
ther of gopal venu’s concerns and 
will also be presented by Linz09.

WHEN I dREAM, WHEELS WILL 
CATCH FIRE speaks of those few 
dreams that users of wheelchairs 
can afford to have. All too often 
they are absorbed with simply 
coping. Cornelia Scheuer dreams 
of flying wheels and places on 
fire. She will realize those dreams 
with Austria’s only team of wheel 
chair rugby players, which has its 

base in Linz. The choreography for 
wheel chair users, which will be 
performed at skateboard arenas in 
Linz, will feature a fire show as an 
additional highlight.

Cornelia Scheuer, wheel chair 
user since she became paralyzed 
from the waist down when she 
was a year old, has participated in 

a number of artistic projects and 
has been active as an independent 
artist since �000. She conducts 
workshops and directs her own 
performances and supervizes 
improvisations. She is a founder 
member of the performance group 
‘Bilderwerfer’.

In cooperation with Sicht:wechsel.

naTanaKairaLi: 
KuTIYATTAM & PAvAKATHAKALI

corneLia scheUer:  
WHEN I dREAM, WHEELS WILL CATCH FIRE

These are only some of the productions that will enable Linzers and visitors to partake of the magic  
revealed in performances of theatre and dance troupes from all over the world. 
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donaU- 
STRANd
A new leisure park is being created in the heart of the city –  

and a refreshing bathing in the Danube can again be indulged in.

Linz on the danube, a city on the water’s edge: In Linz, as opposed to 

vienna, the river really flows right through the city. The danube and its 

recreational potential is just a stone’s throw away from the city centre –  

and that potential is all the greater now that the quality of the river’s  

water is as good as that of the upper Austrian lakes. The newly  

constructed dONAuSTRANd will offer the Linzers one more possibility 

to literally get in touch with their river. In what is called a win-win  

situation these days, the embankment zone is given a new makeover and 

the danube is firmly integrated into the public space. The river and its 

banks with their grassy expanses are drawn closer to the city. drawing  

nature into an urban setting is bound to make a substantial contribution 

to the quality of life in a city that is perhaps not everyone’s top favourite 

in the clean environment stakes, even though green areas and water 

account for ��% of Linz’s surface area. This new recreational and bathing 

area on a flat gravel bar will also result in a hydroecological upgrading  

of the Linz stretch of the danube and its banks. It was made possible by 

‘via donau’ and doubles as an additional venue for Linz09.

At the behest of the State Government a first bathing area ‘for the  

general public’ was cordoned off by a swimming barrier way back  

in 1802; it was situated off ‘fischer in Gries’ (today Hafenstraße 46). In 

1891, a swimming bath for river-swimming was installed upstream from 

the Urlaubstein, which was moved to a location at the obere Donaulände 

opposite the ‘roter Krebs’ hotel in 1892. A Danube swimming bath  

was erected for the population of Urfahr in 1891 by the verschönerungs-

verein Urfahr. In 1897 its administration passed into the hands of the 

Town Council, which did not save it from being destroyed two years later 

by a flood. outside the public swimming baths, swimming in the open 

river was popular right up to the beginning of the 20th century. one of the 

most popular places to do so was the Winterhafen. (Quoted from Bade-

freuden in Alt-Linz, Linz City Archive.)

When //

from april 08

Where // 

donaulände between river Kilometer 

2133,0 und 2132,7

in cooperation with via donau 
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KaLeidoPhon
can yoU ear Me?

When / Where //

30 april 09 / Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

badergasse 2, 4161 Ulrichsberg

www.jazzatelier.at

oMnixUs

When / Where //

1 May 09 / Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

Weaving soUnds

When / Where //

2 May 09 / Ulrichsberger  

Leinenmanufaktur Leitner

stifterstraße 25, 4161 Ulrichsberg

www.leitnerleinen.com

idea / concePT // 

Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

in cooperation with  

Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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For many years the Ulrichsberg KALEIDOPHON has been a form- 

ative factor in Upper Austria’s artistic scene. In 2009 its international 

Music Festival for Improvisation, Jazz and New Music will be a  

particular highlight.

This is one more justification for the decision to integrate the regions,  

in this case, the Mühlviertel and, more specifically, ulrichsberg into the 

programme of Capital of Culture Year. Three very special premières will 

be made possible as cooperative ventures of Jazzatelier ulrichsberg and 

Linz09: ‘Can You Ear Me?’, a new piece by the French musician Joëlle 

Léandre, ‘Omnixus’, a project of the ulrichsberg saxophonist Tanja 

Feichtmair, which focuses on the movement of sound in space, and  

‘Weaving Sounds’ by the group Six + One, a performance specially  

conceived for the weaving room of the ulrichsberg Leitner linen mill. 

Another climactic event will be the first three acts of Peter Ablinger’s 

LANdSCHAFTSOPER (Landscape Opera): Act 1, following acoustic 

guidelines in the planting of trees; Act �, a specially produced hiking 

map featuring spots in ulrichsberg’s vicinity as ‘recommended listening 

points’; and Act �, a sound archive in the Jazzatelier’s gallery. 

 

THE DIvErSITY of JAZZ 

‘omnixus’ transplants the concept of the pitch shifts of musical sounds 

within an imagined space into real space. ‘Can you Ear Me?’ realizes  

a composition with room left for improvisation which Joëlle Léandre  

created in cooperation with an ensemble and which she will be  

performing for the first time at Ulrichsberg. ‘Weaving Sounds’ connects 

the bales of linen, their weaving texture, the background noises and  

the feel of the rooms which are dominated by heavy machinery to  

improvised music.
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Mörderisches
EuROPA
MUrderoUs eUroPe

Four evenings in grey November will belong to Europe’s big  

crime writers and to experts on the crime novel; the Posthof will  

host these readings from this most popular of literary genres and  

the subsequent discussions.   

‘My novels are stories of victories over fear’, as Fred vargas, France’s  

most acclaimed crime writer, summed it up in an interview she gave  

to Tobias gohlis of dIE ZEIT. There is arguably no other genre that  

can throw light on the hidden depths of the human psyche with the  

same panache. At the same time we may note that the accelerating  

developments in European societies are nowhere better described than 

in the continent’s most recent spate of crime novels. It is no coincidence 

that the subjects treated in crime novels are becoming increasingly more  

politicized; frequently detectives, male or female, are portrayed as  

antiheroes or antiheroines, who are deeply sensitive to the adverse social 

conditions in which they pursue their investigation. Crime novels are 

increasingly turning into socially critical analyses and, despite being 

anchored in the whodunnit genre, they reach – and move – many more 

people than the most ambitious scientific studies. In other words, the 

crime novel is an ideal topic for lively debate within the framework of 

Europe’s Capital of Culture. 

GrEAT BAnDWIDTH

for MÖrDErISCHES EUroPA to be able to present as broad a selection 

of authors as possible, three experts on whodunnits will be involved as  

co-curators working alongside the Posthof on the programme: Tobias 

Gohlis, DIE ZEIT, spokesperson of the KrimiWelt-Bestenliste, who is the 

relevant expert in the German-speaking countries; franz Schuh, one 

of Austria’s best known authors, who regularly writes for DIE ZEIT and 

LITErATUrEn and works as a freelance journalist for a number of radio 

stations, an inveterate crime novel afficionado; and Eva rossmann, the 

author of the Mira valensky series.

When //

november 09

Where // 

Posthof – zeitkultur am hafen

Posthofstraße 43, 4020 Linz

www.posthof.at

idea / concePT // 

Wilfried steiner

conTribUTors // 

Tobias gohlis, Franz schuh,  

eva rossmann

in association with Liva/Posthof

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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(creaTe yoUr  
OWN TITLE!)

When //

september 08 – June 09

Where // 

schools in Linz and Upper austria

idea / concePT // 

airan berg, guido reimitz,  

erwin dorn, nora Wolloch 

ParTiciPanTs // 

Pupils, teachers, artists

a Linz09 project 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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THE BIg LINZ09 SCHOOL PROJECT

Linz and Upper Austria echo to the call ‘The Capital of Culture is on the 

road to becoming the Capital of Schools!’, a declaration of the intention 

to make schools the province’s partners for the future. 

Changing schools is changing the future. In order to make its contribu-

tion towards this goal Linz09 will invite well known regional, national 

and international artists to Linz and to regions outside Linz to work  

in the field of the performing arts with pupils and teachers. This will  

be a project combining present and future for all grades and all types  

of schools. The results, to be arrived at in a series of different steps, will 

be presented to the general public at the end of the school year 0�/09.  

In order to guarantee sustainability priority will be given to the work pro-

cesses and to further training at the schools themselves. (CREATE YOuR 

OWN TITLE!) provides a platform where school and art, pupils, teachers, 

actresses/actors, dancers, choreographers and directors can all meet.  

Creativity joins forces with education, opportunities are created, demarca-

tion lines are overcome – and the future comes in sight. 

IT’S noT JUST ACADEMIC LEArnInG  
THAT MAKES YoUnGSTErS CLEvEr!

Broadening the curriculum by adding artistic activities leads to better 

results in other subjects and enhances self-confidence and team spirit; 

pupils are given the opportunity to become active themselves and to take 

part in a creative process. The project (CrEATE YoUr oWn TITLE!) will 

help to provide youngsters with new skills with which to master the future 

and will give them the kind of access to art and culture that has been 

shaped by their personal experience. 
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nexT 
COMIC
Comics are part of our everyday lives: They are ubiquitous in films and 

in advertising; they are a formative factor in fashion and design; they 

are taken for granted in the cultural self-interpretation of young people. 

This interdisciplinary Festival für Comics und Bildliteratur (Festival  

for Comics and Cartoon Art) aims at a holistic approach to the ‘9th  

genre’ within the canon of the visual arts. ‘�� Stunden Live-Comics aus 

österreich’ will make it possible to look over the shoulder of Austrian  

cartoonists working away. The mutual crosspollination of comics and 

film, electronic media, music and theatre will be the subject of a dramatic  

adaptation, a programme of animated films and the ‘Comic-Music-Night-

line’. A Europe wide comics competition will soon be attracting the 

interest of professionals and young comics artist in the run-up to the 

Linz09 event. Prize winners will be featured in �009 in an exhibition. In 

the NEXTCOMIC Academy artists who are active in the areas of comics, 

manga and caricature will demonstrate in workshops how stories can be 

realized directly with pencil and paper. 

In addition to this, NEXTCOMIC will be a platform for the presentation  

of new international publications and the positions of renowned artists 

and prize winners. Reports and presentations highlighting topical trends 

in comics will offer valuable contributions and will be joined by exam-

ples from the history of cartoon literature. 

nETWorKInG IS THE GoAL

The artists’ association lin_c has been active since 2000 with the aim 

of establishing an Austrian platform for comic artists. Ultimately its 

intention is to serve as a node in a network that will give Austrian artists 

access to international groups of artists and to festivals. lin_c publishes 

an annual magazine about comics, takes part in presentations outside 

Austria and organizes workshops and comics competitions in schools. 

When //

6 – 8 March 09  

Where // 

Ursulinenhof

Landstraße 31, 4020 Linz

www.ursulinenhof.at

Moviemento and city Kino

dametzstraße 30, 4020 Linz

www.moviemento.at

grand café zum rothen Krebsen

obere donaulände 11, 4020 Linz

www.roterkrebs.net

MKh Wels

Pollheimerstraße 17, 4600 Wels

www.medienkulturhaus.at

idea / concePT // 

gottfried gusenbauer

WWW.linz-c.net

in cooperation with lin_c, Kunstverein 

zur Förderung von comics und  

bildliteratur, supported by Landes-

schulrat für oberösterreich

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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KUnsT 
FLOW

When //

January – June 09

Where // 

companies and institutions in  

and around Linz

idea / concePT // 

Franz x. dopfer, Markus anton huber, 

Johann Jascha, harald Marschner

in cooperation with the rotary clubs 

in and around Linz

P
ös

ch
ko

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

AN ART MEdIATION PROgRAMME FROM  
THE LINZ ROTARY CLuBS

‘Let art pitch its camp where the economy flourishes.’ Businesses and 

institutions take this motto to heart and network with regional artists  

in the area of Greater Linz. 

Art and business pool their efforts and enter into fruitful relationships. 

The Rotary Clubs in and around Linz serve as mediators in this project 

and will identify businesses that are prepared to make their premises 

available for exhibitions. Subsequently they will make sure that a number 

of works shown at these exhibitions are purchased. The works of artists 

from our region may yet come to attract attention in the foyers, halls  

and rooms of upper Austrian companies, perhaps replacing some of  

the more traditional views of the company premises, turnover graphs or 

other statistical visuals. Companies are given the opportunity to present 

themselves to their clients in a different manner or to invite business  

partners or staff to an evening given over to art. Exhibitions and installa-

tions will also be publicly accessible at certain times. For the artists,  

this is a unique opportunity to challenge the public otherwise than  

in museums and galleries. Conversely they are also able to present their 

work to a community that may not normally be easy to reach and to  

establish contacts with the business community. A small side effect:  

it may even be possible to profit from dealing in art…

BooM ConDITIonS for HIGH CULTUrE

KUnST fLoW is the Linz rotary Club’s contribution to Capital of  

Culture year. The service clubs Linz, Linz-Altstadt, Linz-Landhaus, Linz-

Süd, Linz-Urfahr, Leonding, Traun, Gallneukirchen, Enns, freistadt and 

rohrbach will be taking part. A jury consisting of three rotarians and two  

independent experts will select artists from the area of contemporary 

art in Linz or Upper Austria. A catalogue will accompany the project, 

providing introductions to all artists and companies taking part, together 

with the dates of previews, opening times, etc. This catalogue will also 

show the project’s place in the larger context of what is currently a highly 

topical area, the links between culture and the business community. 
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Wo? Wenn 
NICHT 
ALLE dA!
ThaT’s The Way To do iT!

A PROPER PuNCH-ANd-JudY SHOW

Linz09 fetches a really big stick and devotes a festival to a quarrelsome, 

anarchic, lusty, impertinent cockerel of the theatre. 

Kasperl in all his incarnations – Mr. Punch (England), Pulcinella  

(Italy), vitez Laszlo (Hungary), guignol (France), Petroushka (Russia), 

don Cristobal (Spain) and the rest of them – is a genuine European. And 

rare are the occasions when Europeans are as united as they are in the 

pleasure that this character gives. 

‘I am going to hit you over the head!’ Has the idea ever occurred to you? 

And how often did you do it? Well, that’s much better. As long as you 

want people to get along with you. But Punch, it’s o.k. for him to hit other 

people over the head, and if he does it really well, everyone is delighted. 

So come to think of it, we’ve all got to be really grateful to Punch. It does 

one good to get rid of all these malevolent, hidden, egoistical drives. It’s 

o.k. for him start all these quarrels, all that uproar. Punch is our alter ego 

in the realm of uninhibited drive satisfaction, our ally for all our apparent 

civilisation. But the moment he gets moralistic he wilts. And this is  

precisely what has happened to Punch over a long period of time. This 

makes him – boring. It’s time to turn over a new leaf – a much tougher 

one. Punch is a character that can be stuffed with greed, with the lust 

for food and drink, with egoistical, anarchistic behaviour, with all the 

things, in a word, that we as human beings would be so fond of. Tamp 

the ingredients down well and hold a burning fuse to them – the resulting 

explosion is called Kasperltheater (Punch-and-Judy show).

When //

11 – 21 november 09

concePT / direcTion // 

christoph bochdansky

PerForMing arTisTs // 

neville Tranter, hans Jochen  

Menzel, guyla Molnar, maschek  

and many others

a Linz09 festival

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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The festival will be realized in 

three cycles. The first cycle, which 

is the core element, will consist of 

four commissioned works by very 

special artists, who have given  

a new direction to this age old 

form of theatrical entertainment: 

Neville Tranter, one of the grand 

masters of puppet theatre, has al-

ready been performing in Linz on 

a regular basis. He will present a 

Punch&Judy version in which Mr. 

Punch is a bomb laying terrorist.

Hans Jochen Menzel, head of 

Marionette Art at Hochschule für 

Schauspielkunst „Ernst Busch“ 

Berlin and a renowned puppeteer 

himself, was responsible for the 

puppet Puck in the �00� Salzburg 

Festival production of Midsummer 

Night’s dream. In his forthcoming 

production he will confront the 

question of what would happen if 

there were not just one Kasper but 

a whole lot of them.

Guyla Molnar, a wonderful 

poet of object theatre, spent his 

childhood behind the scenes of 

Budapest’s puppet theatre, where 

he struck up a friendship with 

Henrik Kemény, the master and 

inventor of the Hungarian vitez 

Lazlo play. His piece is a magical 

‘recherche’ of his ‘temps perdu’. 

maschek, Messrs Peter Hörman-

seder, Robert Stachel and ulrich 

Salamun have invented their own 

genre, regularly on view in the 

Tv show ‘dorfers donnerstalk’. 

The way they satirize figures of 

authority comes straight out of the 

tradition of Punch. 

The second cycle consists of 

productions by international 

contemporary puppeteers that de-

monstrate how forceful and witty 

Punch-and-Judy shows can be. 

They are well known troupes from 

all over Europe, who travel the 

festival circuit and have breathed 

new life into the genre. 

The third cycle is a brief homage 

to the old masters of the art and 

demonstrates to audiences what 

Punch-and-Judy used to look like 

in its early days. 

And if the thought of green 

crocodiles weeping huge tears or 

singing melancholy songs should 

now cross your mind then that 

is perfect. And if you should be 

thinking of red hats that rotate  

like propellers that is also perfect.  

And if the idea should now occur 

to you to hit death on the head 

with a gigantic stick so that it 

slinks away howling with pain, 

then this is most perfect of all.

don’t stop fantasizing!

And don’t stop dreaming!

dream of us!

We’ll back in a bit.

How much does the heart  

of a puppet weigh?

The heart of a puppet is light,

for light-heartedly it achieves  

all its feats, even the most  

despicable ones.

Christoph Bochdansky, Artistic  

Director of THAT‘S THE WAY 

To Do IT!, is a puppeteer, prop 

maker and stage director, and has 

been in the business of weighing 

the world in the balance against 

marionette theatre for many years. 

He is a lecturer at the Hochschule 

für Musik und Darstellende Kunst 

Wien and at the Hochschule für 

Schauspielkunst Ernst Busch 

Berlin. He has repeatedly been 

in charge of organizing puppet 

theatre festivals in Austria, such 

as the 1986 Microtheaterfestival 

(Wiener festwochen) and the 1992 

and 1993 Internationales Puppen-

theaterfestival Hohenems.
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Phono-
MANIE 9 
Linz09 will be the stage for the ninth edition of Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg’s 

PHONOMANIE with the musician Paul Lovens at the centre.

Lovens will be able to display the wide range of his musical creativity  

in a number of concerts together with some of the musicians he relates  

to most closely on the basis of continuous cooperation. The concerts  

will span three days and will take place under the programmatic title  

of vermögen (Capacity).

‘Capacity’ means a great deal to Lovens: ‘being strong, being effective, 

being capable of doing something, being given the opportunity to do 

something, feeling under the obligation to do it, being allowed to do it, 

being empowered.‘ He and his musical colleagues have this ‘capacity’, 

which, once it has been acquired, can no longer be taken away again. 

There is a solid base to his and his accomplices’ ‘capacity’, as Lovens  

underlines: ‘Even though in free improvisation, which is the style  

we work in, nothing is for sure and nothing can be taken for granted, 

there is this sense of security that wells up in me everytime I sit down  

at my drum set. It is through this web of relaxed concentration that  

we tie in a spirit of mutual trust that we grasp this fleeting music and 

make it audible.’ 

Paul Lovens is one of the co-inventors and co-founders of that movement 

within European improvised music that has developed since the nineteen 

sixties as a reaction and an answer to American free Jazz. This special 

take on music making has long emancipated itself from its close ties  

to jazz and has found forms that are characterizd by absolute autonomy 

and independence.

When //

4 – 6 december 09 

Where // 

Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

badergasse 2, 4161 Ulrichsberg

www.jazzatelier.at

idea / concePT // 

Paul Lovens

in cooperation with  

Jazzatelier Ulrichsberg

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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rooTs&neW 
dREAMS

When //

25 May 09

Where // 

brucknerhaus

Untere donaulände 7, 4020 Linz

www.brucknerhaus.at

oTher daTes //

26 May 09 / Pilsen „Jazz bez hranic“

27 May 09 / brünn

28 May 09 / Passau / „alles im Fluss“

29 May 09 / diersbach /  

„inntöne Festival“

www.inntoene.com

PerForMing arTisTs // 

doug hammond (composition, band 

leader), Kirk Linghtsey (piano), dwight 

adams (Trumpet)

in cooperation with  

Liva/brucknerhaus and inntöne

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

The Doug Hammond Tentet presents an orchestral piece specially  

composed for Linz09 as a contribution to ‘Jazz ohne Grenzen’ (Jazz 

without frontiers).  

doug Hammond’s dream Band recreates the formation behind  

gil Evans’s tentet jazz recordings. doug Hammond has played a role as 

drummer and composer through several decades in a number of impor-

tant jazz projects, including those of Charles Mingus, Sonny Rollins,  

dave Holland and Steve Coleman. As a musician, performance artist and 

composer he combines tradition with an awareness of what is happening 

in contemporary music. This breadth of vision is of crucial importance, 

as contemporary music is exploring any number of new approaches and 

in the course of this is establishing manifold connections to ancient mu-

sic, to ethno music and to youth cultures. Afro-American music with its 

roots in African and native American traditions has shaped Hammond’s 

life work as a recording artist. Composing ‘new’ music has become  

an important component in his creative output over the last ten years, 

Composition of this kind is crucial if intercultural dialogue is to continue. 

DoUG HAMMonD IS A LEGEnD

Hammond is a percussionist, composer, singer, poet, thinker. As the  

trend-setting drummer of the superlative Charles Mingus, as founder of 

his own trio with Steve Coleman and Muneer Abdul fataah, and above 

all, as composer of large-scale works he has shown great creative and 

constructive power. Born in Tampa, florida, in 1942, Hammond has been 

living in Linz since 1989. A boon for Linz, a boon for 09!
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good nighT 
STuFF
The so-called Nightline – but a Nightline with a vengeance. This is not 

about projecting projects, it’s purely and simply about making music –  

in the best sense of the word.  

gOOd NIgHT STuFF will programme Linz09’s electronic music  

and digital art and proposes to steer a confrontational course: with the 

help of Austrian and international artists, the general public and venues 

that have hitherto not been used, traditional habits of listening and seeing, 

traditional genres and demarcation lines for the media will be called  

into question. Locations that have come to be stereotyped – for instance 

urban ‘non-places’, such as motorway ramps and unused spaces –  

will be transformed and given new definitions. The visitor unexpectedly 

finds himself in a ‘strange’ environment and experiences it with a new 

sense of anticipation.

gOOd NIgHT STuFF will be active on three levels: in cooperations with 

local partners, in the organization of ‘special theme’ evenings and events, 

and in coproductions involving partners of the festival. Special emphasis 

will be laid on local productions in the areas of visualization and  

electronic music. Artists-in-residence programmes and workshops are 

designed to enhance collaboration between local and international artists 

and will guarantee sustainability beyond �009. 

By working closely with such partners as the capitals of culture  

Stavanger (�00�) and Istanbul (�010) gOOd NIgHT STuFF makes pop 

culture contribute to European integration. 

EXPErIMEnTS In THEIr ConTEXT

Linz has always been partial to a bit of experimenting. The city’s  

musical character defies categorization in terms of topical genres. It’s all 

there: from HipHop and Experimental to noise and Pop. In the form of 

cooperations and special formats Linz09’s nightline will acquaint the 

general public with this kind of scene and will place the wide variety of 

local music making in its wider context. GooD nIGHT STUff promises 

a rapturous trip across Linz and Europe.

When //

all year 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/Magnus hofmüller

cUraTors // 

Wolfgang almer, Magnus hofmüller, 

christoph Linder, doris Prlic,  

Martyn reed

in cooperation with KaPU, stadtwerk-

statt, iFeK (grand café zum rothen 

Krebs), nuMusic Festival/norway

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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All year long Linz wants to give a treat to everyone who can make time 
for leisure and the Muses. Now no one will have to wait for red letter 
days on the calendar before they can enjoy the beautiful things in life. 
Every day can become a public holiday, breaking up the dull routine of 
everyday life. Simply because it makes people happy and because Linz 
is the cultural capital of Europe. The bells will not ring any less often 
and the trams will not run any less frequently. Flags will not be needed 
and neither will red carpets. Nonetheless, there will be a few days that 
are more festive than others. Start chanting in choirs if the mood strikes 
you, fall on your knees, hug musicians, kiss the directors, buy an ice 
cream for the museum guard, and give some chestnuts to the woman  
in the cloakroom. Surprise yourself, and us!

Linz
HOLI
DAY
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yes
09 
Soccer teams from past and future capitals of culture meet in Linz  

for the Youth European Soccer Cup 09 – Youth European Soccer,  

or YES for short.

In the year after the European Championships there will at last be  

a major European soccer championship tournament taking place  

in the Linz stadiums: YES09. Championship matches are scheduled to 

coincide with LINZFEST09. YES09 will be the intercultural sporting 

event of that weekend. 

Both projects will include invitations to young people from former and 

future capitals of culture to Linz: in the case of YES09, young footballers; 

in that of LINZFEST09, young artists. More than �00 participants will 

travel to Linz. They will compete for the YES cup, enjoy all kinds  

of cultural programmes and marvel at new things from the riches the 

capitals of culture taking part have in store for them. 

Fans have something to look forward to as well, given the footballing 

skills of youth soccer clubs from places such as Liverpool, Linz, vilnius 

and Istanbul. 

Look: there’s only one possibility: winning, drawing or losing.  

(franz Beckenbauer)

As we are not playing to lose, we will go for victory flat out. 

(rudi völler)

I believe that the no. 1 in the league table can beat the front  

runner any time. (Berti vogts)

once the state of play is 0:2, a 1:1 is no longer on the cards. 

(Alexander ristic)

Soccer is comparable to figure skating in that whoever scores  

the most goals wins. (reiner Calmund)

We’ve got to win, everything else is of primary importance. 

(Hans Krankl)

for me there is only an “either – or”, which means either wholly  

or completely! (Toni Polster)

I’ll venture a prognosis: it could go either way.  

(ron Atkinson)

When //

30 May – 1 June 09

Where // 

Linz stadiums

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

ParTiciPanTs // 

eleven teams from europe’s former 

and future capitals of culture plus  

a team from Linz, girls and boys (15)

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Linz 
FEST09

When //

30 May – 1 June 09

Where // 

donaupark

idea / concePT // 

Linz Kultur, Linz09,  

Wolfgang almer 

PerForMing arTisTs // 

artists from europe’s capitals  

of culture

in cooperation with Linz Kultur
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Radiating outward from the stages a sense of a shared Europe will  

take hold in the city’s streets at the LINZFEST09 and will expand  

beyond the Donaulände to people’s ears, heads, and hearts. This will 

be a Fest that we celebrate together with former and future European 

capitals of culture.  

At LINZFEST09, Linzer artists, architects and cooks will become  

strategic nodes in networks that span the whole of Europe. Together with 

their colleagues from cities such as Istanbul, Sibiu and Stavanger they 

will help to ease Europe into Linz. The city will then quicken to strange 

scents and images, and exotic sounds and beats from all over Europe will 

cast their spell over it and make all the hearts within it race. 

LINZFEST09 wants to mark a caesura in Capital of Culture Year: as  

a gesture at the half-way stage to express its gratitude to Linz09’s many 

visitors and to those who are helping to make it happen. Stories from  

the nearly half-completed life of Capital of Culture Year will be told and 

unusual tours of its various projects, some of them guided, will be on 

offer. To round off its Fest, Linz will invite everyone to a festive brunch  

in the donaupark, which will feature culinary and musical specialities 

from all the previous capitals of culture.

Moreover, LINZFEST09 will cover the European Youth Soccer Champi-

onship (YES09) in its diverse cultural programmes.

WHITSUn IS LInZfEST SEASon

for almost 20 years this three-day event has offered a free-of-charge, 

multifaceted programme of music, literature, cabaret and art. What will 

be unique about this festivity in Capital of Culture Year is the atmosphere 

of its venue, the Donaupark right next to such cultural institutions as the 

Lentos Kunstmuseum and the Brucknerhaus. 
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FrischLUFT- 
KLASSIK
Classical music under the open sky means a feast for everyone.  

It promises the most exquisite musical pleasures. And as a festival  

at the Volksgarten, it’s an event that can be enjoyed on several days. 

This is strictly for lovers of classical music – and for everyone else who 

wants to come on board. Without compromising the highest standards, 

FRISCHLuFTKLASSIK would like to transcend borders, to open up for 

its audience a sensuous access to worlds of fantasy and to win over new 

segments of listeners for the cause of classical music. Innovative lighting, 

atmospheric mise-en-scène and small stages will transform the volks- 

garten into a romantic fairy story world. The Bruckner Orchester Linz 

with its chief conductor, dennis Russell davies, will be heard and seen  

in its most appropriate role as the symphony orchestra of upper Austria. 

One evening each is devoted to heroes and to dance. The heroic  

programme encompasses the Firebird, William Tell and Philip glass’s 

Symphony no. �, ‘Heroes’, the dance sequence includes Leonard 

Bernstein’s Symphonic dances from his musical West-Side Story, 

Frenzel’s Rieder Sinfonie and Kurt Schwertsik’s Amerika.

Are we preaching to the converted? If not, perhaps the musicians of 

Bruckner Orchester Linz will be able to make you see the light about  

classical music in their open-air workshops entitled ‘move.on’.  

This does represent a unique chance to find one’s way into the works 

featured in the concerts, and will be made easier by an unpretentious 

approach enlivened by samples of the music and by background  

information. Youngsters in particular will discover there are new  

ways for them to join in, which include stages where they can present 

their own music. 

A HIGHLIGHT for EvErYonE

The festival venue volksgarten is located in the part of Linz that is  

undergoing the most dynamic development. The central railway station, 

LDZ, Terminal and Energy Tower, the refurbished Arbeiterkammer and 

the new music theatre, which is under construction, are all examples  

of new architecture. The music theatre, the new AK convention centre,  

the Wissensturm and the Phoenix Theater combine to transform this  

area into the new culture and theatre district.

When //

26 – 28 June 09

Where // 

in Linz’s volksgarten between the 

new arbeiterkammer building and the 

building site of the new music theatre

idea / concePT / reaLizaTion // 

bruckner orchester Linz,  

arbeiterkammer oberösterreich, 

Linz09

in cooperation with bruckner 

orchester Linz and arbeiterkammer 

oberösterreich
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brUcKner- 
FEST 09

When //

13 september 09: opening concert 

and classical ‘Klangwolke’

Where // 

brucknerhaus

Untere donaulände 7, 4020 Linz

www.brucknerhaus.at

idea / concePT // 

brucknerhaus Linz

brucknerfest produced  

by brucknerhaus Linz

Klangwolke produced by  

brucknerhaus Linz and orF oö 
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CLASSICS WITH A dIFFERENCE /  
IMAgE ANd MuSIC

In �009 the Brucknerfest will again be ‘classical, but with a difference’. 

With the title ‘Image and Music’ the Festival refers directly to the eternal 

interplay of sound and image which has been so often remarked upon. 

Following the lead of Theodor Adorno, who called the relationship 

between image and music one of mutual causality, the Brucknerhaus 

has always paid special attention to this theme and has provided ample 

opportunity for its visitors to experience it in different settings. The very 

first Linzer Klangwolke (Cloud of Sound Festival) in 19�9 demonstrated  

this close, ‘audio-visual’ partnership in a live performance, and the 

fascination with this theme is as alive today as it was then. Cooperation 

with the Ars Electronica Futurelab has made further progress possible. 

Spectacular performances such as the �d realisation of Richard Wagner’s 

Rheingold and Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps (The Rite of Spring) 

are internationally acclaimed success stories. 

fASCInATIon: InTErnATIonAL

The BrUCKnErfEST 09 will be opened with the Bruckner orchester Linz 

conducted by Dennis russell Davies in a performance of Josef Haydn’s 

‘The Creation’ – an open-air optical-acoustic ‘Cloud of Sound’ providing 

an experience of classical music with a difference. one might think of 

this as a suitable climax but there is a lot more to come: it is the signal for 

the beginning of an ongoing BrUCKnErfEST in the Capital of Culture 

Year, which will yield a positive string of climaxes, and will include such 

opulent feasts as the Budapest Philharmonic orchestra and the Wiener 

Philharmoniker with Zubin Mehta.
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crossing 
eUroPe
FILM  
FESTIvAL
LINZ
Linz’s annual film festival will take its cue in 2009 from the Capital  

of Culture programme and concentrate on the work of young, unconven-

tional auteur filmmakers.  

Over seven days CROSSINg EuROPE will be offering film buffs from 

Linz and elsewhere fare consisting of approximately 1�0 hand-picked 

feature films and documentaries from all over Europe. The two must-see 

events within the Festival are ‘Panorama Europa’, which gives Austrian 

premieres to new films from international festivals, and the competition 

‘European Cinema’ for the RAY audience prize and the Linz09 first prize 

of Euro 10,000. Other highlights of the Festival include works by upper 

Austria’s own film-makers, tributes to great European film directors and 

Specials (films belonging to the Festival’s focus on ‘Worlds of Work’  

and on music and youth culture). In addition to this there will be the 

CROSSINg EuROPE SPECIAL, which was developed jointly with Linz09 

to draw attention to the three EXTRA EuROPA countries: Norway,  

Switzerland and Turkey. As in the main programme, the emphasis here 

will be on a cinema of the young and unconventional: recently made 

short films, long films, features and documentaries will showcase these 

countries and some of their characteristics. 

The CroSSInG EUroPE fILM fESTIvAL LInZ was founded in 2004  

and has always been directed by Christine Dollhofer (director of filmca-

sino, vienna, 1992–1996; artistic director of Diagonale, Graz, 1997–2003). 

The festival specializes in unconventional auteur cinema, which takes 

positions that enrich Europe’s cineastic map. Having gained broad local 

acceptance, CroSSInG EUroPE is now aiming to strengthen its position 

in the world of European film and film festivals and to remain both an 

indispensable port of call for Europe’s film makers and an unmissable 

event of contemporary art through 2009 and beyond. 

When //

20 – 26 april 09

10 am – 12 pm, 7 days a week

Where // 

Festival cinemas / 

Moviemento

dametzstraße 30, 4020 Linz

www.moviemento.at

city Kino

graben 30, 4020 Linz

www.moviemento.at

Kapu

Kapuzinerstraße 36, 4020 Linz

www.kapu.or.at

Festival centre /

oK offenes Kulturhaus oö

oK Platz 1, 4020 Linz

www.ok-centrum.at

idea / concePT // 

crossing europe Filmfestival Linz, 

Linz09

www.crossingeurope.at

in cooperation with crossing europe 

Filmfestival Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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ars 
ELECTRO-
NICA

When //

3 – 8 september 09

idea / concePT // 

ars electronica

www.aec.at

in cooperation with ars electronica

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

In 2009 the ARS ELECTRONICA Festival will remain true to itself –  

adding only one little twist: the theme will be the future – the future of 

the world and, embedded in the large picture, the future of Linz.

�009 will be wholly dominated for Ars Electronica by the newly built 

and massively enlarged ‘Museum of the Future’ – a venue for exhibitions, 

events, networking and educational activities as much as for research 

and development. The new building enables us to address a swathe of 

new topics and content and to offer a tight schedule of interdisciplinary 

conferences, exhibitions and workshops. 

Finally, in �009, Ars Electronica will also be celebrating the �0th  

anniversary of its creation. Whilst our history is honoured with a great 

new digital archive, we will be giving over the Festival for Art, Techno-

logy and Society itself entirely to ‘Zukunft/Future’, which will not only 

grapple with the great allure of daring extrapolations of the future but  

also with the concept of the future as such – the way we deal with it  

and the strongly divergent future perspectives that have their origins in 

the global civilizations and societies of the �1st century and that, in their 

turn, reflect back on us. 

THE ArS ELECTronICA fESTIvAL

Artists, network nomads, theorists, technologists, legal experts –  

interdisciplinarity and open-minded encounters between international 

experts and the general public have always been typical characteristics  

of the Ars Electronica festival. Since 1979 this annual event of world-

wide renown has been a platform for an artistic and scientific debate  

of those phenomena in society and technology that bear the imprint  

of technological change. Symposia, exhibitions, performances and  

interventions enable this research project to transcend the traditional 

arena of conferences and cultural events and to partner with the city  

and its entire public space. 
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PFLasTer- 
SPEKTAKEL
An inexpressible air of panache 

will sweep the city when Linz 

hosts around 130 groups and  

soloists from around the world 

and lets its streets become the 

stage for a delightful display of 

international street art. 

The Pflasterspektakel is a festival 

associated above all with unique-

ness and expressivity, spontaneity 

and creativity, sociability and 

friendship. First created more 

than twenty years ago as a meeting 

place for street artists, the Pflaster-

spektakel has developed into one 

of Europe’s most remarkable and 

most original street art festivals. 

The stage is the inner city of Linz, 

and performances include all 

forms of street art, such as juggling, 

clowning, acrobatics, pantomime, 

fire eating, magic, music, street 

painting, walk-acts and drama.  

Selected inner courtyards will be 

the scenes of enchanting perfor-

mances by international street 

theatre companies. And the walk-

abouts by the samba groups are  

a special treat to look forward to. 

An EXCITInG GrAnT 
for YET MorE EnJoY-
ABLE ProDUCTIonS  

With support from Linz09, the 

festival will mark 2009 by subsi-

dizing productions with a kind of 

grant for the first time. This will 

mean that some of the groups who 

have been developing their ideas 

in conditions that were anything 

but professional will be given 

better production possibilities. The 

results will be premiered at the 

PfLASTErSPEKTAKEL. The grant 

will remain on offer after Capital 

of Culture Year has finished. 

coMPagnie  
LUc aMoros: 
THE BLANK PAgE

Pflasterspektakel will kick off 

with the Compagnie Luc Amoros 

giving a demonstration of their 

novel, highly suggestive and kalei-

doscopic technique, which really 

amounts to a theatre of illusion 

based on a mixture of skilled 

craftsmanship and technology.

This international troupe,  

founded and led by Frenchman 

Luc Amoros, took shadow theatre 

as their point of departure and 

turned it into a new kind of game 

with pictures: spectacular pictures, 

quiet scenes, impressions from 

the other side of the world and 

from just around the corner, the 

dreamland of the aborigines and 

dreams from childhood, always 

with a story to tell about meetings 

between different civilizations. 

‘The city only exists when its  

walls sing and tell its story, our 

story.’ Stretched canvasses,  

leaning against a house front like 

a huge piece of scaffolding serve 

as screens for painted or engraved 

pictures or pictures filmed live. 

Stories, say, about the Celts having 

invented cinema or the Song of 

the Nibelungs told from the losers’ 

perspective. Or about an appari-

tion of the virgin Mary that no one 

believed in – these are just exam-

ples, there are many others –  

together with a proposal that a 

sympathetic audience might spin 

these stories further, as far as the 

horizon and still further. 

When / Where //

23 – 25 July 09 / inner city

coMPagnie  
LUc aMoros:  
The bLanK Page

PreMiere // 

18 July 09

idea / concePT // 

Luc amoros

in cooperation with Linz Kultur

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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PUriMsPiL 
PreMiere //

11 March 09

Where // 

cembran Keller

Kellergasse 6, 4020 Linz

concePT / direcTion // 

david Maayan

conTribUTors // 

Joshua sobol (Text),  

ida Kelarova / desiderius dužda / 

Tomas Kaco (Music)

in cooperation with  

anton bruckner Privatuniversität

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

A SuRvIvAL gAME

The Jewish holiday of Purim, put on to the stage by David Maayan, 

cooks up a dish of boisterous high spirits, rebelliousness and something 

in the nature of a short history lesson in Linz’s netherworld.

Merrymaking and rebellion, swearing and feasting, celebrating and  

letting off steam: all this is in evidence when the Jewish holiday of Purim, 

which in many ways resembles Carnival in Christian lands, takes place 

in Linz. The holiday is celebrated with masks and fancy dress and nearly 

everything is allowed – the borderlines separating good and evil, day and 

night, theatre and reality become fluid, anarchism and rebellion against 

authority figures are the order of the day; they are the forces at the bottom 

of this tradition. Its origins, which lie in the deliverance of the Persian 

Jews from a plot to annihilate them, are in seedy suburbs and villages, 

grimy doss houses and derelict inns. Only gradually were the radically 

subversive pranks absorbed into mainstream cultural tradition. If  

PuRIMSPIL now invites audiences into the tunnel system of Linz’s 

Cembran Keller, the choice of this bleak place with its grim historical  

associations underlines even more the fact that the play is set in a 

halfworld of very doubtful status. The characters know how to celebrate 

Purim in style among the huge wine vats and will sweep their audience 

with them in their ecstatic dance. 

David Maayan, actor and director, was made famous in Israel and beyond 

by his acclaimed five-hour theatre project ‘Work Sets Us free’. In Austria 

memories are still fresh of his Schauspielhaus production of ‘familien-

tisch’ (‘family table’), which was first shown as a coproduction with  

Wiener festwochen in 2005 and was so successful that it was staged again 

in subsequent years. The text of the play has been entrusted by David  

Maayan to the Israeli writer Joshua Sobol, who caused a worldwide stir 

with his 1984 play ‘Ghetto’. Sobol will work on the text together with the 

actors. Musical support will come from Ida Kelarova, a roma singer, whose 

gripping songs left such an impression on audiences of the ‘family Table’. 
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schäxPir 
On the stage: innovative concepts, artistic spontaneity, novel interpre-

tations. The curtain rises on an exciting production whose pulse rate 

keeps pace with contemporary living.

SCHäXPIR is alive and well. The international theatre festival for young 

audiences uses co-productions from all over Europe to cast a detached 

look at Linz from outside. Well known theatre companies take the city 

and its youth seriously by creatively focusing on red hot political and so-

cial topics. Young people have a lot of stories to tell: this is the considered 

opinion of the Swiss troupe Theater Sgaramusch and the multinational 

group NIE, and they form a play from the wishes and dreams of the boys 

and girls of Linz. The dutch Het Lab often focus on racism and xeno- 

phobia, the Belgian troupe on the generation gap. In cooperation with the 

dutch MuZ Theater and other partners a theatrical production is taking 

shape with the theme Children’s Crusades. 

SCHäXPIR is an appetizer. It creates a hunger for young, creative theatre, 

for exciting encounters and daydreams. It amazes with its unconventional 

concepts and its taboo-free topicality. It takes young people seriously  

as partners and does not dismiss them as mere entertainment junkies.  

It is a node in a network of partners who represent European theatre  

at its best. It is causing ripples that will be felt a long way beyond the 

borders of Austria.

MorE THAn DrAMA

In its fifth edition SCHÄXPIr proves once more that it has its place 

among Austria’s cultural highlights. In approximately 170 performances 

in 16 venues in Linz, Steyr, Wels and Gmunden it features 50 interna-

tional and local productions – exciting, funny and educational pieces 

from all areas of the performing arts. The meetings it facilitates between 

internationally recognized companies from countries such as Belgium, 

Germany, Italy, the netherlands and Switzerland and recognized local 

troupes enliven Upper Austria’s theatrical landscape. 

When //

25 June – 5 July 09

Where // 

Linz, Wels, steyr, gmunden, at 

Landestheater Linz, Theater Phoenix, 

Theater des Kindes, Posthof Linz,  

ccL – choreografic centre linz,  

oK offenes Kulturhaus, stadttheater 

Wels, altes Theater steyr, stadttheater 

gmunden, etc. 

idea / concePT // 

stephan rabl, Julius stieber

a coproduction in cooperation with 

schäxpir and direktion Kultur des 

amtes der oö Landesregierung

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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WIR SINd LINZ / LINZ IS uS

For the fifth SCHäXPIR Festival in Capital of Culture Year u\hof: is  

planning an unconventional revue. We want to engage in a personal 

conversation with youngsters between twelve and eighteen, from all parts 

of the city, from all social classes and from all civilizations. What is Linz 

to you? Is it where you feel at home? do you feel you belong here? do you 

want to up and leave? does Linz make you happy? On the basis of the 

answers to such questions author and director Henry Mason will write 

scenes and song lyrics which will be set to music on a one each basis by 

the many composers who have been active for u\hof: over the years.

This will, it is hoped, result in an authentic Linz revue. It will, of course, 

be redolent with wit and panache, but it will also provoke with its edges 

and its sharp corners. It will be performed by the u\hof: ensemble,  

supported on this occasion by the Candide rockband. In music and in 

words LInZ IS US will have stories to tell about the most divergent life 

plans, about longings, aggro and – who knows? – perhaps even about 

feeling at home. 

PreMiere //

25 June 09

Where // 

Landestheater Linz, Kammerspiele

Promenade 39, 4020 Linz

www.landestheater-linz.at  

www.uhof.at 

concePT / direcTion // 

henry Mason

condUcTor // 

david Wagner

casT // 

nora dirisamer, Tobias graupner, 

Matthias hacker, christiane schulz, 

and others 

in cooperation with  

Landestheater Linz and schäxpir

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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zündsToFF
09 
Theatre inflames, provokes, causes excitement. The spark leaps  

across, schools in the region and international youth groups catch  

it on the wind and kindle it. Together they make sure the programme 

stays red hot.

If a school allows drama to take the place of chalk and talk, the  

‘theatre’ will certainly return the favour. Pupils confront their audiences 

with today’s most relevant topics and take their own situation as a model 

for drama. A truly explosive engagement: Of all school projects, drama 

mobilizes the most commitment and creates the greatest enthusiasm. 

The project, which has hitherto been exclusively confined to upper  

Austrian school and youth drama groups, will look beyond our borders  

in Capital of Culture Year. As a City of Peace, the Capital of Culture will 

invite drama groups from regions that are marked by the harshness of 

their political, social or societal climate. These kids and teens will spend 

four eventful and exciting days with local pupils and forge elements  

of their different origins, culture and history into new experiences. This 

meeting will open up new horizons not only for Austrian and foreign 

youngsters but also for adults with an interest in culture. 

vISITorS froM oTHEr WorLDS

The Hobart Shakespeareans are active at a state school in Los Angeles 

and were founded to improve the situation of economically and socially 

disadvantaged children. The close collaboration of teaching staff with 

parents and the municipal administration goes some way to reducing  

the gap between these kids and the ‘American dream’. 

South Africa will also send a group to enrich our project. It consists  

of pupils from the township Alexandria near Johannesburg. Eight girls 

between 14 and 18 and their director, whose focus is on social work,  

are working on a play whose issues include rape, abuse, pregnancy and 

prostitution, which, ugly though they may be, nevertheless only mirror  

the social reality these young women are confronted with. 

When //

15 – 18 april 09

Where // 

Landestheater Linz

Promenade 39, 4020 Linz

www.landestheater-linz.at

Theater Phönix

Wiener straße 25, 4020 Linz

www.theater-phoenix.at

Theater des Kindes im Kuddelmuddel

Langgasse 13, 4020 Linz

www.theater-des-kindes.at

idea / concePT // 

zündstoff, Linz09

www.zuendstoff.at

in cooperation with verein zündstoff

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Wiener 
gESCHENK
a viennese PresenT

When //

26 october 09

Where // 

brucknerhaus, großer saal

Untere donaulände 7, 4020 Linz

www.brucknerhaus.at

by invitation only

PerForMing arTisTs // 

vienna Philharmonic conducted  

by georges Prêtre

in cooperation with brucknerhaus 

and the vienna Philharmonic

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

What does the great federal capital do when all of a sudden her  

little sister starts hogging all the limelight? She makes Linz a present:  

a concert for Austria.

vienna’s view on the provinces will focus on Linz in �009. In such  

a situation, some might decide to keep a low profile. Others show true 

greatness, are delighted and offer congratulations. With a present for the 

Capital of Culture and its guests. On National day, when else. And with 

a grand gesture, one worthy of a Capital of Culture. At the Brucknerhaus, 

one of the world’s best orchestras, Austria’s pièce de resistance, the 

vienna Philharmonic with its conductor georges Prêtre, will perform 

Ludwig van Beethoven’s Symphony No. � in E flat major, op. ��, Eroica. 

This is the musical highlight with which vienna will pay homage to  

a memorable year and with which it plans to crown Linz. Linz09 says, 

Thank you very much. 

froM THE HEArT –  
MAY IT Go To THE HEArT

now especially, when there is worldwide transmission of their annual 

new Year’s Concert, they are recognised by nearly everyone, even 

children. Even the great and the good have been impressed: richard  

Wagner described the orchestra as one of the best of the world, Anton 

Bruckner called it the very apex of musical society, Johannes Brahms 

professed he was their ‘friend and admirer’, Gustav Mahler saw himself 

united with them ‘by the ties of art’, and richard Strauss summed it  

all up: ‘To praise the Philharmonic is to carry violins to vienna.’ 

The vienna Philharmonic has taken on the task of transporting the  

message of music into everyday life and into people’s consciousness.  

In 2005 they were nominated Goodwill Messengers of the World Health 

organisation, since 2006 they have also been messengers of Hear the 

World. The orchestra, owing its foundation to the symphonic music of 

Ludwig van Beethoven, seeks to embody in its work the motto with which 

the composer prefaced his Missa solemnis: ‘von Herzen – möge es wieder 

zu Herzen gehen.’ (from the heart – may it go to the heart)
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Mega- 
HERTZ
10th EuROPEAN YOuTH MuSIC FESTIvAL �009

The frequency of their concerts and their waves of visitors are turning 

Linz and the whole region of Upper Austria into a Mecca of music that 

rings in the hearts of the youth of Europe.

At the 10th European Youth Music Festival more than �,000 participants 

from all over Europe will present a programme in Linz that is designed 

for more than just adolescent tastes. Austria, having a ‘mega heart for 

music’, is at the same time a country with a reputation for hospitality.  

An important part of the festival will be the general Assembly of the  

European Music School union (EMu) in gmunden. delegates from all  

�� member countries will form a high-power international music forum 

for a discussion of cross-border developments, tendencies and trends  

in Europe in terms of musical training. A key theme in addition to the im-

portant role played by music schools in the tradition of culture will be the 

sensitization of hearing as a counterweight to our ‘high volume’ society.

MUSIC AnD MorE In THE AIr 

23rd May 2009 will be placed under the motto ‘Europe moves together’. 

on that day all the European Union of Music Schools musicians will 

converge on Linz to make music together. Publicly, for audiences gathered 

in the capital. The visitors will be taken care of by the music teachers and 

pupils of oberösterreichische Landesmusikschulen and the Linz Music 

School. It will be a festive occasion for music, for Europe, and for the city – 

 music everywhere, and movement, and hopes for the future!

When / Where //

19 – 24 May 09

oPening

When / Where //

21 May 09, 8 pm,  

Linzer hauptplatz

eUroPe Moves TogeTher

When / Where //

23 May 09, 10 am – 4 pm /  

approx. 30 different locations in Linz 

between Pöstlingberg and solar city

7 pm: closing ceremony in the Linz 

intersportarena

idea / concePT // 

Wolfgang reifeneder

in cooperation with oberösterrei-

chische Landesmusikdirektion and 

the umbrella organisation eMU  

(european Music school Union) 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Für die  
BEWEg-
LICHKEIT
For The saKe  
oF MobiLiTy

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

POETRY dAYS

A festival whose remit includes concerts of New Music, lectures and an 

exhibition on ‘Poesie’ (Poetry).

The festival, which will take place in �009 under the motto ‘Notizen,  

Ränder, Nomaden’ (Jottings, Borders, Nomads), will not only include  

several different areas of art but also several venues: the artists’  

association MAERZ, the StifterHaus, the company headquarters of  

HMH gmbH in the Südpark and the Botanical gardens. Mobility will  

be in evidence not only in individual contributions but also in the three  

countries that will be specially featured: Switzerland, Hungary and 

France. Michèle Métail and Louis Roquin from Lasalle, Péter Esterházy 

from Budapest and Jürg Laederach from Basel, to name just a few, will  

see to that. And so will artists from other countries, such as the Japanese-

german author Yoko Tawada or the upper Austrian composer Peter 

Ablinger. A retrospective of the versatile ‘poet’ georg Jappe will form  

a kind of frame to hold the festival together.

The public is invited to accept the challenge inherent in ‘poetry’ in  

a wider sense of the word and to devote some thoughts to the business  

of sending poetic signals from Linz. 

 

PoETICAL ProCESSES

In 2009 the biennial poetry festival for THE SAKE of MoBILITY  

will take place for the third time. It takes as its basis a very generous 

definition of poetry in the sense of the original ‘poiesis’, a creative process 

of making, producing, and getting others to see the point of the finished 

product. Great store will be set not only by individual performances,  

but also by meetings and dialogue. 
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When //
15 – 18 april 09

exhibition georg Jappe:

1 – 19 april 09

(opening: 31 March 09)

Where // 
Künstlervereinigung Maerz

eisenbahngasse 20, 4020 Linz

www.maerz.at

stifterhaus

adalbert-stifter-Platz 1, 4020 Linz

www.stifter-haus.at

hMh-engineering-consulting- 

Trading gmbh

im südpark 196, 4030 Linz-Pichling

www.rubblemaster.com

botanischer garten

roseggerstraße 20 – 22, 4020 Linz

www.linz.at/umwelt

oPening hoUrs // 
exhibition georg Jappe 

1 – 19 april 09, Tue – sun, stifterhaus: 

10 am – 3 pm and during events

idea / concePT // 
christian steinbacher

in cooperation with Künstlervereini-

gung Maerz and stifterhaus (oö 

Kultur), supported by Pro helvetia and 

collegium hungaricum
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dreams float above the city, dreams of happiness. The only cities worth 
living in are those that encourage dreams and hold out a chance for their 
fulfilment. The head stuck in the clouds looking for what has not yet 
been achieved; the feet firmly on the ground, in touch with reality: this 
may be a difficult feat to perform for any single individual. A cultural 
capital on the other hand needs to be able to lead this kind of double life, 
day and night. In �009 Linz will dream a hole in the sky.
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52 Ways 
TO SAvE 
THE WORLd
One good deed a day and all will be well? Linz09 will try for one a week. 

Our aim? To wake up the best in all of us and stir up a mood of protest 

against abuses. 

‘And even if I knew the world was going to break into a thousand pieces 

tomorrow, I would still plant a tree today.’ This sentiment of Martin 

Luther’s is one that Linz wants to take on board. Every week activities 

that take place in public will challenge us ‘to save the world.’ An ambiti-

ous goal, to be sure. Yet what would life be without visions? 

Enlightening, ironical, actionist, these are some of the properties we will 

be looking for. Linz09 will present both its own and some more generally 

held theories for saving the world. Small but well targeted interventions 

will demand attention, articulate pleas, and startle people into thought or 

even action. Such interventions can serve as simple vehicles for protest; 

can dispel our habitual apathy; can encourage us to make a change for the 

better. All that is needed from us is a spark of hope and openness to being 

encouraged to make a contribution. 

A central home base will keep Linzers informed about projects that have 

already run their course and about the topical project of the week. At the 

end of the Cultural Capital of Europe year we will be left with �� possibi-

lities; �� different approaches for the problems brought about by human 

failings and the breakdown of civilised living.

(f)ACTS To EffECT CHAnGE 

Associations, organisations, artists, activists, individuals and groups  

active in whatever field are invited to save the world – or at least a tiny 

part of it – with their contribution. Adaptation – Anarchy – Atonement –  

Back to nature – Beelzebub – Democracy – Departure – Design – Educa-

tion – Energy – Enlightenment – Extinction – flexibility – Joie de vivre –  

Modesty – nobility – respect: these are just a few headings that may  

serve as guidelines for 52 WAYS To SAvE THE WorLD. With which 

results possibly depends on you!  

When //

all year 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/christine Weisser, based on 

ideas by Karl stocker, alexander 

Kada, Josef (seppo) gründler,  

anke strittmatter, gerhard e. Kuebel

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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KLang- 
WOLKE

When //

5 september 09

Where // 

everywhere in Linz, donaupark

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

in cooperation with the organizers 

Liva/brucknerhaus Linz and orF oö 

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Fabulous creatures bring a flood to the city and transform it into  

a miraculous biotope.

Linz is flooded – the KLANgWOLKE �009 is putting it into the fabric  

of one of humanity’s oldest narratives. Floods of water, floods of infor- 

mation, human floods: different motifs stake out a very large area.  

For quite some time it has now been impossible to overlook or to ignore 

the warnings. does Linz, the city on the danube, have to cleanse and 

purge itself? Prophecies are doing the rounds; some had better be taken 

seriously, others are patently absurd. during the day streams of wondrous 

figures pass through the city. In the shape of animals and creatures of 

fable they mix with the city’s inhabitants. And in the evening, in front  

of the Brucknerhaus, Armaggedon is played out, a dramatic confrontation 

between catastrophe and salvation. Then come the same questions that 

attend every great flood: who survives and at what price? One thing  

is certain: special effects will not be in short supply nor music nor  

the magic of light; this is what people have come to expect of a self- 

respecting Cloud of Sound – and Linz can stay Linz for a long time to 

come, unharmed and open for the future.

Since the first visual Cloud of Sound was created in 1979, the event  

has been tremendously popular. As many as 100,000 spectators gather 

every year in the Donaupark, settle down to a picnic and enjoy the  

nocturnal spectacle. In 1979, it is true, things looked rather different: 

Linzers were encouraged to put their radio sets into the windows so that 

coverage of the event could be listened to everywhere in town. In 2009  

the city will again become one giant playground, and the inhabitants  

are encouraged to take an active part.
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circUs 
CIRCUS has no arena – it is itself an arena! It’s all there for everyone  

to see, it’s all transparent. In more than one hundred performances  

CIRCUS becomes a magical venue with magic as its programme. Step 

inside! Take part!

Stuff to listen to, to make you laugh and marvel – CIRCuS will  

acquaint its audiences with the most gorgeous music. In the intimate  

setting of a ‘tent’ made of wood and in close contact with great musicians 

and artistes. CIRCuS will have much of its music specially composed  

or and/or arranged by such composers as Katharina Klement, Judith 

unterpertinger, Johanna doderer, Bernd Preinfalk, Renald deppe, Rudolf 

Jungwirth. It will be music that enchants young and old alike. Most  

productions will be in the hands of the newly founded ENSEMBLE09.

CIRCuS will be headed by such unusual people as directors as  

Isabel Ettenauer, didi Bruckmayr, Renald deppe, Martin grubinger, 

Martin Ptak, Rudy Pfann, gunar Letzbor, Michi gaigg, Michael Oman, 

Wolfgang dorninger, Balduin Sulzer, Thomas Kerbl. 

With Jeunesse Musicale as a competent partner the very little ones  

will not be neglected either; on the contrary, they will be receiving their 

dues in an especially big way. Schools from all over upper Austria will 

present their very own productions to the general public. 

WELCoME InSIDE THE CIrCUS rInG

And welcome to an acoustic space! CIrCUS is closely linked to  

HÖrSTADT, a project that addresses the acoustic aspects of our environ- 

ment and how these become concrete in a great number of pervasive, 

immediate and inevitable ways. Tv and radio will also be on board: The 

European Broadcasting Union transmits live from the CIrCUS between 

12 and 16 May 2009. Its programmes can be received in 56 countries  

in Europe, north Africa and the Middle East and will be aired by more 

than 75 radio stations.  

When //

May – september 09

Where // 

Linz and Upper austria  

idea // 

Linz09/Peter androsch

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Magic

EAST OF THE SuN & WEST OF THE MOON

A charming circus music juggling small and big differences. A magical 
discourse on what is familiar and on what is strange, on closeness and 
distance in the cultural self-interpretation of two continents. 

A dozen sound interventions by the vienna and Linz based  
composer Renald deppe combine exemplary excerpts from contemporary  
works into a magical cosmos of sound. Subtle lighting accompanies the 
exciting dialogue of the cultures. What makes it possible to feel at home 
even though one is surrounded by strangers on all sides is a tiny hut, 
which provides all the space you are going to need to store the entire East, 
the entire West.

concePT // renald deppe

PerForMers // 

ensemble09, renald deppe,  

Martin Ptak, „brpobr“

revUe

Circus ‘Hieronymus’ will present its racy revue ‘Denn die Sehnsucht 
kommt aus dem Chaos!’ (For longing is the fruit of chaos).

Highly strung women, confused men, opera singers of both sexes in 
places they should never have gone to in the first place, and professional 
rabble rousers meet lapsed preachers, canned music entertainers, particle 
accelerators or weird animals: musicians and dancers balancing on tiptoe 
at the brink of unreason. They cobble together power electronics, release 
Breakcore from hell, celebrate glitch and Schlager! Also featuring repeat 
offenders who have been known to cause havoc before. 

cLoWnerie

‘Everything that’s different is circus.’ Johann Le Guillerm’s words are the 
motto for CLOWNERIE, a programme to be experienced at close quarters.

In the circus ring the Circus Ensemble09 meets the protagonists  
Isabel Ettenauer, the toy piano soloist, and Jérôme Thomas, a circus  
artiste and director. There will also be a part played by a circus boy.  
ENSEMBLE09 intones music by Max Nagl. As the spectators enter the 
Circus tent, györgy Ligeti’s Poème Symphonique for 100 metronomes  
is to be heard, until one metronome after another falls silent. The toy 
piano imitates a number of different instruments and their sounds and 
presents a multifacetted repertoire. 

concePT // didi bruckmayr

PerForMers // 

hecate, sir alice, andrea von bolzn, 

silk, reverend beatman, Jonglissimo, 

cherry sunkist, christiane zollhauser, 

Washer, horace, Fuckhead, Frank 

Wörner, vacunt, gigi gratt, Mussurunga 

and many more

concePT // isabel ettenauer

PerForMers // 

isabel ettenauer, Jérôme Thomas, 

ensemble09 
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MaJa, niLs and Pinocchio
Maya the Bee, Wickie and the Strong Men, Pinocchio, Nils Holgersson,  
Tao Tao! Any child could add more titles to the list of Karel Svoboda’s 
world famous film scores. In his home country Czechia alone more than 
ten million recordings of Svoboda’s music have been sold. using an idea 
by Albert Hosp, Martin Ptak will make arrangements for ENSEMBLE09 and 
will steer them through Svoboda’s world of perennial children’s favourites.

idea // albert hosp 

concePT // Martin Ptak

PerForMers // 

Martin Ptak, ensemble09

chaos and iTs eLeMenTs
The L‘Orfeo Baroque Orchestra will play the first free orchestral move-
ment, Le Chaos, from Les Éléments by Jean-Féry Rebel, an orchestral suite 
by Jean-Philippe Rameau, and Sinfonie by the Linz organist, cembalist and 
composer Rudolf Jungwirth. This is designed to initiate a musical dialogue 
between French late baroque music and upper Austria’s Here and Now.

idea / concePT / PerForMers // 

L‘orfeo barockorchester

exiT baroqUe
The renowned Austrian ancient-music ensemble Oman Consort trans-
ports its audiences into the sensual world of the baroque, into Antonio 
vivaldi’s pleasure garden and to places that thrill to the exotic rhythms of 
dance music by gaspar Sanz and Santiago de Murcia. In the mood of the 
Carnevale di venezia and Ibero American ‘joie de vivre’ they are doing 
the splits between the old world and the new – absolutely breathtaking.

concePT // Michel oman

PerForMers // oman consort

shaMbaLa
Shambala, projections of utopia is a hybrid product combining sound 
with old and new visualization techniques. Phonographic recordings 
from Tibet and chants and music from the region of Zhang Zhung lead 
into a computer controlled real-time utopian soundscape. Projections of 
utopia is Part � of a trilogy by Wolfgang dorninger, whose first parts are 
entitled verschwinden (disappearance) and Perspektive (Perspective).

idea / concePT // 

Wolfgang dorninger

JeUnesse
Concerts for Children

With more than ��0 concerts of classical music, jazz and world music 
Jeunesse Musicale is Austria’s biggest concert promoter. An area of special 
interest for Jeunesse is music mediation for children and teenagers. Linz09 
will offer children aged 9 and above unusual musical experiences. Interac-
tion and closeness to the performing artists will make music accessible on 
an individual level. 
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The MUsic oF The FUTUre

They have mastered their trade perfectly and they show profile:  
Katharina Klement as ‘composer performer’ of notated and improvized 
instrumental and electronic music. Bernd Preinfalk as bass player and 
composer. Johanna doderer as a composer above all of operas. Judith 
unterpertinger as an extremely versatile composer. They have a  
common cause – the music of the future with ENSEMBLE09.   

PerForMers // 

ensemble09, alexander drcar  

(conductor) and the composers 

Katharina Klement, bernd  

Preinfalk, Johanna doderer,  

and Judith Unterpertinger

La coMÉdie en MUsiqUe

A Circus Symphony for Chamber Ensemble by Balduin Sulzer

By means of discreet interpolations and elisions, unconventional colour 
shadings and quirky choreographies LA COMÉdIE EN MuSIquE bids 
time hallowed harmonic principles of classical music adieu. It takes up 
its position that is not in itself lacking in respect even if it does involve 
the occasional moustache being applied to dignified faces. All this is 
done on an acoustic basis with the help of a string sextet and a handful  
of highly skilled percussionists.

idea / concePT // balduin sulzer

PerForMers // ensemble09

roManUs WeichLein – an UnKnoWn geniUs

After a period of more than �00 years Linz rediscovers highly  
expressive music composed by a master. The works of the Linzer  
composer and exorcist Romanus Weichlein convey superlative vitality 
and an undaunted will for innovation. After the horrors of the Thirty 
Year’s War he found in music an ideal way to cope with life’s challenges. 
Performed by Ars Antiqua Austria.

idea / concePT // gunar Letzbor

PerForMers // ars antiqua austria

bacKFLash in oFF- and bacKbeaT

The circus ring is filled by analog, electroacoustic sounds and  
its handlers! Pure nostalgia with Rudy Pfann (Austria Knochenschau,  
urfahraner Aufgeiger, Los Torpedos, The Big Easy, Apollo�) and  
friends in memoriam Hubert Bognermayr (19��-1999) and Hubert  
grillberger (19��-�00�). Pfann’s advice: exchange digitale portable  
keyboards against Hammond organs weighing �00lb plus  
rotation loudspeakers.

idea / concePT // rudy Pfann
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sichT:
WECHSEL
For Linz09 and the festival SICHT:WECHSEL it is a foregone conclusion 

that art created by handicapped people will be given its proper place in 

the cultural programme. 

In Capital of Culture Year integrative theatre and dance ensembles and 

artists with handicaps will be invited from all over Europe to Linz to  

present their innovative work methods. At the same time this will have  

a stimulating effect on the local artistic scene. Events centred on the 

performances given by touring companies will be organized by SICHT:

WECHSEL and will enlist the cooperation of local artists; cooperative 

ventures and/or training and further training will encourage the develop-

ment of dialogue between artists. 

The Australian theatre company Back to Back Theatre and the  

British dance group CandoCo will be paying Linz a visit to take part  

in THEATERLuST 1.  

The summer festival THEATERLuST � puts together a cooperative  

project involving Back to Back Theatre and Linzer artists and features  

a premiere by the viennese artist Cornelia Scheuer with the upper  

Austrian wheelchair rugby team. A parallel development will result in  

an artists’ symposium spanning several days, which will be organized  

in association with Oö Landesgalerie and Caritas Oö/St. Pius Steegen.

In 2007 the international integrative culture festival sicht:wechsel  

became the first group to present art and aesthetics by handicapped  

people in Upper Austria. It scored a great hit with a wide public.  

Appearances by internationally renowned integrative theatre groups  

and ensembles with SICHT:WECHSEL offer fresh perspectives of what is 

possible for artistic expression and provide an important impetus  

for local work in the field of culture.

When //

January, May and august 09 

idea / concePT // 

sicht:wechsel/ elisabeth braun,  

alfred rauch, Linz09/airan berg

in cooperation with verein integrative 

Kulturarbeit/Festival sicht:wechsel

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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doPPeL- 
gäNgER

When //

october 09

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 festival

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

A festival spirits its audiences away into the realm of the imagination  

by including a vast range of theatrical forms – from puppets to robots, 

from shadow theatre to modern animation technology. 

The dOPPELgäNgER Festival will assemble leading contemporary  

masters of fleeting shadows, talking heads and floating puppets and  

add to that illustrious company scores of performing robots and digital 

animations. What will be presented in Linz is no less than a selection  

of historical pieces and the most exciting contemporary productions. 

Curiosity about primal theatrical forms will be satisfied as will the desire 

to trace the development of traditional forms into the cutting-edge reali-

zations we encounter in our daily lives as well as in art. Linz of all places 

is notorious for its high density of machines and electronic appliances 

that take the hard out of hard work. Industrial research programmes 

contribute substantially to this tendency towards a hi-tech city, and Ars 

Electronica will add the artistic component.

This festival is an invitation to let fantasy rule, to allow oneself to  

be transported into mythical spheres, to immerse oneself in dreamlike  

in-between worlds that are real and virtual at one and the same time:  

the theatre of the imagination.

The mere name DoPPELGÄnGEr has connotations that invite dreams.  

In the arts, the Doppelganger theme is a recurring motif, particularly  

in the literature of the romantic era and in the cinema, where the doppel-

ganger is either a homunculus or a denizen of the cyber world. fantasy 

has all the space at its disposal that it needs to unfold and is literally 

boundless. objects are infused with life; dead matter comes alive and 

exerts an irresistible fascination. Even intelligent software which gets  

to know its users and makes probability-based predictions of their 

choices comes under the name of doppelganger. It will enable everyone  

to immerse themselves over breakfast in a tailor-made newspaper or  

to open their fridge and find it stuffed with all their favourite food.
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OPERA IN ONE ACT

The Greek Cypriot composer Constantinos Stylianou (*1972) has  

grown up with a conflict-torn environment as a fact of life. He used the 

anti-war drama Picnic on the Battlefield by Spanish author Fernando 

Arrabal from 1959 as his basis.   

Stylianou kept the characteristics of the play that mark it as belonging to 

the Theatre of the Absurd, while radically condensing plot and dialogue 

to give the music more breathing space. The soldier Zapo is manning 

a military outpost solo. All of a sudden his parents turn up. Ignoring 

hostilities around them they organize a rollicking picnic. When Zépo, an 

enemy soldier, appears, he is first taken captive only to be set free again 

soon so that he too can take part in the picnic. When the group decides to 

give up war, something unforeseen happens. 

LIBrETTo AnD orCHESTrAL forCE 

Constantinos Stylianou (*1972) lives in London, where he has also  

studied composition. His works have been performed by numerous  

ensembles and orchestras, such as the Jeunesses Musicales World orches-

tra and the Philharmonia orchestra London. Stylianou sets great store  

by careful formal planning while making use of all the possibilities offered 

by the human voice, from the spoken word to great vocal gestures. In order 

to achieve immediacy he here unleashes the full eloquence inherent in  

a chamber orchestra. 

PreMiere //

20 February 09

Where // 

Landestheater Linz, Kammerspiele

Promenade 39, 4020 Linz

www.landestheater-linz.at

LibreTTo / MUsic  // 

constantinos stylianou after Fernando 

arrabal’s play Picnic on the battlefield

direcTion // 

ingo ingensand (Musical director), 

Tobias ribitzki (Mise-en-scène) 

a coproduction with  

Landestheater Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Picnic on 
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TLEFIELd 
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The  
MiracLe 
OF LINZ

idea / concePT // 

Linz09

a Linz09 project

This is about a search for traces that will end up making Pöstlingberg, a 

traditional favourite with Linzers as an excursion destination, even more 

attractive. And that will throw new light on many places in the city. 

Miracles don’t happen out of the blue every day and trying deliberately 

to make them happen is a sure way to make them stop in their tracks. 

What you can do is trace them and long for them. You can talk or dream 

about them. The miracle that every single moment is capable of granting 

depends on the eyes with which we see and on the glances that we direct 

at the world around us: miracles are in the eye of the beholder. 

So THE MIRACLE OF LINZ is setting out to search for traces, it wants  

to be an eye and ear witness to the extraordinary. It wants to rediscover 

the Pöstlingberg. A popular destination for excursions and pilgrimages?  

Is that the lot? In the Capital of Culture Year at the latest Linz’s pet  

mountain is to be given a new role.

THE MIRACLE OF LINZ is going to breathe new life into the capital. It 

has stories to tell of things in the background and of things to which there 

is more than meets the eye. It is going to make people want more. To want 

a city that cultivates its treasures on the sly. As in fairy stories, objects, 

places, buildings, pieces of furniture are turned into gold and seemingly 

mundane things reveal their real value. A kiss makes the frog morph into 

a prince, and Cindarella is crowned queen. The shoe fits. Linz is the right 

size to be a home for princesses and princes, a realm for queens and kings.

WHY TAKE THE nArroW vIEW?

A miracle, ‘thauma‘ in Greek, refers in common usage to an event  

which cannot be readily accounted for. It refers to something remarkably 

‘extra-ordinary’, to a ‘thaumasion’, for the classically inclined. A miracle 

needs eye and ear witnesses to testify to its incomprehensible character. 

In a narrower sense, we use the term ‘miracle’ as referring to events in 

time and space that at least seem to contradict the postulates of human 

reason and experience as well as the laws of nature and history. Whether 

the MIrACLE of LInZ can claim such properties must be left to the 

beholders, in this case to the public of Linz 09.
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STORIES FROM THE MARgINS

Authors in a reflexive mood. Stories of marginalization and  

inclusion, privilege and denial.  

Erich Hackl. Looking for traces of the era between 191� and 19��. His 

point of departure is a cul-de-sac running from north to west in Ebelsberg. 

It commemorates in its name gisela Tschofenig, who was murdered by  

the SS in April 19��. 

Ludwig Laher. unmasking models and chimeras. And Franz Stelzhamer’s 

monument. The creator of upper Austria’s anthem ranks as the greatest  

dialect poet of the South german tongue. And what about the person 

behind the persona?

Anna Mitgutsch. Has been collecting observations drawn from everyday 

life since her schooldays, which serve as mnemotechnical props, rather 

like photos. They include people who may not have left much of a trace –  

apart from the fact that they helped shape Linz. 

Margit Schreiner. Excursions take her to scenes of crimes, churchyards 

and other atmospheric settings. With such questions in mind as: Was there 

really a notorious ‘approved school’ in Hörsching and did günther Nen-

ning and a bunch of ‘sixty-eighters’ really stage a demonstration outside  

it for the release of the inmates? 

Walter Wippersberg. Immerses himself in the works and the posthumous 

development surrounding the works of two writers: Franz Kain and Karl 

Wiesinger. Researches their lives and the reception they met with in the 

�0s and �0s, with his eyes open for new and telling detail. 

THE PErIPHErY IS on ITS WAY To THE CEnTrE.  

Drawing on what has been forgotten and on what is worth committing 

to memory: Stories will be told from the point of view of immigrants and 

émigrés, of the marginalized and the marginalizers. By people who were 

victims or perpetrators within the framework of the political, societal, 

cultural, ethnic or economic power structures. By the socially privileged 

and the socially disadvantaged, for whom the Welfare State was long in 

coming. And about cultural and geopolitical affinities with our neighbours, 

the Czech republic, Bavaria and all along the waterway of the Danube.  

When //

12 – 15 March 09, Presentation  

at the Leipzig book Fair 

idea / concePT // 

orF oö/alfred Pittertschatscher

ParTiciPanTs // 

erich hackl, Ludwig Laher,  

anna Mitgutsch, Margit schreiner, 

Walter Wippersberg

in cooperation with orF oö 

and Picus verlag

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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das  
neUgierige 
MuSEuM
The inqUisiTive MUseUM

When //

all year 08 and 09

10 am – 6 pm daily,  

Thu 10 am – 9 pm

Where // 

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz  

and other venues in Linz

ernst-Koref-Promenade 1, 4020 Linz

www.lentos.at

idea / concePT // 

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

ParTiciPanTs // 

Uli aigner, as-iF architekten,  

bik van der Pol, empfangshalle, 

Freundinnen der Kunst, Maiz  

with carmen Mörsch, antje schiffers 

and Thomas sprenger, Jeanne  

van heeswijk 

in cooperation with  

Lentos Kunstmuseum Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec

Curiosity drives the Lentos Kunstmuseum to get in touch with the  

world. Creative personalities and artists are cordially invited to come up 

with new impulses and to engage in brainstorming on the future of the 

institution ‘museum’.

The museum is a time-hallowed institution. In the course of its very  

long history its characteristic components, such as the roles played by 

visitors and staff, its methods of (re)presentation, exhibition techniques, 

etc. have all tended to become somewhat stereotypical. From time to 

time it is therefore highly commendable to give fresh eyes from outside 

the chance to examine the status quo – in order to make changes and 

surprises possible. 

In our case it is the Lentos that feels inquisitive and that casts around in 

search of new projects and sustainable reforms. Its point of departure will 

be the exchange with visitors on the one hand and a number of different 

interest groups on the other. This exchange will be underpinned by the 

conviction that both questioning its purpose and its functions and finding 

and realizing new definitions are all part of a museum’s raison d’être. 

THE INquISITIvE MuSEuM wants to be taught a lesson or two by  

its artists and users. The project kicks off with an invitation to artists  

and groups of artists and creative individuals from Linz, from other parts  

of Austria and from European countries to focus on the Lentos and feed  

it with new impulses. 

CoMMUnICATIvE BUILDInG BLoCKS 

To get the museum’s tour d’horizon started Uli Aigner will organize 

five dinner engagements for director Stella rollig plus one guest. This  

will provide an occasion for an exchange of experiences and for any 

number of questions and answers. Then the ‘freundinnen der Kunst’ 

will despatch Lentos emissaries to different parts of Linz in the double 

function of messengers and reconnaissance unit. Moreover, MAIZ and 

Carmen Mörsch will enrich the museum’s art communication programme 

by adding new aspects to it with the help of a working group of migrants, 

and Jeanne van Heeswijk has chosen the verein der freunde des  

Lentos as partner for her project.
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sonUs 
LOCI
Twelve of Linz’s churches and sacred rooms will be venues for concerts 

and concert-like musical performances such as sound installations. 

These form part of a larger whole. 

Each individual performance that takes place in ‘these holy halls’,  

in these spaces housing sounds that are at once public, spiritual and  

individual, stands on its own and is yet part of a coherent whole.  

Performers will be invited to take part in these concerts by inserting  

their autonomous contributions into the frame of live, ever new electro-

nic spatial compositions. The use of finished compositions is no more 

than part of the musical constellation. A great deal of leeway is left for 

improvisation, and use will also be made of language and other elements. 

Klaus Hollinetz’s electro acoustic music – in its aspects of spatial art, 

in its affinity to sculptures, processes and timelessness – will make a 

substantial contribution to these performances and will serve multiple 

purposes: as basis and background, sometimes as an interjected comment, 

an provocation or a counterpoint. 

On one night – SONuS LOCI AETHERIS – all sound locations will  

perform simultaneously. This will result in different versions of one and 

the same concert, based on a shared electroacoustic sound track, and will 

be put out live on the radio. 

‘SonUS LoCI will help me realize a long cherished dream: to be able  

to use all practicable Linz churches for the creation of a music whose  

dimensions effortlessly surpass the usual temporal and spatial dimen- 

sions and that takes all questions that arise from it in its stride. With  

it I throw out a vast arch of music, which may at times be so wide that  

it is not immediately possible to see both ends; so wide that it leaves suffi-

cient time and enough space to integrate a considerable number of other  

aspects. This will result in a new type of performance. This is why  

SonUS LoCI will deliberately take a straight path without any compro-

mises. The concerts opt for the greatest possible reduction, simplicity  

and clarity.’ (Klaus Hollinetz)

When //

april – october 09

Where // 

churches and sacred rooms in and 

around Linz 

idea / concePT // 

Klaus hollinetz

in cooperation with diözese Linz

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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Frieden 
HöREN
LisTening To Peace

When //

29 June 09, 8 pm 

Where // 

brucknerhaus

Untere donaulände 7, 4020 Linz

www.brucknerhaus.at

FriedenscaFÉ WiTh  
readings and Live  
MUsic PerForMed  
by sTUdenTs oF The 
MUsiKschULe Linz 

When / Where //

29 June 09, 5 pm /

brucknerhaus

in cooperation with Peace initiative, 

stadt Linz
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CONvERSATION CONCERT

‘Peace’ has received the most diverse treatments over the history of music, 

from sounding a warning of the imminence of war or through critique of 

militarism to visions of what genuine peace would really be like. 

‘da pacem!’, the prayer for peace, has been part of the Catholic mass  

since time immemorial, and innumerable composers have written both 

shorter and full-length works on this sequence, depending on the urgency 

of their longing for peace. This longing for peace can be strengthened  

by such music, which can become a driving force for a grassroots pursuit 

of peace, a matter of special concern for Linz ever since it declared itself a 

City of Peace in 19��. With this background in mind Linz09, together with 

the Peace Initiative of the City of Linz and Linz Kultur, has invited one of 

the founding fathers of peace and conflict studies in the german speaking 

countries, dieter Senghaas, to introduce a number of peace-related compo-

sitions, old and new. The Symphony Orchestra of the Bruckner university 

and its conductor Ingo Ingensand will perform the selected works. 

Dieter Senghaas has been a peace and conflict researcher since the first 

stirrings of this movement; countless publications on a wide range of 

peace-related topics have made him well known. The topic of frIEDEn 

HÖrEn has exercised him for roughly 15 years. Two books (Klänge des 

friedens, frieden hören), a number of articles in specialist journals and 

five radio programmes (Bremer rundfunk) are evidence of his intense 

interest in the subject.
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A major cultural feat of Linz’  

more recent past will be placed 

under scrutiny by means of an 

exhibition which will at the same 

time provide an opportunity to 

showcase contemporary design, 

celebrate it – and question it. 

In 19�0 an event took place  

in Linz which had worldwide 

repercussions. The Forum design, 

initiated by Helmuth gsöllpointner, 

artist, professor and Head of the 

department of Metalwork at Linz 

university of Art, made a number 

of international experts on art and 

design flock to Linz. The presence 

of important exponents of interna-

tional design, the magnitude of the 

event, the special exhibition archi-

tecture – it may suffice to mention 

Christopher Alexander’s famous 

Linz Café – and the weighty 

publication design ist unsichtbar 

(design is invisible) gave Forum 

design mythic status. In this it 

resembled its predecessor, Forum 

Metall, which graced the city in 

19�� with, among other projects, 

a number of marvellous metal 

sculptures along the embankment, 

the majority of which are still on 

view today. Local infighting, the 

withdrawal of sponsors and the 

drying up of state subsidies while 

the Forum design was still in ses-

sion caused acrimonious quarrels 

to erupt and ultimately led to a  

financial meltdown with subse-

quent lawsuits and criminal  

convictions for individuals in 

charge of the project. 

The exhibition THE ‘CASE’ OF  

FORuM dESIgN at the Landes-

galerie casts a look back at these 

events for the first time in thirty 

years. One motive for doing so is to 

bring the one-time actors together 

again and to point to the long road 

that Linz has had to put behind 

itself to become Capital of Culture; 

another is to understand better 

how cultural change takes place 

and what a legacy is lying dormant 

here, waiting to be reactivated. 

This is why Linz09 wants to join 

Landesgalerie in its focus on 

modern design and address some 

of the most pertinent questions by 

organizing a number of side events, 

presentations and debates. This 

will make sure that the history of 

design in Linz is balanced and has 

a future. design and industrial 

design have a crucial contribution 

to make to urban planning (given 

the much and rightly blazoned 

importance of Europe’s creative 

economy), both to attracting new 

businesses to Linz and keeping in 

place those that are already there. 

DESIGn IS InvISIBLE

The issue at hand is our idea of 

what ‘design’ refers to. Especially 

in German speaking countries this 

term is still defined in its  

narrowest sense as Industrial  

Design. Yet, in fact, design must  

be given a much wider meaning. 

All questions relating to the formal 

criteria to be observed as we  

shape our environments, be it 

with reference to objects, products, 

architecture or the most ephemeral 

events, involve design. What we 

need to do therefore is to rethink 

design and come up with a new 

and much wider definition. […]

(Excerpt from Helmuth  

Gsöllpointner/Angela Hareiter/

Laurids ortner (ed.), 1981:  

Design ist unsichtbar.)

When //

15 october – 31 december 09

Tue to Fri 9 am – 6 pm,  

sat and sun 10 am – 5 pm

Where // 

Landesgalerie Linz

Museumstraße 14, 4010 Linz

www.landesgalerie.at

idea / concePT // 

Martin hochleitner, gabriele hofer

in cooperation with oberösterrei-

chische Landesmuseen

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn
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der „FaLL“ 
ForUM 
dESIgN
The ‘case’  
oF ForUM design
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An empty house somewhere near the centre of the city: a house in  

which stories are told, shown, marvelled at, discussed, enacted, hidden 

and made up. 

For several years this house at the Pfarrplatz has stood empty. Now it’s 

about to be dedicated to the arts – from the ground floor up to the attic. 

Only a modicum of building work will be required to adapt it for its 

new adventure. It must be cleaned; some of its walls need a fresh coat 

of paint; the floors must be repaired, and electricity and plumbing have 

to be brought up to date before it can provide a home suitable for events, 

exhibitions, readings, artistic installations and other productions of the 

most diverse kind. It won’t become a home for art that has only come into 

being for its own sake, but for art that has stories to tell about life. Stories 

about being at home, about leaving home, about relationships, pleasure, 

pain, people, animals, love. To enter the HOuSE OF STORIES is to be 

stirred to your very soul; you must be prepared to enter into the spirit 

of whatever it provides, whether warmth or cold; inner quiet or outside 

noise; the bright light of day or the fading light of dusk. The stories that 

the house provides a home for will accompany you everywhere. They are 

what you need before anything else can be heard, seen or experienced. 

Being a curator here will involve taking care of art and the artists as much 

as interaction with the public. Taking care will be one of the leitmotifs 

that come to life in the HOuSE OF STORIES. 

‘no museum, no gallery, no White Cube as a contemporary art laboratory. 

Instead of all this – a house. That is in itself a programme. Because such 

a vessel demands closeness, intimacy. What one feels in going through 

these programmes and the surprises they contain is reminiscent almost of 

the pleasures of childhood.  

Is the cold store of the former butcher’s shop on the ground floor really 

empty? Is there something lurking in the coal cellars? What records of the 

hardships of everyday life have bygone ages encrypted in the run-down 

kitchens and bathrooms in the rear part of the building?

And how will it all fit together? How will this house interact with the  

fantasies and creative urges of the artists who will be invited here?  

Whoever they are, they will be invited not only to create new stories but 

also to keep the momentum of the house going, to make sure it keeps 

changing, all year round; to maintain its allure as a place we hope will  

be worth visiting again and again.’ (Martin Heller)

When //

all year 09

Where // 

Pfarrplatz 18

idea / concePT // 

Linz09/Martin heller

a Linz09 project

Jan Feb Mar aPr May JUn

JUL aUg seP ocT nov dec
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season TicKeT  
FOR LINZ09

 • discounts of up to �0% on tickets for designated Linz09 events. 
 • Every week Linz09 events with a quota of free tickets available for Linz09 Insiders 
 • Access to Linz09 special events put on exclusively for Linz09 Insiders 
 • The Linz09 Programme �/� available at a reduced rate at the Linz09 shop 
 • discounts of up to �0% on designated Products of the Month at the Linz09 shop 

 Available from November 0� at the Linz09 Information Point in Linz Hauptplatz and online  
 at www.linz09.at. valid until �1st december 09. 



Linz09 
CARd

Linz09’s ciTy-Wide caLLing card

 • Free entry to designated exhibitions during Capital of Culture Year 
 • Reduced fares for all öBB train journeys to Linz from all railway stations within Austria 
 • The Linz09 Programme Book �/� available at a reduced rate at the Linz09 shop 
 • discounts of up to �0% on designated Products of the Month at the Linz09 shop 

 • 1-Day Tickets 
 • 3-Day Tickets 

 Available from November 0� at the Linz09 Information Point in Linz Hauptplatz and online  
 at www.linz09.at. valid until �1st december 09. 

cULTUraL  
PASSKEY 
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Linz09 caLendar

aLL year  
09

page JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

52 Ways to Save the World 186

Das neugierige Museum 197

Donaustrand 156

Ein Dutzend Europa 100

Ensemble09 44

Good Night Stuff 166

Houses of Stories 201

Hörstadt 72

Kepler Salon 145

Kommen und Gehen 38

Kulturhauptstadtteil des Monats 52

Linz in Torten 61

Pixel Hotel 39

Radio Play 131

Seltsame Jubiläen 123

Sonntagmorgen 47

Stadtkino 59

Turmeremit 96

Turmmusik 46

Unter Uns 125

dates to be announced

Compose! 142

Universum Linz 58

Welt im Kopf 143

  

�0�

PrograMMe 
0�

page WHen JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Linz Europa Tour West 105 27/06 – 30/08/2008

UmLinzRum 115 04/12/2008

Academy of the Impossible 138 Summer courses: July/August 2008

Sept. 08 –  Aug. 09

Tiefenrausch 152 30/05 – 30/07/2008

Das neugierige Museum 197 all year 

Turmmusik 46 30/11/2008 – 31/12/2009

Linz Atlas 60 End of 2008

Linz Texas 55 Vienna: 11/06 – 08/09/2008

Graz: 24/09 – 02/11/2008

Linz Status Quo 54 13/06/2008

(Create your own title!) 159 Sept. 2008 – June 2009

Political Sculpture 118 17/09/2008 – 16/11/2008

„Kulturhauptstadt des Führers“ 119 17/09/2008 – 13/04/2009

Kopfstand09 144 all year 

Pixel Hotel 39 all year 

Seitensprünge 144 all year 

Donaustrand 156 from April 2008

Litauen vs. Österreich - Match 136 10/09/2008

Kompositionen - Kompozicijos 113

Linz09 caLendar

deceMber 
0�

page M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Advent08 36

Opening09 37   

Hörstadt 72

Kommen und Gehen 38

„Kulturhauptstadt des Führers“ 119

Turmeremit 96

Turmmusik 46
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Linz09 caLendar

aLL year  
09

page JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

52 Ways to Save the World 186

Das neugierige Museum 197

Donaustrand 156

Ein Dutzend Europa 100

Ensemble09 44

Good Night Stuff 166

Houses of Stories 201

Hörstadt 72

Kepler Salon 145

Kommen und Gehen 38

Kulturhauptstadtteil des Monats 52

Linz in Torten 61

Pixel Hotel 39

Radio Play 131

Seltsame Jubiläen 123

Sonntagmorgen 47

Stadtkino 59

Turmeremit 96

Turmmusik 46

Unter Uns 125

dates to be announced

Compose! 142

Universum Linz 58

Welt im Kopf 143

  

�0�

PrograMMe 
0�

page WHen JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Linz Europa Tour West 105 27/06 – 30/08/2008

UmLinzRum 115 04/12/2008

Academy of the Impossible 138 Summer courses: July/August 2008

Sept. 08 –  Aug. 09

Tiefenrausch 152 30/05 – 30/07/2008

Das neugierige Museum 197 all year 

Turmmusik 46 30/11/2008 – 31/12/2009

Linz Atlas 60 End of 2008

Linz Texas 55 Vienna: 11/06 – 08/09/2008

Graz: 24/09 – 02/11/2008

Linz Status Quo 54 13/06/2008

(Create your own title!) 159 Sept. 2008 – June 2009

Political Sculpture 118 17/09/2008 – 16/11/2008

„Kulturhauptstadt des Führers“ 119 17/09/2008 – 13/04/2009

Kopfstand09 144 all year 

Pixel Hotel 39 all year 

Seitensprünge 144 all year 

Donaustrand 156 from April 2008

Litauen vs. Österreich - Match 136 10/09/2008

Kompositionen - Kompozicijos 113

Linz09 caLendar

deceMber 
0�

page M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Advent08 36

Opening09 37   

Hörstadt 72

Kommen und Gehen 38

„Kulturhauptstadt des Führers“ 119

Turmeremit 96

Turmmusik 46
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JanUary 
09*

page T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Opening09 37

Best of Austria 53

Fouché 70

Theaterlust 1: Schneesturm 40

Ecdysis 62

Der kranke Hase 137

Empire 81

Territories - Premiere 93

Kunst Flow 161

sicht:wechsel 09 192

ongoing T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

„Kulturhauptstadt d. Führers“ 119

(Create your own title!) 159

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Faust I – Premiere Theatre Sat, 10 January 2009 Landestheater, Großes Haus

Linz Blicke Exhibition Fri, 23 January – Sun, 19 April 2009 Lentos

Orestie: Die Brut – Premiere Theatre Sat, 24 January 2009 Kammerspiele

Linz09 caLendar

FebrUary 
09*

page s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Theaterlust 1: Schneesturm 40

Ecdysis 62

Zauberkünste 122

Maria Stuart 78

Biennale Cuvée 109

Begley meets Bernhard 126

Mesopotamian Dramaturgies 108

Picnic on the battlefield 194

Linz vs. Vilnius – Literatur 136

Landschaftsoper 90

Wegzeit 91

Heimspiel 65

ongoing s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Best of Austria 53

Der kranke Hase 137

„Kulturhauptstadt d. Führers“ 119

Kunst Flow 161

(Create your own title!) 159

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Linz Blicke Exhibition Fri, 23 January – Sun, 19 April 2009 Lentos

Museumsball Event Fri, 6 February 2009 Landesgalerie

Le nozze di Figaro – Premiere Opera Sat, 14 February 2009 Landestheater, Großes Haus
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Linz09 caLendar

March 
09*

page so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Landschaftsoper 90

Linz liest Vilnius 106

Linz vs. Vilnius – Geschichte 136

NextComic 160

Purimspil – Premiere 177

Linz. Randgeschichten 196

Linz vs. Vilnius – Musik 136

Linz vs. Vilnius – Sprache 136

Klänge der Macht 128

Extra Europa 102

Für die Beweglichkeit 183

In situ 124

What you really need 89

TanzTageLabor 65

RebellInnen! 49

ongoing so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI MI DO FR sa so MO DI

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Best of Austria 53

Biennale Cuvée 109

Der kranke Hase 137

„Kulturhauptstadt d. Führers“ 119

Kunst Flow 161

Mesopotamian Dramaturgies 108

(Create your own title!) 159

Wegzeit 91

Zauberkünste 122

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Linz Blicke Exhibition Fri, 23 January – Sun, 19 April 2009 Lentos

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Dornröschen – Premiere Ballet Sat, 14 March 2009 Landestheater, Großes Haus

Faust II – Premiere Theatre Sun, 15 March 2009 Kammerspiele

Platz für den König – Premiere Theatre Fri, 20 March 2009 Theater des Kindes

Birthday concert Josef Haydn Music Tue, 31 March 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

*see also page �0�
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May 
09*

page F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Kaleidophon 157

Ausblenden 68

Parade 87

Biennale Cuvée 109

Festival 4020: Song 111

Meeting Space – Workshopreihe 114

Meeting Space – Konzert 114

Best of Austria 53

Subversiv Messe 69

Holz&Blech 129

Megahertz 182

Roots&New Dreams / Linz 165

Roots&New Dreams / Pilsen 165

Roots&New Dreams / Brünn 165

Roots&New Dreams / Passau 165

Roots&New Dreams / Diersbach 165

Oratorio 130

YES09 170

LinzFest09 171

What you really need 89

Festival of Regions 63

Kulturlotsinnen 48

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

TwixtVille 57

Der Heilige Berg 85

sicht:wechsel 09 192

Höhenrausch 153

ongoing F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Der kranke Hase 137

In situ 124

Kunst Flow 161

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

Wegzeit 91

(Create your own title!) 159

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Die Wände – Premiere Theatre Sun, 3 May – Sun, 31 May 2009 Kammerspiele

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Lady Macbeth von Mzensk – Premiere Opera Sat, 23 May – Sun, 31 May 2009 Landestheater Linz, Großes Haus

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Sun, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

�10

Linz09 caLendar

aPriL 
09*

page W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Zauberkünste 122

Mesopotamian Dramaturgies 108

Extra Europa 102

Für die Beweglichkeit 183

„Kulturhauptstadt d. Führers“ 119

Linz vs. Vilnius – Küche 136

Orgelstationen 88

Zündstoff 09 180

Tage der Poesie 183

Crossing Europe Filmfestival 174

Holz&Blech 129

Nur durchgereist 86

Kaleidophon 157

TanzTageLabor 65

Ausblenden 68

Subversiv Messe 69

Sonus Loci 198

ongoing W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Best of Austria 53

Biennale Cuvée 109

Der kranke Hase 137

In situ 124

Kunst Flow 161

RebellInnen! 49

Wegzeit 91

What you really need 89

(Create your own title!) 159

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Linz Blicke Exhibition Fri, 23 January – Sun, 19 April 2009 Lentos

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Manon – Premiere Opera Sat, 4 April 2009 Landestheater, Großes Haus

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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page F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Kaleidophon 157

Ausblenden 68

Parade 87

Biennale Cuvée 109

Festival 4020: Song 111

Meeting Space – Workshopreihe 114

Meeting Space – Konzert 114

Best of Austria 53

Subversiv Messe 69

Holz&Blech 129

Megahertz 182

Roots&New Dreams / Linz 165

Roots&New Dreams / Pilsen 165

Roots&New Dreams / Brünn 165

Roots&New Dreams / Passau 165

Roots&New Dreams / Diersbach 165

Oratorio 130

YES09 170

LinzFest09 171

What you really need 89

Festival of Regions 63

Kulturlotsinnen 48

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

TwixtVille 57

Der Heilige Berg 85

sicht:wechsel 09 192

Höhenrausch 153

ongoing F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Der kranke Hase 137

In situ 124

Kunst Flow 161

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

Wegzeit 91

(Create your own title!) 159

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Die Wände – Premiere Theatre Sun, 3 May – Sun, 31 May 2009 Kammerspiele

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Lady Macbeth von Mzensk – Premiere Opera Sat, 23 May – Sun, 31 May 2009 Landestheater Linz, Großes Haus

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Sun, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum
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Linz09 caLendar

aPriL 
09*

page W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Zauberkünste 122

Mesopotamian Dramaturgies 108

Extra Europa 102

Für die Beweglichkeit 183

„Kulturhauptstadt d. Führers“ 119

Linz vs. Vilnius – Küche 136

Orgelstationen 88

Zündstoff 09 180

Tage der Poesie 183

Crossing Europe Filmfestival 174

Holz&Blech 129

Nur durchgereist 86

Kaleidophon 157

TanzTageLabor 65

Ausblenden 68

Subversiv Messe 69

Sonus Loci 198

ongoing W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Best of Austria 53

Biennale Cuvée 109

Der kranke Hase 137

In situ 124

Kunst Flow 161

RebellInnen! 49

Wegzeit 91

What you really need 89

(Create your own title!) 159

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Linz Blicke Exhibition Fri, 23 January – Sun, 19 April 2009 Lentos

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Manon – Premiere Opera Sat, 4 April 2009 Landestheater, Großes Haus

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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JULy 
09*

page W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Das grüne Band Europas 101

Schäxpir 178

Linz Europa Festival 105

Montezuma - Falling Eagle 71

Kulturbaden 150

Das unbeschriebene Blatt 

Pflasterspektakel 176

Kulturbaden 150

Theaterlust 2: Sonnenbrand 154

Siebenundzwanzig 84

In the Yard of Just One 76

Die verborgene Stadt 120

Academy of the Impossible 138

Salzstadl 107

ongoing W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

80+1 186

Bellevue 56

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

Der kranke Hase 137

Höhenrausch 153

In situ 124

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

Stadt im Glück 121

TwixtVille 57

Wegzeit 91

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

Opening Schlossmuseum Fri, 3 July – Sun, 5 July 2009 Schlossmuseum
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Linz09 caLendar

JUne 
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page M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30  

Wir sind Linz – Premiere 179

UmLinzRum 115

YES09 170

LinzFest09 171

Stadt im Glück 121

Bellevue 56

Landschaftsoper 92

Landschaftsoper 92

Kulturbaden 150

80+1 134

Schäxpir 178

Frischluftklassik 172

Frieden hören 199

Kunst Flow 88

Kulturlotsinnen 48

Festival of Regions 63

Joan of Dark 78

ongoing M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30  

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

Der kranke Hase 137

Höhenrausch 153

In situ

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

(Create your own title!) 159

TwixtVille 57

Wegzeit 91

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

Heimrad Bäcker Symposium Literature Thu, 4 June 2009 Stifterhaus

20.000 Meilen unter dem Meer – Premiere Theatre Thu, 25 June 2009 Theater des Kindes

Marianne Faithfull Music Sun, 7 June 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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Das grüne Band Europas 101

Schäxpir 178

Linz Europa Festival 105

Montezuma - Falling Eagle 71

Kulturbaden 150

Das unbeschriebene Blatt 

Pflasterspektakel 176

Kulturbaden 150

Theaterlust 2: Sonnenbrand 154

Siebenundzwanzig 84

In the Yard of Just One 76

Die verborgene Stadt 120

Academy of the Impossible 138

Salzstadl 107

ongoing W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F
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80+1 186

Bellevue 56

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

Der kranke Hase 137

Höhenrausch 153

In situ 124

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

Stadt im Glück 121

TwixtVille 57

Wegzeit 91

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

Opening Schlossmuseum Fri, 3 July – Sun, 5 July 2009 Schlossmuseum
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Wir sind Linz – Premiere 179
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YES09 170
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Landschaftsoper 92

Kulturbaden 150

80+1 134

Schäxpir 178

Frischluftklassik 172

Frieden hören 199

Kunst Flow 88

Kulturlotsinnen 48

Festival of Regions 63

Joan of Dark 78
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Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

Der kranke Hase 137

Höhenrausch 153

In situ

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

(Create your own title!) 159

TwixtVille 57

Wegzeit 91

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Exhibition Mon, 2 March – Tue, 30 June 2009 Landesgalerie Linz

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

Heimrad Bäcker Symposium Literature Thu, 4 June 2009 Stifterhaus

20.000 Meilen unter dem Meer – Premiere Theatre Thu, 25 June 2009 Theater des Kindes

Marianne Faithfull Music Sun, 7 June 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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80+1 134

Bellevue 56

Höhenrausch 153

Challenging Music, Dance… 142

Ars Electronica 175

OÖ Stiftskonzerte 95

Visuelle Klangwolke 187

Kulturgeschichtetag 2009 146

Brucknerfest 09 173

Holz&Blech 129

Kepler – Uraufführung 135

Wegzeit 91

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

TwixtVille 57

Haus.Friedens.Bruch 64

Impossibility of a Solo 94

ongoing T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Das grüne Band Europas 101

Der kranke Hase 137

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 90

RebellInnen! 49

Salzstadl 107

See this Sound 151

Sonus Loci 198

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

One-Night-Stand: Month of Upper Austrian Art Exhibition TUE, 1 September – Mon, 21 September 2009 Landesgalerie

Cyberarts 2009 Prix Ars Electronica Exhibition Wen, 2 September – Sun, 11 October 2009 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich

Opening Brucknerfest. Klassisch Anders/Bild und Musik Music Sun, 13 September 2009, 10 am Brucknerhaus

Opening Concert and Klassische Klangwolke Music Sun, 13 September 2009, 7 pm Brucknerhaus

Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra Music Tue, 15 September 2009 Brucknerhaus

Bruckner Orchester; P. Hindemith: Die Harmonie der Welt Music Sun, 20 September 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

Bruckner Orchester; A. Bruckner: Sinfonie Music Fri, 25 September 2009 Stiftsbasilika St. Florian

Kunstmesse / Art Fair Fair Sat, 26 September – Sun, 27 September 2009 Landesgalerie

�1�
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page s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Kulturbaden 150

eu-art-network 112

Fließende Grenzen 110

Theaterlust 2: Sonnenbrand 154

Siebenundzwanzig 84

Im Hof von nur Einem 76

Die verborgene Stadt 120

See  this Sound 151

Stadt im Glück 121

Academy of the Impossible 138

sicht:wechsel 192

Kompositionen – Kompozicijos 113

ongoing s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M
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80+1 186

Bellevue 56

Circus 188

Das grüne Band Europas 101

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

Der kranke Hase 137

Höhenrausch 153

In situ 124

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Salzstadl 107

Sonus Loci 198

TwixtVille 57

Wegzeit 91

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Sun, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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Bellevue 56

Höhenrausch 153

Challenging Music, Dance… 142

Ars Electronica 175

OÖ Stiftskonzerte 95

Visuelle Klangwolke 187

Kulturgeschichtetag 2009 146

Brucknerfest 09 173

Holz&Blech 129

Kepler – Uraufführung 135

Wegzeit 91

Circus 188

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

TwixtVille 57

Haus.Friedens.Bruch 64

Impossibility of a Solo 94
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Das grüne Band Europas 101

Der kranke Hase 137

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 90

RebellInnen! 49

Salzstadl 107

See this Sound 151

Sonus Loci 198

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

One-Night-Stand: Month of Upper Austrian Art Exhibition TUE, 1 September – Mon, 21 September 2009 Landesgalerie

Cyberarts 2009 Prix Ars Electronica Exhibition Wen, 2 September – Sun, 11 October 2009 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich

Opening Brucknerfest. Klassisch Anders/Bild und Musik Music Sun, 13 September 2009, 10 am Brucknerhaus

Opening Concert and Klassische Klangwolke Music Sun, 13 September 2009, 7 pm Brucknerhaus

Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra Music Tue, 15 September 2009 Brucknerhaus

Bruckner Orchester; P. Hindemith: Die Harmonie der Welt Music Sun, 20 September 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

Bruckner Orchester; A. Bruckner: Sinfonie Music Fri, 25 September 2009 Stiftsbasilika St. Florian

Kunstmesse / Art Fair Fair Sat, 26 September – Sun, 27 September 2009 Landesgalerie
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Kulturbaden 150

eu-art-network 112

Fließende Grenzen 110

Theaterlust 2: Sonnenbrand 154

Siebenundzwanzig 84

Im Hof von nur Einem 76

Die verborgene Stadt 120

See  this Sound 151

Stadt im Glück 121

Academy of the Impossible 138

sicht:wechsel 192

Kompositionen – Kompozicijos 113
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80+1 186

Bellevue 56

Circus 188

Das grüne Band Europas 101

Demokratie ist Kultur! 77

Der Heilige Berg 85

Der kranke Hase 137

Höhenrausch 153

In situ 124

Nur durchgereist 86

Orgelstationen 88

RebellInnen! 49

Salzstadl 107

Sonus Loci 198

TwixtVille 57

Wegzeit 91

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Herbert Bayer. And the 20th Century Exhibition Fri, 8 May – Sun, 2 August 2009 Lentos

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Sun, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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Festival 4020: Gott 111

Die andere Seite 80

Wo? Wenn nicht alle da! 162

UmLinzRum 115

Mörderisches Europa 158

Nur durchgereist 86
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Das grüne Band Europas 101

Der „Fall“ Forum Design 200

Salzstadl 107

See this Sound 151

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Turner and Linz Exhibition Thu, 15 October – January 2010 Landesgalerie

Nationalheilige Europas Exhibition Sun, 29 November – May 2010 Schlossmuseum
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Phonomanie 9 164

Der „Fall“ Forum Design 200

Salzstadl 107

Penthesilea 79
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Das grüne Band Europas 101

See this Sound 151

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Turner and Linz Exhibition Thu, 15 October – January 2010 Landesgalerie

Nationalheilige Europas Exhibition Sun, 29 November – May 2010 Schlossmuseum
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Ida&Jim 113

Brucknerfest 09 173

Linz vs. Vilnius – Match 106

Der „Fall“ Forum Design 200

Wiener Geschenk 181

Orgelstationen 90

Der kranke Hase 137

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

Doppelgänger 193

Schuljungenstück 127

ongoing T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s s M T W T F s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Das grüne Band Europas 101

Nur durchgereist 86

Salzstadl 107

See this Sound 151

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

Cyberarts 2009 Prix Ars Electronica Exhibition Wen, 2 September – Sun, 11 October 2009 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich

Bruckner Orchester Linz with HK „Nali“ Gruber Music Fri, 2 October 2009 Brucknerhaus

Bruckner Orchester Linz; J. Haydn „Il Mondo della luna“ Music Sun, 4 October 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

Wiener Philharmoniker, Conductor: Zubin Mehta Music Mon, 5 October 2009 Brucknerhaus

STOP.SPOT! Music Festival Music Sat, 24 October – Sun, 25 October 2009 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich

Turner and Linz Exhibition Thu, 15 October – January 2010 Landesgalerie

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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Turner and Linz Exhibition Thu, 15 October – January 2010 Landesgalerie

Nationalheilige Europas Exhibition Sun, 29 November – May 2010 Schlossmuseum
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Turner and Linz Exhibition Thu, 15 October – January 2010 Landesgalerie

Nationalheilige Europas Exhibition Sun, 29 November – May 2010 Schlossmuseum
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Brucknerfest 09 173

Linz vs. Vilnius – Match 106

Der „Fall“ Forum Design 200

Wiener Geschenk 181
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Der kranke Hase 137

RebellInnen! 49

Sonus Loci 198

Doppelgänger 193

Schuljungenstück 127
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Das grüne Band Europas 101

Nur durchgereist 86

Salzstadl 107

See this Sound 151

FurtHermore WHen WHere

Gefangen im Bernstein Exhibition Fri, 3 April – Sun, 18 October 2009 Biologiezentrum Linz/Dornach

Sehnsucht Natur. European Landscapes Exhibition Wen, 27 May – Mon, 26 October 2009 Schlossmuseum

Cyberarts 2009 Prix Ars Electronica Exhibition Wen, 2 September – Sun, 11 October 2009 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich

Bruckner Orchester Linz with HK „Nali“ Gruber Music Fri, 2 October 2009 Brucknerhaus

Bruckner Orchester Linz; J. Haydn „Il Mondo della luna“ Music Sun, 4 October 2009 Brucknerhaus, Großer Saal

Wiener Philharmoniker, Conductor: Zubin Mehta Music Mon, 5 October 2009 Brucknerhaus

STOP.SPOT! Music Festival Music Sat, 24 October – Sun, 25 October 2009 OK Offenes Kulturhaus Oberösterreich

Turner and Linz Exhibition Thu, 15 October – January 2010 Landesgalerie

*see also page �0�*see also page �0�
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Linz09 ParTners
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The LisT oF oUr ProJecT ParTners reFLecTs – as does This enTire PrograMMe – The cUrrenT sTaTUs 

oF WhaT is in FacT an ongoing evoLUTionary Process. We are aLWays haPPy aboUT neW conTacTs!

Linz09
TOP CLuB

voestalpine Ag

ORF

öBB Personen verkehrs Ag

Linz09
PREMIuM CLuB

Energie Ag Oberösterreich

blue danube airport linz

heinz hochstetter gmbh

Linz Ag

OMv Ag

Pappas Linz

Pro Helvetia, Schweizer Kulturstiftung

Linz09
CLuB

Linz Textil Holding Ag

vitra gmbH

Linz09
MEMBER

Celumsolutions Software gmbH & Co Kg

HMH Engineering-Consulting-Trading gmbH

Haribo-Lakritzen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH

Kulturverein Count davis

Schenker

Linz09
KuLTuRPARTNER

For an up-to-date list of the cultural partners of Linz09 and of the Linz09 Friends  

see our website www.linz09.at

Linz09
FRIENdS
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Linz09 service
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Linz – ciTy oF
POSSIBILITIES

190,000 inhabitants, at the heart of an economically 

successful region with over half a million people, 

only an hour and a half’s train ride from vienna, 

located on the banks of the danube and surrounded 

by an unbelievably beautiful countryside – 

that is Linz!

Yet there is more to Linz than that. It is a city with 

a varied history, which includes the dark chapter 

of National Socialism as well as the unprecedented 

upswing of the last twenty years. Music, theatre, 

fine arts, film and the innovative ideas of the  

Indie scene regularly draw audiences in Linz –  

audiences that are keen on anything contemporary. 

Ars Electronica Festival and Brucknerfest, Museum 

of the Future and Lentos Kunstmuseum, Bruckner-

haus and Landestheater, OK Offenes Kulturhaus 

Oberösterreich and State gallery, the Festival of 

Regions or the Crossing Europe Film Festival are 

so many different versions of one and the same 

corollary: culture is at home in all those places. Yet 

culture is also lived and experienced in the streets 

and squares of the city, on the water and in the green 

spaces. This page will be the visitor’s guide to the 

abundance of possibilities Linz has to offer. 

WWW.Linz.aT

is the official Linz city webpage and provides 

information about history, culture and events, 

as well as important services, including 

public transport schedules, hotspots and an 

interactive city map.

WWW.Linz.aT/ToUrisMUs

Here you will find all the resources you need for 

your stay in Linz. Accommodation, restaurant tips, 

events and highlights, sightseeing (museums, 

Botanical garden, Linz Zoo, etc.), city walks and 

tours, excursion tips and information about boat 

trips on the danube. On top of this you can find 

the recipe of Linzer Torte, shopping tips and  

hiking trails. These pages also offer useful infor- 

mation about travelling to Linz by boat, train,  

plane or car, as well as getting around within the 

city and the region.

hoW To geT here

By Train

Linz is a major European railway hub with daily 

service in all directions. Linz‘s ultra-modern  

terminal has been voted Austria‘s most beautiful 

train station three times in a row. Time tables  

and info are available from the öBB CallCenter  

at tel +��/�/1�1� or online at www.oebb.at

By Car

From Salzburg, Motorway A1, an hour and a half

From graz, Motorway A9, A1, two hours and a half

From Passau, Motorway A�, an hour and a quarter

From downtown vienna, Motorway A1, an hour 

and three quarters

By Plane

There are several flights daily between blue  

danube airport linz and the most important  

Central European aviation hubs. Airlines  

serving Linz include Austrian Airlines (vienna), 

TuIfly (Cologne), Lufthansa (Munich, Frankfurt, 

düsseldorf), Ryanair (London, Barcelona) and  

FlyNiki (Palma). www.linz-airport.at

By Boat

downtown Linz is situated on the banks of the  

danube. Cruise and excursion ships from Passau 

and vienna dock at Linz.  

www.donauschifffahrt.linz.at 
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sPeciaL oFFers 
bereits �00� gültig

Linz Weekend Experience from �9 euros

Package deal: two nights (including breakfast buffet) 

in the hotel category of your choice plus the Linz 

City Ticket Premium; price (per person, double 

occupancy): 109 euros (category A) or �9 euros  

(category B); offer valid Friday to Monday, all year.

Linz City Ticket Premium for only �0 euros

Includes a restaurant voucher, a city tour,  

a guided walking tour, the Linz Museum Ticket 

good at eleven museums, and admission to various  

attractions like the Botanical garden.

Linz Museum Ticket for only 1� euros

Admission to eleven Linz museums; available at the 

Tourist Information Bureau on the Main Square

and at all participating museums.

General queries, bookings, 

info and special offers:

Tourist Information Linz

Altes Rathaus, Hauptplatz 1 

�0�0 Linz, Austria

tel +��/���/�0�0-1���

fax +��/���/������

e-mail tourist.info@linz.at 

www.linz.at/tourismus 

gUided ToUrs & oUTings

Daily Walking Tours of Linz  

(��rd April – 1�th Oct. 0�) 11 a.m. daily beginning 

at the Main Square (Hauptplatz/Altes Rathaus);  

a certified guide will accompany you on a 1,�-hour 

tour featuring the highlights of downtown Linz. 

Family special: � euros each for adults; children 

up to age 1� free of charge! Foreign language tours 

available on demand.

Theme tours and individual booking can  

be arranged at www.linz-tours.at

Linz guide Service tel +��/��0/�009009 

e-mail linz-guide-service@gmx.at

Linz City Express: The Round Trip
daily from 10 a.m. to � p.m., this bright yellow 

miniature train departs on the hour from the Main 

Square for a ��-minute sightseeing excursion 

around downtown Linz.

Round about Linz
Linz is the perfect starting point for outings into 

the surrounding countryside – trips to uNESCO 

Cultural Heritage of Mankind sites, to the lakes of 

Salzkammergut, along the danube valley featuring 

the three-river city of Passau and the vineyards of 

the Wachau, to Krumau in the Czech Republic and 

Mühlviertel region. via ship, train, car or bicycle.

UseFUL  

Taxis

www.taxi�9�9.at, T +�� ��� �9�9, 

www.taxi����.at, T +�� ��� ����

Shared Taxis 

www.linzag.at, T +�� ��� ��1���

Ambulance 

1��

Police 

1��

Fire Brigade

1��

Camping in Linz

Camping Pichlinger See

www.camping-linz.at

Camping Pleschinger See 

T +�� ��� �����0

Hotspots Linz

www.linz.at/hotspot

Linz from A-Z 

www.linz.at/service

Weather Report

www.linz.at/wetter

Event Calendar

www.linztermine.at
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FLighTs 
FROM LINZ TO

Barcelona ......................................... � x a week

düsseldorf ........................................ daily

Frankfurt .......................................... daily

Cologne ............................................ � x a week

London ............................................. � x a week

Munich ............................................. daily

Salzburg ........................................... daily

vienna ............................................... daily

Zurich ............................................... � x a week

FLighTs 
vON LINZ NACH

Barcelona ......................................... � x a week

düsseldorf ........................................ � x a week

Frankfurt .......................................... daily

graz .................................................. � x a week

Cologne ............................................ � x a week

London ............................................. � x a week

Munich ............................................. daily

Salzburg ........................................... � x a week

vienna ............................................... daily

Zurich ............................................... � x a week

Train services
FROM ANd TO LINZ

daily:

Amsterdam, Basel, Budapest, dortmund, düssel-

dorf, Milan, Munich, Prague, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, 

Würzburg, Zürich

every hour:

Salzburg, vienna

every other hour:

Bregenz, Frankfurt, graz, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt, 

Nürnberg, villach
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�� Wege die Welt zu retten /  

�� Ways to Save the World  ................................... 1��

�0+1  ......................................................................... 1��

Academy of the Impossible  ................................... 1��

Advent0�  ................................................................... ��

Ars Electronica  ....................................................... 1��

Ausblenden / Hide  ................................................... ��

Begley Meets Bernhard  ......................................... 1��

Bellevue  .................................................................... ��

Best of Austria  .......................................................... ��

Biennale Cuvée  ...................................................... 109

Brucknerfest 09  ...................................................... 1��

Challenging Music, dance and Performance  ...... 1��

Circus  ...................................................................... 1��

Compose!  ................................................................ 1��

(Create your own title!)  ......................................... 1�9

Crossing Europe Film Festival Linz ..................... 1��

das grüne Band Europas /  

The European green Belt  ......................................  101

das neugierige Museum /  

The Inquisitive Museum  ....................................... 19�

demokratie ist Kultur! / democracy is Culture!  ...  ��

der „Fall“ Forum design /  

The ”Case“ of Forum design  ................................ �00

der Heilige Berg / The Sacred Mountain  ..............  ��

der kranke Hase / The Ill Rabbit  .......................... 1��

die andere Seite / The Other Side  ......................... �0

die verborgene Stadt / The Concealed City  ........ 1�0

das Wunder von Linz / The Miracle of Linz  ...... 19�

donaustrand  ........................................................... 1��

doppelgänger  ......................................................... 19�

Ecdysis  ...................................................................... ��

Ein dutzend Europa / A dozen Europes  ............. 100

Empire .......................................................................  �1

Ensemble09  ..............................................................  ��

eu-art-network  ........................................................ 11�

Extra Europa  ........................................................... 10�

Festival �0�0. more than Music: gOd ...................  9�

Festival �0�0. more than Music: SONg  ..............  111

Festival der Regionen / Festival of Regions  .......... ��

Fließende grenzen / Fluid Borders  ..................... 110

Fouché  ...................................................................... �0

Frieden hören / Listening to Peace  ...................... 199

Frischluftklassik ..................................................... 1��

Für die Beweglichkeit /  

For the Sake of Mobility  ........................................ 1��

good Night Stuff  .................................................... 1��

Haus der geschichten / House of Stories  ............  �01

Haus.Friedens.Bruch  ...............................................  ��

Heimspiel & TanzTageLabor ....................................  ��

Holz&Blech / Wood&Brass  ................................... 1�9

Höhenrausch  .......................................................... 1��

Hörstadt / Acoustic City  .......................................... ��

Ida&Jim  ................................................................... 11�

Im Hof von nur einem / 

In the Yard of Just One  ............................................ ��

Impossibility of a Solo  ............................................. 9�

In situ  ...................................................................... 1��

Instant Anton  ...........................................................  ��

Joan of dark  .............................................................. ��

Kaleidophon  ........................................................... 1��

Kepler  ...................................................................... 1��

Kepler Salon  ........................................................... 1��

Klangwolke  ............................................................. 1��

Klänge der Macht / The Sound of Power  ............ 1��

Kommen und gehen / Coming and going ............ ��

”Kulturhauptstadt des Führers“ /  

”The Cultural Capital of the Fuhrer“  ..................... 119

Kulturhauptstadtteil des Monats / Capital of  

Culture Neighbourhood of the Month  ................... ��

Kompositionen – Kompozicijos / 

Compositions  ......................................................... 11�

Kopfstand09 / Headstand09  ................................. 1��

Kulturbaden / Culture Bathing  ............................. 1�0

Kulturgeschichtetag �009 /  

Cultural History Convention �009  ....................... 1��
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Kulturlotsinnen / Culture Pilots  ............................. ��

Kunst Flow  .............................................................  1�1

Landschaftsoper / Landscape Opera  ..................... 90

Linz Atlas  ................................................................. �0

Linz Europa Tour 0�-09  ........................................ 10�

Linz Europa Tour East  ........................................... 10�

Linz Europa Tour West  .......................................... 10�

Linz Europa Festival  .............................................. 10�

LinzFest09  ..............................................................  1�1

Linz liest vilnius / Linz Reads vilnius  ................ 10�

Linz. Randgeschichten /  

Stories from the Margins  ....................................... 19�

Linz Status quo  .......................................................  ��

Linz Texas  .................................................................  ��

Linz in Torten  ...........................................................  �1

Linz vs. vilnius  ...................................................... 1��

Maria Stuart  .............................................................. ��

Meeting Space  ........................................................ 11�

Megahertz  ............................................................... 1��

Mesopotamian dramaturgies  ................................ 10�

Montezuma – Falling Eagle  ....................................  �1

Mörderisches Europa /  

Murderous Europe  ................................................. 1��

NextComic  .............................................................. 1�0

Nur durchgereist / 

Just Passing Through  ............................................... ��

Oö Stiftskonzerte .....................................................  9�

Opening09  ................................................................  ��

Oratorio  ................................................................... 1�0

Orgelstationen / Organ Stops  ................................. ��

Parade  .......................................................................  ��

Penthesilea  ............................................................... �9

Pflasterspektakel  .................................................... 1��

Phonomanie 9  ........................................................ 1��

Picnic on the Blattlefield  ....................................... 19�

Pixel Hotel  ................................................................ �9

Political Sculpture  ................................................. 11�

Purimspil  ................................................................ 1��

Radio Play  ...............................................................  1�1

RebellInnen! / Activistas!  ....................................... �9

Roots&New dreams  ............................................... 1��

Salzstadl  .................................................................. 10�

Schaurausch  ........................................................... 1��

Schäxpir  .................................................................. 1��

Schuljungenstück / A Schoolboy Play  ................ 1��

See this Sound  .......................................................  1�1

Seitensprünge / Escapades  ................................... 1��

Seltsame Jubiläen / Odd Jubilees  ......................... 1��

sicht:wechsel  .......................................................... 19�

Siebenundzwanzig / Twenty-seven  .......................  ��

Sonntagmorgen / Sunday Morning  ........................  ��

Sonus loci  ............................................................... 19�

Stadt im glück / City in Luck  ...............................  1�1

Stadtkino ................................................................... �9

Subversiv Messe / Subversive Fair  ........................ �9

Territories  .................................................................. 9�

Theaterlust 1: Schneesturm /  

Theatre Mania 1: Snowstorm  ................................. �0

Theaterlust �: Sonnenbrand /  

Theatre Mania �: Sunburn  .................................... 1��

Tiefenrausch  ........................................................... 1��

Turmeremit / The Hermit of the Tower  ................. 9�

Turmmusik / Tower Music  ..................................... ��

Twixtville  .................................................................  ��

umLinzRum / RoundAboutLinz  ......................... 11�

universum Linz  ....................................................... ��

unter uns / Amidst us  .......................................... 1��

Wegzeit / Journey Time  ...........................................  91

Welt im Kopf / A World in one‘s Head  ................ 1��

What you really need  .............................................. �9

Wiener geschenk / A viennese gift  .....................  1�1

Wo? Wenn nicht alle da! /  

That‘s the Way to do it!  ......................................... 1��

YES09  ...................................................................... 1�0

Zauberkünste / doing Magic  ................................ 1��

Zündstoff  ................................................................ 1�0
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Linz09
TEAM

Renate Aicher 

Peter Androsch 

Magdalena Bayer

Airan Berg 

Elisabeth Brunner

Thomas Brych 

Erwin dorn 

Elisabeth Egger 

Christa Fuchs 

ulrich Fuchs 

Marie gahleitner 

Eva gintenreiter 

Karin gschwandtner 

Martin Heller

Barbara Hinterleitner 

Kristina Hödl 

Magnus Hofmüller 

Irene Klinglmair 

Simon Lachner 

Pia Leydolt 

dieter Mackinger 

Hari Michlits

Susanne Puchberger 

Walter Putschögl

Maren Richter 

ulrike Ritter 

Elisabeth Sachsenhofer 

Elke Santin 

Tamara Schwarzmayr 

Barbara Seemann 

Barbara Simma 

Yvonne Steininger 

Marlene Stockinger

Julia Stoff 

Brigitta umstätter 

Katja veltzke

Niko Wahl 

Elke Wagner 

ulrike Wagner 

gudrun Wallenböck 

Christine Weisser 

Sigrid Wilhelm 

Nora Wolloch 
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In your hand you hold the second of three  

programme books that will be published  

before the beginning of Capital of Culture Year. 

A companion volume, the Linz Book, is all 

about Linz, with photos by Paul Kranzler  

and texts on different aspects of the city, 

ranging from downright declarations of love 

to information on regional peculiarities, from 

speculations to recommendations on a mass of 

topics related to industry, culture, and nature. 

It is in the nature of things that the last word 

on the programme of Linz09 has not yet been 

spoken as this volume goes to press. Several 

more projects will still be added, many  

have some development ahead of them.  

We would like to invite you to browse in this 

programme. And while you are about it, why 

not make a note of your favourite project in 

your calendar? Make a resolution to spend 

your holidays and weekends in Linz next  

year. Chances are you might rediscover our 

city – and Europe.

www.linz09.at gives you access to all our  

publications and to our newsletter. Take  

out a subscription. That way you’ll be sure  

to keep up to date.

Have fun!

INstRuctIONs 
FOR USE 


